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REPORT
OF THE

GOVERNOR OF ALASKA.
SITKA, .ALASKA, October 1, 1887.
Sm. :. fo obedience to the requiremeRts of seetion 2 of the act creating
a civil governrnen:t for .Alaska, approved May 17, 1884, and the further
request of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, I herewith submit
'' a report of the affairs, and of the progrei,s and development of the
Territory for the year ending June 30, 1887." In doing so, however,, I
harnfoand it necessary, in order to lay before the Department a reasonably accurate statement of the commerce and productive industries of
the Territ0ry, to include the time intervening between the close of the
fiscal year and the date of this report, it being· otherwise impossible to
p11esent such facts an.d figures as will be fairly indicative of the progress
which is being made· in the way of substantial development. In this
connection I -am compelled to say, even at the risk of being set down
as an. inveterate-fault-finder, that in this the third year .of my admin.is.- .
tration of affairs in. this Territory I labor under the same disadvantages
complained of ilil my first report-the total absence of direct means of
communication with.. any part of the Territory committed to my executive
cliarge, save that known as the southeastern section, and whieh constitutes. less than one-tweru.tieth of the whole.
. Early in February last I was informed, through the Department, that
1t w,a,s tlle intention off the honorable Secretary of the Navy to detail
Lieut. W . H. Ernorv "for service with the United States steamer Thetis
in .Alaskan waters;, with instructions to '~ co-operate with the civil gove~nment, and with the governor, and aid him by fu:misbing transportation wlrere,reqaired," a;n(il I was given to understand that the ship would
be here in ample time to enable me to comply with that provision @f the
organic act which makes it my duty to · "inquire into the operations of
the .Alaska Seal and Fur Company" (Alaska Commercial Company!),
and also to visit various other sections of the Territory over which it bas
thus far been impossible to extend the authority of the civil government. The hope thus inspired, I regret · to say, has not been realized ;
and, owing to the non-arrival of the Thetis, I am still unable to make a
report, based altogeth~r upon personal observation and k11owledge, of
the "resources, industries, population," etc., of any other part of Ala8ka
than the comparatively small section alluded to, and which is known as
t~e southeastern division. I have, however, been able to glean considerable information of value concerning the more remote sections of
the Territory from sollrces I deem altogether trustwortlty and reliable,
G9l
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which I give in connection with such facts and figures relating to the
southeastern section as are within my own personal knowledge.
POPULATION.

The white population of Alaska is principally confined to the southeastern section-that part which embraces the so-called '' 30-mile strip"
of main-land lying in front of the British possessions and extending
from Dixon's Entrance to Mount St. Elias and the islands of the Alexandria Archipelago-a geographical division which covers an area of on1y
29,000 square miles out of a total of 581,000 claimed for the whole Territory. I am very reliably informed, however, that the white population
of the western and southwestern sections is much larger than has heretofore been represented; but having no means at my disposal with which
to defray the cost of securing a reasonably accurate enumeration, even
in the most accessible parts of the Territory, I can do no more than
give wh~1t I consider a reliable and altogether conservative estimate of
the population, taking the incomplete census of 1880 as the basis of calculation. I think it perfectiy safe to estimate the increase in white
population at not less than 50 per cent. as compared with the figures
given in my last annual report. ·
.
The inauguration of new mining and fishing enterprises on the mamland and islands to the westward, of which mention will hereafter be
made, has more than doubled the white population in that direction; and
while the same may be said of the Harris (Juneau) mining district, not
less than 350 white miners have made their way to and located, atl_east
temporarily, on the headwaters and tributaries of the Yukon R1~er,
where some very promising placer mines were found and worked durmg
the past summer.
Since my last report Rev. William Duncan, the Episcopal missionary
whose successful work among the Indians of British Columbia bad become a matter of world-wide notorietJ~, in that he not only converted to
Christianity the savage people among whom be went to carry th~ gospel
some twenty or thirty years ago, but actually founded and bmlt up a
flourishing village with a population of nearly, if not quite, 1,500 educated Christian natives, with all the trades and industries which u. ually
are carried on in civilized communities, has removed bis people, with all
their industries, into Alaska, settling them at Port Chester, Annette
Island, where he has founded the new town of Metla-Kahtla. These
people are all more or less educated, naturally intelligent, well be~aved
and industrious, and will make excellent citizens. The immigration of
this people adds at least 1,000 persons to the civilized population of the
Ter~itory, and it is expected their number will be largely augme?ted by
the mfiux of many other British Columbia natives who are desirous of
joining Mr. Duncan in his new home.
From all tlie information at band I estimate the population of Ala ka
to be about as fo Hows:
White . _. _.. . ____ . __ .. _.. _. __ . _____ .. __ . _. _____ ... ______ . ____ . _____ .. _. _.. 5, 000
Cr oles (practically wbite). ___ . __________________________ ·--· __________ ---- 1,
000
t~et~~e··-~i-~ili~ - ci ..... ------ ·,-·- ·-· --· ·----- -----· ------ --- --···- ---- ---··
500
Na t·1v ((unc1v1hzed)
. . . and....
more or fo setlucated) -----------· ---------------···· , 500
·-·· ________ .... ____ ...... ________________ ·--- .... 27,

i•

Total. __ • ___ .. ___ .... _. ____ . _ . _____ . ____ .. ____ . ____ ... ____ . ___ .. ____ . 39,

~ bile I am quite ure that I have not overestimated the white population, I have simply taken the Creole and Aleut membership of the
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Greco-Russian Church in Alaska, as given me by the archpriestin c~a~ge
of the diocese, as representin g the w bole number of those people hvmg
in the Territory. The uncivilized population, in the absence o~ an enumeration,can only be guessed at, and I have ther~~ore adopted_ m r~mnd
num l>ers the incomplete count made by Petroff m 1880, takmg 1t for
·granted that there are full as many natives in the Territory now as were
actua,lly counted six years ago.
CLIMA'.l'E.

Though the older reshlents regard the past year as having been one
of unusual perverseness in respect to long-continued low temperature
and great excess of rain-fall, a claim that is fully sustained by the rPcords,
I ean see no good reason for changing or modifying, in the slightest degree, the opinions I have heretofore expressed in regard to the equably
mild and salubrious climate of southeastern Alaska, certainly, and of
the whole southwestern section presumably.
For the following meteorological summary for the year ending August
3_1,_1887, showing the mean, maximum, and minimum temperature, precipitation, and number of clear, fair, and cloudy days, I am indebted to
Joh1;1 J. J\foL~an, s~rgeant, United States Signal Corps, who has been
stationed at Sitka for several years past and who is a thoroughly accomplished, pains-taking officer:
Meteorological summary for the year ending August 31, 1887, of Sitka, Alaska.
[Latitude 57° 3'; longitude 135° 19'.]

Self-registering instruments set daily at 11 p.
m. 75th meridian time.

Mea.n temperature.

Months.

Seventy-fifth. meridian.

7 a. m.

3 p. m.

+-

.I
~

11 p. m.

--- - ---- ---1886-'87.

ii'

Ii:~/////////////I;//!/////

51.6
44.3
88.2
36.1
27. 7
22.9
30. 9
36. 2
42. 2
45. 7
49.6
51. 8

55. 7
47. 7
40.7
39. 7
31.1
28.2
35. 3
41. 9
46.6
51.9
53.6
56.5

54.1
45. 7
39.9
38.2
29. 7
26.3
34. 5
41.1
45.8
52
53.8
56.9

rms.i-··--···-···-··-----·-·--477.2 ~ - 5 1 8 . 0
nnua means________________ _
39.8
44.1
43.2
*Highest 72°, June 4.

t Lowest -

53.8
45. 9
39.6
38
29.5
25.8
33. 0
39. 7
44.9
49. 9
52.3
55.1

62
8
59.5
2
54
6
52.5
6
48
2, 3,4
41
14, 15
49
27
5'.!
11, 12, 19
58.5
15
72
4
66.5
28, 26
68
17

39
31. 5
23.5
U.5
1. 5
3

21
25
31
1

4

6

25
16

22
5
27.5
4
g
39.5
g
41.5
41
6,28

508.l~
------·· --···- ....
42.3 ______ --···--· ______ ·--·
3°, February L
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Meteorological summary for the yca1· ending August 31, 1887, of Sitka., Alaska-Cont'd.
Precipitation (in inches
and hundredths).
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~!~ha~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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-A:-ugust .............................. :
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7.38
6.64
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5.01
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9.38
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1.08
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A study of the foregoing tables of temperature and precipitation,
while showing a rather damp condition of affairs as compared with the
climatic conditions obtained during· ~he same period in the eastern .and
central parts of the United States, nevertheless presents a compar1s0~
not at all disparaging to Alaska, if indeed they do not indicate a c~1·
mate which, by way of contrast, is altogether paradisical. There are m
southeastern Alaska no extremes of temperature during the day or
month; it is equable all the year round. The past year, however,
seems to have been an exception to all rules, even in. southeastern
Alaska, which has heretofore been noted for the constant maintenance
of an annual equilibrium of temperature and rain.fall. No matter how
great the precipitation in any particular season, there was always a
counter.balancing effect before the close of the year.
But notwithstanding the great loss of temperature during the past
year, as compared with the normals (standard means deduced, _uud~r
the regulations of the Signal Service, from observations coverrng, m
this instance, a period of seven years), amounting to 650°, and the
correspondingly great excess of rain.fall, amounting to 21 inches as
compared with the report for the same months in 1885-'86, the conse·
q?-ent discomforts and disadvantages are as nothing compared t~ the
high temperature and droughts experienced in the Eastern and Middle
St~tes duri.ng a part of the year, and where even the tenacious Canac~a
thistle per.ished for the want of moisture; or, on the other band, m
coml?ari ?n_with the Southern and Western Stt!:es, where the _sud~en
and irres1 t1ble cyclone sweeps everything from its path, and 1s alike
de tructi ve to life and property.
Cyclone are unknown in Alaska which on the other hand, could
spare a third or even half it annual'rain.fall to tho e State and Territori ~hicb are not so plentifully supplied with that which refre hes
the . 011 and cau es it to produce in abunuance; yet I venture to ay the
demz n of Ala ka will cheerfully endure the greater number of damp
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and cloudy days indic~ted by the foregoing tables than voluntarily seek·
a permanent abiding place where they will be in constant danger of being swept away by an electric whirlwind, or parched to death by longcontinued heat and drought.
.
The · mean annual temperature of 430,2 shown by the table 1s 2°.5
lower than that of the preceding year and 1° lower than the mean _for
forty-five years. · The great loss of temperature found by comparmg
the daily mean with the normal, together with the excessive rain-~all an~
abnormally cloudy season, fully accounts for the failure of the w1ld-frmt
crop, usually so plentiful, and the backwardness and partial fail~re ?f
garden products. Altogether, the tables show an abnormal chmatic
condition ; one, it is safe to predict, that will not occur again for a long
time, if, indeed, there is any reliance to be placed in averages deduced
from observations taken regularly during a period of fifty-three consecutive years.
~
TAXABLE PROPER'.l'Y.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at a reasonably accurate estimate of the value of taxable property in Alaska. There are no .feesimple titles in the whole Territory, except in the cases of twenty small
lots or parcels of land in the town of Sitka, and one in Saint Paul,
Kadiak Island, the absolute ownership of wfach was vested in the occupants at the time of the transfer by the protocol executed by the
American and Russian commissioners, October 18, 1867.
In all other cases the occapants and claimants of lands, except mining claims, .are simply squatters, dependent upon and looking anxiously
forward to such legislation by Congress as will enable them to perfect
tileir titles.
·
At Juneau, a most active, prosperous town, with a dozen or more
general p:Jevchandising establishments, churches, newspaper, theater,
water-works, etc., not one ·of the resident citizens is possessed of any
other title to the land upon which his home or place of business is located than that which the mere fact of possession gives him, while the
same is true of those who have invested their capital in business enterprises in other parts of the Territory. · The taxable property is consequently almost wholly personal, and must necessarily continue to be so
until the general land laws are extended to the Territory, and the rei-ddent people thus afforded an opportunity to acquire titles to the lands
they occupy and upon which they have erected their homes.
'l'bat there is very little taxable real estate in Alaska is not to be
wondered at, in view of the fact that no part of the vast public domainwithin its borders has ever been thrown open to settlement by homestead or pre-emption; and that in consequence the great majority of actual settlers have been unable to obtain titles to ·the lands they have
occupied aud improved. Nor is it any wonder, un"dertbe circumstances,
that the white population is not many times larger than it is. People
seeking homes in a ~ew country are not inclined to go where they have
no assurance of being permitted to enjoy the same rights and privileges
accorded to settlers upon the public domain elsewhere.
Under the general mining laws, which were extended to Alaska by
act of l\lay 17, 1884, a large number of claims have been staked and
recorded, but up to this time no patents have been granted or issued.
Applications for patents in anumberof cases are nQw pending, however,
and it is fair to assume that claimants, as fast as their claims are proved
more or less valuable, will take the necessary steps to perfect their titles.
Placing a fair value on the mines already developed, as well as on those
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in progress of development, and taking into consideration the various
other industries hereinafter enumerated, I believe I will not be far out
of the way in estimating the taxable property of Alaska, including everything that might properly be placed on a legal tax-roll, at not less
than $10,000,000, exclusive of the Alaskan Commercial Company's establishments on the Seal Islands. The increase will be rapid as soon
as Congress by the necessary legislation shall invite aud encourage
the settlement of public lands by people desirous of securing homes and
engaging in some business connected with the development of Alaska's
many and varied natural resources. Until such legislation is had it is
idle to expect any considerable settlement of the public lands other
than those which are valuable for the mineral they contain, nor yet
any such rapid increase in the valuation of her taxable property as
would certainly follow close upon an extension of the general land laws
to the Territory.
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

Very little has been accomplished or indeed attempted in the way of
agricultural development. With the exception of a number of gardens here and there and a few "ranches" where root crops are grown,
there is nothing worth mentioning in the way of agricultural or horticultural development. This, too, notwithstanding there is a very considerable acreage of tillable lands in southeastern Alaska possessed of
a soil which produces a most luxurious vegetation-the fact being that
no one comes to Alaska with the belief that either its soil or climate is
in the least degree adapted to agricultural or horticultural pursuits,
but invariably with a view to engaging in other business. Consequently we have no experienced farmers or gardeners, and henc6 it ca~
not be said that anything like a fair test of the adaptability uf the s01I
and climate to the growth of farm and garden products has ever been
made. Nevertheless the comparatively few experiments which have
come under my observation, though made by persons whose knowledge
of such matters was not such as to give assurance of success in any region, however fertile the soil or favorable the climate, leave no room to
doubt that all the cereals, except corn, can be grown to ~erfection in
many parts of Alaska with perhaps no more frequent failures on account of low temperature and excessive rain-fall than are apt to be oc·
casioned by excessive heat and protracted drought in the Eastern,
Middle, and Wes tern States.
The past summer has been an exceptionally untoward one, the r~in·
fall exceeding by 20 inches that of any previous season during a per10d
of fifty-three years, and there having been a corresponding loss of temperature. As a consequence, most of the gardens were failures, except
as to turnips and potatoes, though it jg fair to say that not a few tables
~ere well supplied during the early summer with lettuce, onions, rad1she , etc., of home growth.
Intelligent and observant miners, who have returned from the Upper
Yukon country, speak in glowing terms of the summer climate, and
av_er. that ~here are in that section large bodie of arable land , with a
011 m which farm and garden products of nearly every kind can b
grown _and matured, there being more continuous sun hine and much
l
ram-t:all tb_an prevail below tllecoast rauge of mountain . 9ne of
t_h m t rntelhO'ent of the e miner inform mo that ther were eighty·
li\" day of growing w a 11 r in that region the pa t ummer: "i hich
w ul 1 b qual to a lea ton , hundred an 1 twenty day in the latitude
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of Ohio and Indiana, having reference to the amount of daylight, that
'being practically the'' Land of the midnight sun." He tel_ls me ot: extensive river valleys, in which the wild grasses grow lux1:1riantir, ripen
and cast their seeds, and in which various small fruits are indigenous
to the soil and climate.
The excessive winter's cold is counterbalanced by the summer's correspondingly high temperature, the frost which remains in the gro~nd
below the surface, together with occasional warm showers, supplyrng
the moisture necessary to a rapid and healthy vegetation. It is not to
be expected, however, that the Yukon region will ever acquire any importance by reason ofits agricultural advantages; nevertheless, enough
is now known of its soil and climate to justify the assertion that the
people who go there for the purpose of developing its other resources can
grow their own vegetables, and be under no necessity of importing beef,
butter, etc., if but a small proportion of their whole number will give
their attention to the grazing of cattle and tilling of the soil.
From all I can learn-and I have conversed with many persons who
have visited and spent considerable time in those sections-I am inclined
to believe that the climatic conditions of the Aleutian Islands and that
part of the mainland below the coast range of mountains extending
north and west from Sitka to the Aliaska peninsula, including the large
island of Kadiak, are better for agricu]ture and horticulture than in any
other portion of the Territory. There can be no question as to the fertility of the soil, which is principally a vegetable mold with clay substratum. Nearly all the products of the garden are grown to perfection
at the settlements throughout this last-mentioned section, though it is
safe to aver that there is not an experienced or competent farmer or
gardener in the whole Territory.
Altogether, I can see no good reason for changing or modifying the
opinion heretofore advanced in my official reports that, while Alaska
can_ not properly be considered, either presently or prospectively, an
agrwultural country in the popular acceptation of the term, she is, nevertheless, possessed of capabilities in that direction sufficient to the support of a large population.
STOCK-RAISING.

Nothing has yet been done in the way of stock-raising, for which, in
my opinion, some parts of the Territory are specially well adapted.
There are no cattle in southeastern Alaska, save a few horses, mules,
and pack animals, with here and there a few milch cows, all of which,
however, seem to thrive well on the abundant pasturage, which continues green and succulent during at least nine months of the year. Indeed, the winters of southeastern Alaska, of Kadiak and the Aleutian
Islands being very much milder and more equable than those of Monta?a, Wyoming, and Dakota, it is safe to say that cattle can be perm~tted to run at large and subsist themselves during the whole year
~1th less loss than in the Territories named. In most parts of the Territory, even as far north as Kotzebue Sound, there is an abundant and
luxnrfous growth of grasses, principal among which are the Kentucky
b!ue-grass, blue-joint, and wood-meadow grass, which will not only furnish the best pasturage, but from whfoh an abundance of fodder can be
cured with which to feed an unlimited number of cattle during the short
winter seasons, which are the rule along the southeastern coast and on
the islands. Indeed, there is no reason why cattle may not be kept in
numbers sufficient to the wants of any probable population in most parts
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of the interior, and particularly on the Upper Yukon, where there is
promise of large mineral developments in the near future, if properly
sheltered during the winter; all accounts agree as to tbe abundance of
grasses for summer pasturage and fodder for winter feeding. The comparatively few cattle in southeastern Alaska, on Kadiak and the Aleutian Islands thrive well and fatten quickly, the beef being remarkably
tender and well-flavored, while the rare aud excellent quality of the
milk and cream elicits the praise of all who visit Kadiak and the islands
to the westward.
With all its advantages in the way of abundant and luxuriant
.gr.asses, of innumerable islands upon which thousands of cattle could
be kept without expense for herding or fencing, of a much more favorable climate than that of some of the Territories, where millions of dollars have been invested in the business, I do not, however, anticipate
any development of this one great source of wealth until, by the establishment of necessary mail-routes, the different sections of the Territory are brought into closer relations with each other, and with the
business centers of' the Pacific coast at least. The existing monopoly
in the carrying trade, for which the Government is wholly responsible,
in that it bas farmed out one of the chief industries of the Terrritory
to a giant corporation, which thus far has succeeded in defeating
nearly every proposed act of legislation calculated to insure the settlement and development of Alaska, thus placing all that part -0f the
Territory not held within its own relentless grasp at the mercy of another greedy and insatiate corporation, precludes the hope of any very
rapid and substantial development of Ala,ska's many natural resources
other than mineral, and even in that the hardy pioneer is obliged to
meet and contend with obstacles for the removal of which we can only
look to Congress through such legislation as will place Alaska on ~n
equal footing with the other Territories. It is idle to expect themvestment of any considerable amount of capital in the development of
the resources of a Territory having a semblance of local_ governm~~t
only, .and in which would-be settlers and investors are demed the pn_v1lege of buying and paying for the lands they wish to occupy and improve. On the other hand, as soon as Congress shall conclude_ that
there are indeed here in Alaska all the natural elements essential to
the growth of a rich and prosperous State, and acting upon that theory
shall conclude to enact such legislation as will encourage and promote
tbeir development, then, a.pd not till tbeo, may we look for the dawn
of that era of prosperity which should have followed close after the
transfer of the Territory from the Russian to tbe American Go!~rnment, which will populate Alaska with a hardy, industrious, enterpri rng
people, dot her main and island coasts with thriving villages, town ,
and citi~s, the outcome of which will be the development of natural
resources that will make of her in substantial and enduring wealth
what he now is in the extent of her broad domain-a mighty empire
within herself.
MINES .A.ND MINERALS,

Considerab1e progre s bas been made during the past year in the d velopment of the gold-bearing ledges of southeastern Ala ka, though
~et the Territory can boa t of but one paying quartz mine. Thi _1
~ the gr . t Pari min , on Dougla I laud, which wag fully de cr1•.
m my la ~ an u _l report, and whi 11, together with it 120- tamp mill
has b n m contmuou peration the pa t year; turning out a mont~l.
product of ov r 100,000 in bullion. Though the stamp-mill belongmg
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to this mine is one of, if not the largest in the world, _it is now being enlarged to double its present size, by the addition of a 1;1um~er of batteries equal to those already in operati,on. New chlorm~t10n w~rks of
much larger capacity have also been erected; these, together with !he
.addition to the mill, involving expenditures amounting to somethmg
over $300,000-the original works, including preliminary mine work,
having cost about half a million. The mine, with a mill that was put
into operation only a little more than two years ago, has not only returned the whole of this large investment to the share-holders, but has
paid them comfortable divitlends as well. The improvements referred
to will be completed before the close of the year, and it is expected will
more tJ:\an dou.ble the monthly output of bullion, at a considerably
lower cost per ton of ore mined and crushed.
Ha.ving fully described this great mine in my last annual report, it is
needless to say more at present than that the opinion then expressed of
its great size and value bas been fully corroborated by the results since
accomplished. It is, without doubt, the largest body of gold-bearing
quartz ever developed in this or any other country, there being now
enough ore in sight, equally as good as, if not better than, that from
which such profitable results have already been bad, to keep half a
dozen such mills as the one now running in steady operation for at
least half a century to come. To afford experts an opportunity to figure
for themselves about bow far I may be wrong in my guess at the permanency of this mine, I will merely state that it covers 3,000 feet in
length, on a ledge the average width of which is not less than 500 feet
between walls, with an outcrop on which sinking was commenced 21-0
feet above the present working tunnel, which last is on a level at least
200 feet above rlrainage. In over two years' work, in which the mill
has turned out bullion to the amount of not less than $2,000,000, -n ot
much more than a perceptible scratch has been made on this vast body
of ore, the open, hopper-sbaprd quarry from which the rock has thus
far been taken not being over 150 feet wide either way atthe top, while
the bottom is still far abo\Te the turned level. Given the length, breadth,
and height of the ore body, together with the average yield per ton,
which I am informed is about $15, and others than experts ought to be
able to form a reasonably fair estimate of the immense value of this
truly wonderful mine. ·
.
The ledge in which ·tJ..10 Paris mine is located has been traced by
outcrop and exploration pits and trenches for a length of 7 or 8 miles,
and the work of development is being vigorously pushed on several
other properties with good promise of gratifying results. ·
ALASKA. UNION MINING COMPANY.

Abo~t 3 miles northwest from the Paris the Alaska Union Mining
Company, the Abare-holders in which are, I believe, principally Boston
and New York capitalists, is building a mill to contain 36 batteries
?f 5 stamps each, half of which will be in operation before this report
is printed. It is the intention to add the other 80 stamps as soon as
possible after the first section is completed and in running order, which _
ca~ be done without any additional expense for motive power. The
claim which this company is developing is located about 2,000 feet
back from the shore of Gastineaux Channel, upon which a substantial
wharf has been built in water deep enough to float the largest vessel
on the coast. The mine is connected with the mill by a gravity tramway, 1,800 feet in length, upon which the descending loaded cars will
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dr~w t~e empty <:mes up to the very mouth of a tunnel which is being
dr:iv~n rnto. the side of the mountain, and is expected to strike the ledge
witbm a distance of 600 feet from its starting point. This tunnel,
~hich is larg~ ~nough to accommodate a double-track tram-way, at the
time of my visit to the location a few weeks ago, had been driven a
le~gth of 400 feet, and was expected to reach the ledge by the time the
mill should be completed and ready for operation. There is here, apparently, a very large body of quartz, which it is claimed will yield not
less than $10 per ton in working, the estimate being based solely on
numerous assays of the surface rock. Tho working tunnel will strike
the ore body about 400 feet below the outcrop, at a point where it is
hoped and believed the ore will be found of a higher grade than that on
the surface. .At one point a stream of water bas cut through and exposed the ledge, which is· shown to be at least 500 feet wide and presenting a good _face on either side.of the stream, from which an almost
unlimited amount of rock can be quarried at trifling cost. The mill
will be principally supplied from this outcrop until such time as the
mine can be regularly and systematically opened up on the tunnel
level.
While it is not my province to indulge in speculation as to the future
of an undeveloped property, I do not, nevertheless, hesitate in the expression of my belief that, so far as quantity of rock is concerned, the
share-holders in this company need be under no apprehension whatever;
the quality of the ore is another question, and can only be satisfactorily determined by actual practical mill test. In this last regard it is
enough to assert that if the ore is half as good as it looks, or is found
to yield half the average per ton the assays would seem to indicate,
those who have invested their mBans in the development of the mine are
not likely to have any just cause to grieve over the size of future dividends. By the time t.he mill is completed the company will have exp'3nded for permanent improvements, and in opening its mine, not less
than $250,000.
.
About a mile southeast of the last-mentioned property a tunnel 1s
being driven into the mountain side, and at the time of my visit had
cut the ledge at a distance of about 200 feet from the starting point, and
was being continued in what appeared to me a very good quality ?f
quartz, though I was not informed as to its assay value. The rock 1
somewhat different from that of the Paris, but to a casual observer w?uld
appear to be equally as well charged with the precious metal. The width
of the vein or ledge had not been determined by the tunnel, but tbe outcrops indicate a body of ore nearly if not quite 500 feet wide. It is more
than probable that a mill will be erected on this property as soon as the
completion of the tunnel shall have determined conclusively the size of
the ledge and the average pay quality of the ore.
Be.tween this last-mentioned claim and the Paris are a number of other
prospectively valuable properties, upon most of which, however, very
little if any more than the legal assessment work bas been done by
the owners, the most of whom are poor men, who must bide the time
when they can either sell or enli t the large amount of capital neces ary
t~ the uccess~ul development of their embryo mines. Neverthele the
httl wor:k which ha been done in the way of sinking and drifting, to~eth r with the outcroppings here and there to be seen, leave little room
i?r d u t as to the pre nee of the main ledge on the properties in que t10n; but w~et~ r th~ ore in all, or, indeed, any of them, except, p_erI1ap , t~ cla1':Il m~J?ediately adjoining the Paris, is sufficient in quantity
or qnaht to JU tlfy the erection of expensive reduction work , is a mat-
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ter that can only be certainly determined by a much more thorough and
practical test than has yet been bad. The property last referred to has
been pretty thoroughly tested with the aid of a diamond drill, and would
most probably have been sold last summer to English capitalists, on the
advice of their own expert, who was sent out to examine and repor_t, but
for the intervention of the alien land law passed at the last session of
Congress.
The property is undoubtedly one of exceeding great value, the work
already done giving almost certain promise .of the development of a
mine less in magnitude than the Paris only to the extent that it has
the length of one claim only, while the other embraces two.
To the southeast of the Paris considerable exploratory work bas been
<lone, and not a little in. tlJe way of practical development. A working
tunnel now driving will open up three of the claims nearest to the
Paris, and on which sufficient exploratory work bas been done to demonstrate the fact that while the ledge is equally as large in that direct ion, the quartz carries a much larger percentage of mineral than the
Paris, thus giving assurance of the ultimate development of a mine·
that will outrival even its great neighbor. It is understood that the
owners of these properties will erect a mill in keeping with the capacity
of _the mine, and have it ready for operation as soon as the latter is suffie1eutly opened to supply it with ore.
A mile or so farther along is the Mineral King, owned by a company
of the same name, where about $30,000 was expended during the summer in driving a tunnel, with the expectation of cutting the ledge at a
depth of about 700 feet below the outcrop. After driving about 500
feet, without finding what they were in search of, work was suspended,
on account of foul air in the tunnel, to be resumed next spring. The
!edge shows on the surface a width of about 300 feet, the rock assay.
rng all the way from $3 to $30 per ton. Had the developments been
su?h as to warrant, it was the intention of the company to commence
this fall the erection of a very large mill, but with the suspension of
~ork in the tunnel, the question of such an undertaking is laid over
till next year.
~here are other properties lying between the Paris and Mineral
Km&" wliich are believed to be of very great value, one of which is the
M~x1co, now being thoroughly explored in the interest of a party of
Wisconsin capitalists. Another is the Jumbo, which, owing to the very
large body of quartz upon it, is believed to have been most appropriately named.
This great gold-bearing quartz belt, or ledge, lies in the side of a
mountain, which rises to a height of perhaps 2,500 feet above the sea
level, and extends nearly the whole length of Douglas Island, which is
about 18 miles long and from 5 to 10 miles wide. The island is separated from the mainland by Gastineaux Channel, a sheet of water not
over a mile wide, anu navigable for the largest steamers from its southern entrance to some little distance above Juneau, where the water becomes _to? shoal to permit the passage of other than small vessels. The
ledge 1s m the slate formation, and its trend conforms very nearly to
that of the island coast-from southeast to northwest, the elevation of
tbe outcrop varying from 300 to 1,000 feet above water level. None of
the claims herein before mentioned are located at a greater distance
than half a mile from tide-water, while some of them are so close to the
:vater's edge as to leave scarcely room enough for mills and other buildrngs.
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Claims, three or four deep, have been staked and recorded the whole
length of the belt, as far as it is known or supposed to extend in either
direction from the Paris mine, the ground immediately ou the shore
being generally claimed for mill sites. Should the ledge, as shown to
the northwest and southeast of the Paris, be found continuom::i, and one
and the same, notwithstanding the very noticeable difference in the
character of the quartz, it is yet safe to say that not more than one out
of three or four of the claims recorded will be found to possess any
mineral value. Nor is it likely that all the properties immediately on
the ledge will be found equally valuable; some will most probably be
found richer than others, and it is not unlikely that in places the ledge
may be found wholly barren, or too lean to pay for mining and milling.
These are questions that can only be determined by actual work in the
way of opening and testing the ledge wherever found; but the mag·
nifi.cent resul'ts obtained at tbe Paris, together with the promising in·
dications wherever the ledge has been opened, justify the belief that at
least half a dozen, if not more, great mines are certain to be developed
upon it in the near future. Indeed, I confidently look forward to the
time when the mines and mills of Douglas Island alone will turn out in
each successive year more gold than was paid to Russia for the whole
Territory.
At the Paris mine there is the usual" mine location," with company
store,boarding-house, and dwellings for officers and employes, the whole
con.st.ituting a very considerable village. About a mile northwest of
this mine a village caUed Douglas City has been platted, and now
boasts of a number of stores, hotels, etc., and should the other and more
adjacent mines develop as anticipated it will, without a doubt, grow to
be a town of considerable size and importance. Union City is the title
bestowed upon the settlement which bas sprung up about the Alaska
Union Mining Company's new mill, and I think the population Qfthese
three places on the island very nearly, if not quite, equals that of Juneau, the largest town in the Territory. There has been considerable
activity in the Silver Bow Basin the past summer, both in placer and
quartz mining. There are at this point, without doubt, some extraordinarily rich quartz veins, none of which, however, have as yet been
developed to any great extent. Several tunnels are in progress with _a
view to opening up the most of these veins, while considerable work_ 1
being done on the surface. Immediately in the basin a small mill,
with two Huntington machines, was put into operation during the summer, working on surface rock packed to it at large expense on the back
of natives, but, I ~.m informed, the results were not of the most sati ·
factory character, as, indeed, they could not reasonably have ?een expected to be. If possessed of any considerable amount of capital the
parties in interest, for some reason best known to themselves, did not
evince a very lively disposition to employ any considerable portion of
it in opening up a mine contiguous to the mill, and the local management not being such as to command the credit or encouragement of
tho e most directly interested in the general development of that particular section, was compelled to work at very great disadvantage. I
have no doubt whatever that under different and more favorable aupices the mill can be made to pay a band ome profit.
_In the same vicinity, aucl iutendetl to work the ore from ome of the
Silver Bow B sin loue , a mill, with two Stiles cru hers and concentrator , was erected during the ummer, but failed to accompli h mach in
the way of re ult .
h tber thi failure was the fault of the machine
or becau e of a lack of pay rock uitable to keep them in operation I am
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unable to state but at the time of my visit the mill was being over·
hauled by the inventor of the crusher, and there did not appear to have
been any well-directed e1fort at opening the mine from which the s:upply of ore was expected to be had. Taking it for granted that th~ Stiles
machine will do all that is claimed, it was clearly a case-of placmg the
cart before the horse, and, as in the case of the Huntington mi_ll,. should
not be considered as,having any weight whatever in determmmg the
value of the Silver Bow lodes.
As indicating the quality oftbe quartz lodes in this :particular loca!ity,
it mav not be amiss to state that from one of them all the ore mmed
during the past summer has been carried to Juneau, a distance ef 4
miles, on pack animals, and thence shipped t<:> San Francisco at a high
cost for freight, where it has been sold at a profit entirely satisfactory
to the shippers-a fact which proves it to be of unusual high grade.
A Huntington mill was put into the Berner Bay district during the
summer, but not having had an opportm1it.y to visit that locality I am
without any _reliable information concerning its operations. A hlirge
amount of prospecting has been done in that section the past year, and
I have -every reason to anticipate the opening of some valuable mines
there as the result of operations projected and already in progress.
Some of the richest ores I have ever seen have been .broaght from
there, and I am assured that the lodes are not only exceedingly rich,.
but of g0od workable size and easy of aceess.
In the Silver Bay district, near Sitka, the Wisconsin Company, which
met with such poor success last year, owing to incompetent local management, succeeded early in the seas·on with little- effort in tappjng a
lode, the ore from which assays very high, and which it is believed wilf
develop, on p11actical working, into a veritable bonanza. The ledge
was cut at a depth of about 75 feet below the surface, and drifted upon
~y a tunnel 8½ feet wide for a length of about 50 feet, when work was
suspended until such time as a stamp-mill could be ereeted, the
machinery for which arrived in August. The lode is apparently a true
fissure vein, and the quartz is that .known in the older mining districts
as '' ribbon rock," closely re;Sembling, I am told, that of the celebrated
Grass Valley mines of California. The rock carries a large percentage
of free gold, while the assays show that a still larger proportion ef ·
the precious metal is held in the black sulphurets. This mine lies at an
elevation of about 2,000 feet above sea-level and about 5 miles inland
from the.head of Silver Bay, a narrow but beautiful arm of the sea,
and one in which the largest ship ;yet built can float with perfect safety.
It was found when too late to remedy the mistake that the· trail over
w~ich it had been proposed to pack the material and machinery for the
mill would not answer the purpose for which it was intended, and that
a wagon road would have to be constructed on another and more feasi~le route. Work upon the latter is now in progress, and it is the intention of the comwany not only to complete the road the coming winter,
but also to have its mill up and ready for operation early next spring.
I entertain no doubt whatever of the ultimate develop,ment of a number: of very productive mines in the Sitka district. A large number of
cln:1ms h~ve been staked and recorded, but with the exception of the
WIBconsm Company very few have done more than the assessment work
~equired by law; all are waiting, as are also anumberof outside capitalists whose attention has been attracted to the district by an inspection
of the very rich ores taken from the mine in question, for the practical
mill te t soon to be made, upon the result of which depends the consummation of projects looking to the early development of a number of
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other properties believed to be equa1ly valuable. Having carefully inspected the workings of the Wisconsin Company, seen the ore crushed
and washed with the most favorable results, and knowing that innumerable assays all agree in showing it ·to be of unusual high grade, I
entertain very little, if any, fear but that the result of this, the first
honest, practical, well-directed effort at development in the Silver Bay
district will be crowned with results not only satisfactory to the parties
most directly interested, but of the highest importance to the future
growth and prosperity of this part of the Territory.
The discovery of what is claimed to be a most promising gold and
silver bearing ledge was made on Unga Island last year, on which some
effort at development has been made the past summer. A force of
miners, together with the machinery for a fifteen-stamp mill, was sent up
from San Francisco last spring, but I ani not informed as to the progress which has been made in opening a mine, or whether the mill has
been set up and put into operation. Unga is one of the Shumagin group,
lying about 1,400 miles to the westward of Sitka and with which there
is no regular mail communication; hence, the meagerness of my information. I know, however, that the discovery is on Squan Harbor, and
that the gold and silver is associated with galena, the specimens brought
me apparently corroborating the assertion that it is rich in mineral. It
is understood that a couple of the California bonanza kings have taken
hold of this property and will furnish the means for its development.
Gold is also reported to have been found near Ounalaska, but, judging from the specimens brought to me, I am not inclined to believe the
discovery of very much value. I have, however, been shown specimens of gold-bearing quartz said to come from a ledge oi;i the Aliaska
peninsula which are very fine, and which, if found in place and sufficient quantity, ·would indicate something of more than ordinary value.
When Lieutenant Schwatka returned from his failure to climb and explore Mount St. Elias, last year, be brought with him. some black sand
from tbe shores of the main-land near Yakutat Bay, which was found
to contain a fair sprinkling of fine or "flour" gold. He was accompanied on his trip by a couple of experienced miners, who, together with
himself, staked out claims which they had recorded on their return to
Sitka. These claims are on ground which forms a small island at high
tide, but is a part of tbe main-land when the water recedes. As in t~e
case of the river which the gallant lieutenant names in honor of hIB
patron, the discovery was nothing new, Mr. James Hollywood, with a
couple of placer miners, having Jlrospected the same ground in 1880.
Mr. Hollywood, who still lives at Sitka, tells me that he and his party
found good pay sand or gravel for 20 miles along the coast, but were not
equipped with the necessary outfit to work any of it to advantage, owing to the ground being so located that the water necessary for wa hing
could not be had without the aid of pumps. While looking for ground
they could utilize with the facilities at their command his partners were
killed by the natives, and he himself was obliged to flee the country.
He entertains no doubt whatever of the auriferous character of the
sand dunes and gravel deposits all along that part of the coa t pro pected by him, and is not in the least surprised to learn, after the lap e
of seven years, that his discovery is likely to lead to the development
of an extensive and profitable mining district.
La ~ _pring Mr. T. C. Doran, of Sitka, fitted out and accompani~d an
xped1t1~m to the Scbwatka location, and not finding any other available
ground m t~at immediate vicinity, continued on to Yakutat Bay the
hore of which he pro pected for a di tance of twenty miles or more
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from the ocean. An ex-eimination of the auriferous deposits on the
coast satisfied him that the black sands were the results of glacial action;
that the debris brought down from ti.le interior by the great bodies of
moving ice meeting the incoming waves and tides was disintegrated, and
the sauds and particles of gold thrown back upon the shore, forming small
islands or dunes. Acting upon this theory, be continued his explorations until he .finally hit upon a small islanrl containing about 80 acres,
which be prospected and found to be all '' pay dirt.'' Claiming for himself and party the whole of the island, which is simply the ancient moraine of an adjacent glacier, and surrounded by water only at high tide,
be returned to Sitka, leaving one of bis party to guard and further prospect the ground claimed. He brought with him a considerable quantity
of the sand taken from various parts of the island, frequent practical
tests of which leave no room for doubt as to the very great value of bis
discovery. In no single instance has he failed to find less than $40 to
the ton, and he estimates the ground that can be washed from thi:, island alone at hundreds of thousands of tons. He will return there next
spring equipped with steam-pumps and all the necessary appliances with
which to prosecute work on a large scale, and is confident of the largest
measure of success. Mr. Doran's discovery bas served to attract the attention of other placer miners to that locality, and I look for quite a
stampede in that direction next summer, notwithstanding the fact that
it is inaccessible otherwise than by ocean travel.
Yakutat Bay is about 200 miles distant from Sitka, in a northwesterly direction, a.nd was once the ship-building station of the Russian
.American Company. There is now a considerable native settlement
near its entrance, where the Alaska Commercial Company maintains a
trader, whose trade principally consists in selling tbe natives all the
sugar an<l molasses they want for making the villainous intoxicant
called hoochenoo, the only other white man being a Swedish missionary.
The indications now are that its shores will swarm with white prospectors a u<l miners before the end of another year.
I have no reports from the silver mine on Tolorin Bay, Norton Sound,
referred to at some length in my last annual report, other than that
ship with a full complement of miners was sent up from San Francisco
early iu the season to renew work, opemtions having been suspended
last fall, owing to complications arising from the death of one of the
owuers. I ha\'"e no reason to doubt the truth of the statements made
concerning the value of this mine, the ore from which is said to yield
some_ $400 per ton in silver, the residuum being over 80 per cent. lead.
Spec1rneus of the ore shown me certainly tend to corroborate the statemen~s made as to its argentiferous quality, while the fact that the min·e
contrnues to be wrought would seem to prove that the owners are satisfied with the results attained .
. I u wy last report I referred very briefly to the reported discovery of
rwll placer diggings·on the Stewart River and headwaters of the Yukon.
These <lisco""eries being in the. British Northwest Territory, I did not
com;ider it any part of my duty to inquire particularly into tbe facts
c_oucerning them, notwithstanding the knowledge that the only pract IC,tl route to that section was tllrough Alaskan territory. .A year,
UO-ffl'vcr, bas put a different aspect on mining affairs in that quarter.
Betwet·n three and four huIIdred miners made their way across the "divi_<le," to the Upper Yukou last spring, some of whom have returned
w1tb the report of rich placers on the Shitando River, or, as the miners
tllem elves have named it," .Forty-Mile Creek."
INT 87-VOL 1- -45
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Most of the returned miners with whom I have conversed brought
with them substantial evidence of the truth of their statements as to
the existence of gold in paying quantities in the bars antt gravel deposits of the river named; but a few who were unfortunate in finding
the .precious metal naturally do not speak in the highest terms of the
country which the others denominate a new El Dorado. It is noticeable, however, that the enthusiasts are, without exception, old and experienced miners, while those who decry their. statements are just as
generally men who never had much experience in placer mining, and
perhaps still less in "roughing it" in a country wholly new and unsettled.
The weight of testimony is largely in favor of the belief that there is
an abundance of gold' in that section. Indeed, the more experienced
and intelligent miners who have been there and returned, and with
most of whom I have conversed, express the opinion that there is an
endless- amount of gold along the Yukon and on its tributaries, and
more especially on the Shitando River, from the gravel bars of which it
is estimated at least $100,000 was taken out last summer. This river
is one of considerable size, and has been prospected for a distance of
100 miles from its mouth, the first gold being found a few miles above
its confluence· with the Yukon. The first discovery on this stream was
made by a, miner named Franklin late last fall, and the fact that coarse
gold bad been found on the Shitando being reported to the miners who
were wintering on Stewart River, as well as to the hundreds who subsequently crossed the divide, the scene of active operations was at
once transferred from the latter to the former stream-from British to
American territory. It is to be presumed, in fact it is so stated by the
miners, that more -time was spent during the summer in prospecting for
gold than in actually washing it out.
· The miners would· not work a bar that paid less than $10 per day to
the man, and whenever one of th~m found his ground was not yielding
him that amount be would leave it and prospect for something richer.
The rocker was the only method of washing employed, and operations
were wholly confined to ground close to running water, for the reason
that tb.e gravel farther back was invariably found covered with moss
and frozen solid down to bed-rock. It is believed, however, that this
moss, which becomes very dry in summer, can be burned off, and that
the gravel when exposed to a scorching Arctic sun will readily thaw
out. Should this be the case it is the opinion of the miners with whom
I have conversed that a vast amount of gold can be taken out every
season for a number of years to come, and that very much of the ground
that has been passed by as not rich enough to pay, using the rocker
only, can be made to yield hundreds of thousands of dollars by sluicing.
Altogether, I can not resist the belief that the auriferous gravel bed
of the Yukon and its tributaries are of vast extent and capable of affording profitable employment to thousands of hardy miners for many year
to come.
The gravel deposits are by no means confined to the Shitando River.
I hear of di coveries all along the Yukon, between the Shitando and
Tananab, and on the latter stream, where men have rocked out fro m
10. to 20 p r ~ay. One party found good pay ground on Arctic Circle
I land, about m1d way li>etween the deltas of the two rivers la t named
and whi h ar not le than 750 miles di tantfrom each other. There ar
bun<lr ~ of_ tr am between the e two points heading in the mountain
~nd f- llrn_g mt the Yukon which have never be n pro pected, and i 1 th
h f f many tllat the recent di coveries are only indicative of
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Lhe existence in the mountains and ~alleys of the great river of the most
extensive ftml prolific gold fields tlie world has ever known.
.
Where does the gold- found in the gravel beds and bar~ of th~ Sh1tando and other trilmtaries of the Yukon come from 1 Mamfestly 1t can
come from no other source than ricll quartz veins in the mountains
whe11e it was originally embedded, and from whence it has been worn
out by the action 0f the weather, water, and ice, and by such agents
carried down, and, deposited where it is now found. Perhaps t~e most
efficient agents have been the glaciers, which are simply great rivers of
ice, moving slowly but surely and irresistibl.v, grinding up the rocks
and carrying the sands, gravel, and boulders down into the gulches_ and
streams, finally depositing them wherever the ice melts. Certamly,
upon no other theory can we account for the auriferous sand dunes of the
north Pacific coast in the region of the great glaciers.
These glaciers flow from the mountains of the interior to the sea,
reaching which great masses break off and melting in the warm waters
of ~:he ocean current drop their freight of golden sands which by the
act'io!l. of tlle waves· are again washed back upon the shore. All the
cond1t10ns essential to such a theory exist in the Yukon country, the
gla?iers are there, and it requires no great stretch o~ the imaginatioI?- to
see immense blocks of ice swept down by the mountam torrents, meltmg
ben~atll tberays of the noontide and midnight sun in the gulclles and
valleys· where tlley have found a lodgment, for the accounts all agree
that whi,le the winters in the Yukon region are extremely cold and rigorous, tlle snmmer's heat is well nigli intolerable.
There being no doubt as to tlie source of the auriferous sand and gravel
ct·e1Josi!s found in lier streams, valleys, and gu1cbes-aod I have yet to
hear of a stream being prm;pected which did not yield at least the color
of gol<l-with developments ou the Shitando and elsewhere which give
abundant assurances of the existence of almost unlimited gravd beds ·
contaiuing the precious metals in paying quantities, who shall attempt
~ven a_ guess at the measure of Alaska's golden harvest when the great
fountam-lJ.ead of .i·t all shall have been found and 1 utilized, as sooner or
later it will be.
·
1 bear of c~ali beiJJg disco,v ered at various·points in the Territor,v, but
as yet uo substantial progress has been made in the way of developing
00:Y of tile seams, if we except the one opeued by the Russians at Cook's
Inlet some years before the transfer, and from · which enough coal of
good qu_ality _was mined to supply the Russian-American Company's
steamships w1th fuel. I have heretofore mentioned the opening of a
vein of coal at Oape Lisburne, in the Arctic. I am informed, bow truthfully I can not say, that whalers in the Arctic not infrequently mine coal
from tliis seam for their own use, and report it well adapted for steam
purposes.
~ vessel master who has sailed for years in Alaskan waters has
o~ered to show me a 7-foot, vein of coal, which he says is superior to that
of Va ncou ve.r Island, when ever l am readv to furnish the necessary transportation and accompany bim. He says the coal is immediately on the.
shore. of a safe and commodious harbor, and knowing him to be a reliable
mau 1 am inclined to place considerable coufidence in bis statements.
~here is certainly an abunda,nce of coal in the Territory, but its qu:i,1ity
1s a rnoot~d question which can only be determined by the expe~d1ture
of a sufficient amount of capital to open up one or more of the vems 3:nd
thus secure a practical te~t of other than that part of the seam ~h1ch
has long been exposed to the action of the elements, and never subJected
to any considerable pressure. Miners down from the Yukon tell me of
1
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~ seam ofb~tuminous coal, 2~ feet thi~k, on a small stream which empties
mt? that n ver about 10 miles below the mout,h of the Shitando, and
wbwh they say burns well, leaving -an apparently small. percentage of
ash. They say that for a distance of 2 miles the bed of this stream is
in solid coal. Some effort is being made to open a mine near Killisnoo,
but the seam is small and unless something better is found, by sinking
or drifting, the enterprise must necessarily be abandoned. Un the whole
I have little doubt but the coal-measures of Alaska will, in time, assume
a position of considerable importance in connection with the fuel supply
of the PaGific coast.
FORESTS .A.ND PRODUCTION OF LUMBER·.

· Though there are immense forests of timber in Alaska, much of it of
excellent quality for honse and ship building and other purposes, I
know of only five or six saw-mills in the whole Territory, and they
not of sufficient capacity to supply more than half the lumber the home
market calls for. This dearth of mills can readily be accounted for.
The general Ian~ laws not being in force in the Territory it·is impossible to :3ecure title to timber lands, and the manufacturers of lumber, not
beiug permitted to export any part of their cut, do not care to comply
with the stringent regulations promulgated by the Department in relation to the cutting of timber on public lands, by which they are compelled to rely solel_y upon a market altogether too limited to justify the
undertaking of even a single enterprise of the kind on a large scale.
Until the _timber lands of Alaska are brought into market the ma~ufactnre of lumber in the Territory is not likely to become a very important or profitable industry.
FISH AND FISHERIES.

In my last annual report I estimated, on the strength of information
tb<m at hand; the value of the salmon, cod, and halibut cat?h of the
Territory in 1886 (including oil), at $725,000, making no mention whatever of the whale fisheries. Soon after that report was forwarded I
learned from authentic sources that tlle value of the salmon actua1ly
shipped in that year from the canneries at Karluk (Kadiak Island)
on Cook's Inlet and Bristol Bay alone, was considerably in exc~ of
the amount at which I had estimated the whole catch of the Territory.
Since tlJen several large new salmon canning and salting establishment
Lave been started in various parts of the Territory, so that there h~,e
been in operation the past season-some of them very large _with
packing-houses in connection-9 canneries and 7 salting.houses rnd~pendent of the canneries. From the information at hand, mostly reliable, I estimate the output of canned salmon the present year at not
less than 240,000 cases of four dozen one-pound tins each, or 11,520
poun~ , an? the salted salmon at 14,000 barrel , the total ma!ket value
of ~ h1ch mll amount, in round figures, to $1,800,000. To this mu, t
addcu the product of tho whale fisheries. which la t year amounted to
GOO,O O galloll of oil, worth $150,000, ·and 250,000 pound of bone
valu~d at 750, 00. My information is to the effect that about 3
wbahuo- ve el llave been iu the Arctie thi year and that the c tell
will qu 1 if it <lo
xc ed that of la t sea on.' The annual catch of
·od amount , a nearly a I can a certain to about 5,000,000 poun ·
of th _v lu f. ·om thing ov r ~00,000. '
ddmo~h the Yalu-e of the halibut caught and sent away, an<l
th r fin d 1I mad fro b rring at illi no , ay 100,0 , and
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Lave $3,000,000 as representing the market value of Alaska :fisheries
the pr~sent year.
.
'rhe salmen canning and packing establishments are located as follows: Klauak, Tongass Narrows, Loring, Burroughs Bay, Yes 1?ay,
Wrangell, Red Fish Bay, Chilcat, Killisnoo, Sitka, Cook's ln!et, Bristol
Bay, and Karlnk; the principal cod-fishing stations are at Pirate Oo_ve,
Dnga Island, and Sandy Point, Popoff Island. There are 9 canneries,
2 of which put up clams, which are very plentiful all along. the sou~heastern coast. The salmon streams and cod-banks are but Just begmning to attract practical attention, comparatively few of the for~er having, as yet, been utilized, while it is my belief that the latter, given ~dvantage of low freights to the East, would soon exceed in value and importance lhe famous banks of Newfoundland.
Some idea of the importance the cod and salmon :fisheries of Alaska
are likely to attain in the not very far distant future may lJe gathered
from the truthful statement that the whole coast, from Dixon's Entrance
~m the so1;1th to and beyond Bering Straits on the north, inclu~ing the
islands with a sea-frontage of 25,000 miles, is one great reservoir of fish.
They are, seeminglJ, to be found anywhere and everywhere in Alaskan
waters. The creeks and rivers literally swarm with salmon during the
spawning season. They are the commonest kind of diet with the natives,
who depend largely upon dried salmon for their winter supply of food,
and they can always be had for the taking.
I have seen over a thousand salmon, of the average weight of 10
pounds each, taken at a single haul of the seine right here in Sitka Bay,
the waters of which, and the streams putting into it, have been fished
ernry year for centuries.
The mail steamers last summer, during the spawning season, stopped
:egularly at Tongass Narrow, for no other purpose than to permit to~r1sts to see the myriads of salmon making their way up an adjacent
st~eam and leaping the falls, a spectacle truly wonderful to those not
conversant with the fact that there are hundreds of other streams in
~]~ska c~mpared to which the one in question sinks into utter insigmficance m respect to the number and size of the fish that throng their
wate:s. From the smallest stream to the mighty Yukon, in every bay
and rnlet, the salmon is found, improving in size and excellence of flavor the further north you go. In southeastern Alaska they do not average in ~ize more than 10 pounds; at Bristol Bay and Cook's Inlet the
av~rage 1s nearer 40, and, I have heard it stated, as high as 60. An
officer of one of the revenue steamers assures me that he has seen salmon taken at Cook's Inlet two of which filled a barrel with the salted
artic~e, and I have the best of authority for asserting that they are found
of st.Ill larger size in the Yukon. All accounts agree in the statement
that the numbers of these fish that ascend the Yukon every sprjng and
summer are simply fabulous. Dall, who spent two or three consecutive
years on the lower Yukon, says that not less than 2,000,000 salmon,
an~ probably double that number, are caught and dried every summer
at its mouth by the natives, and that he has seen "the weak and injured
fish, which die often spawning, piled three or four deep in winnows, on
the banks of the Unalaklik River." which empties into Norton Sound
some distance above Saint Michaei's.
There are no salmon canning and packing establishments beyond
Bristol Bay, though there are many streams between that and the P~lar
S~a, and some emptying into the bays anu sounds of the latte~ which
might be utilized, while comparatively few of the available stations on
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the southeastern coast b·a ve as yet been occupied. Taking tbe output
of the few canneries and packing-houses already established as au in.dication, J: am not prepared to dispute the proposition I have often heard
advanced Jh;1t .Alaska is capable of supplying the world with salmon.
His doubtful, •b,owe\Ter, if the proposition will hold true, unless measures
are :taken, -if ·indeed it be possible, to prevent the wholesale slaughter
of tLern fish which is now going on. Of course it is understood that there
are .s everal varieties of .tbe .salmon, some of which are unsavory and
unfit for food; then, 3:gain, tbere are different kinds that are palatable,
1he ,only :P erceptible difference being in the color of the flesh. 'J.lbe
opfoion seems to have obtained among consumers that none but the red
~a,lmon are fit for tab.le use, and this prejudice has grown so strong and
widespread that it is difficult to sell any other at a pr.ice that will afford
tue -smallm1t margin of profit.
At one of the salmon fisheries visited during the season, I found
,U1em 1thwowing away thousands 9f fish .between which and those that
-w ere saved I could distingush no difterence w.b atever, but on inquiry
was -told that-they were "off color." Aski.ug a fur.thrr explanation , I
:w_as tnformed .that there was no difference wlrntever in the flavor of the
.fish; th.at those thrown away were just as good and edible as thosetbat
were be:iing salted, but that consumers would have to be .educated up
to that ·fact ,before i.t would be possible to find. a market for them at
almost any price, however small. I should judge that at ,the fishery
referred to at least three salmon we:r:e being killed to every one cured,
ancl I am 'told that is the rule, rather than the exception, at all the fishing
stations in Alaska. There is no law to prevent this wasteful slaughter,
uor do I pretend to say that it will be possible to regulate tlle prej1;1dices ,of ·t he vc;1,st army of salmon-eaters by legal enactU1ent; uevertheless, I have deemed it my duty to call the attention of tl.1e Department
to it in the hope that some means may be devised to prevent the killing o.f three excellent foocl-ftsl.ies in order to supply an altogether too
f~s,tiuious public taste with only one.
•
When the United States Government purchased Alaskaifor$7,200,000,
it did not-, in my opinion, pay more tllan a fraction of what tl.ie Territory would. actually be worth were every other natural resourc~ or element of wealth than its cod banks wiped completely out of ex1 tence.
I make this assertion witll tlie full knowledge that it is more than like_lr
to subject me to the ridicule of those who can not understand why th1
together with the other great natural resources of the Territory, aft r
tlle lapse of twenty years, is still in the infancy of ·its development.
Ever since the transfer a studie<J and determined effort has been made
to imbue the general public, as well as the Government, with the l>~·
li~f that there is nothing of value in Alaska, sa\i'..e its for-bearin g amrnals. Agents of the Government, sent out to e~amine an<l rep rt
upon its r sources, instead ofhonestly performingthe serviceforwbi ·h
tlley were paid, have, in the interest of a corporation into who e , rYice tlley <lrifted from that of the Government, spread l)l·oa<lc, t
istatement concerning the climate and undevelope<l re ource of Ala. k
which tu y knew w re utterly fol e, but which, according with a pr
couc iv d public opinion born of ignorance, were generally ace pte<l , ~
trnc. It ua tak n long years of patient and per i tent ude v r o
1he art f th tru friend
f Ala ka to even partially di
1 th rr _n u id a thus imp · d upon the public mind, but d pite tb ffi rt
of h r •1 tr_ ct r _to J_>r
nt it he i gradually but nrely m3rgiogfr
th _l n mgb.t of m1 r pre ntation into the dawn of a permanent
gl ri us pr p rity.
·
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One of these paid libelers of .Alaska, who has lately issued an elab~rate amf graphically illustrated work of nearly ·five hundred pages, m
which he "damns with faint praise" everything in Alaska he does not
utterly condemn, save and except, al ways, the one ID:onop·o lized in~ustry he is paid to screen, in so far as he may be able, agarnst the searchmg
light of truthful inquiry, not long · ago semi-officiaHy announced that
le had "lear-ned enough of the country and climate to know that the
fisping waters now occupied by the natives of .Alaska will neve.:-- be objects for the cupidity of our people." And in an official report to the
Secretary of the Treasury, the same individual, while admitting the existence of immense cod banks in the waters of Alaska, asserted that the
"quality of the Alaskan cod is much inferior to our eastern fisheries,"
and that'' the quantity and quality are insufficient, in a business point
of view, provi<led even the demand was always equal to _.the supply."
With such statements, bearing tlie impress of official sanction spread
broadcast through the country, it is. not a matter of much wonder that
the fishing interests of Alaska are butjust beginning to be appreciated
as of large commercial importance, that the belief st:i:11 obtains in many
quarters that lier c0d banks "are not valuable enough to induce capitalists to engage in taking and curing the fish for exportation."
.
Against the assertions of this paid emissary of the incorporated enemy
of Alaska and her best interests, I will simply refer to Professors Jordan and Bean, of the U.S. Fish Commission, who, after careful investigation, have not been able to detect any perceptible difference between
the Alaskan cod and those of the North Atlantic. The immense extent
of the bauks is conceded, even by those who decry the quality of the
fish. They are found around the whole southeastern shore and in the
innumerablewater-waysof the Alexander archipelago. The entire shore,
for a distance of GOO miles north west from Sitka, is an almost continuous
cod bank. They abound in Cook's Inlet,, Bristol Bay, and all along the
Aleutian chain, the famous Shumagin banks being of sufficient extent
.to afford em.ployment to thousands 0f fishermen. · The whole eastern
part of the Bering Sea is a submarine plateau, where soundings of not
over 50 fathoms are found over an area of nearly 20,000 square miles.
Indeed, as I have said, the whole coast of Alaska, extending from Portland Canal, on the south; to Bering's Straits on the north, including the
waters adjacent to tbe Aleutian Islands, is one grand and inexhaustible
reserv:oir of food fishes, principal among which ·is the cod.
Such being the fact as to quantity, if any better evidence than that of
Professors Jordan and Bean is wanted as to quality it cau be found in
the growing demand for Alaskan cod, which -is every year caJl.ing for
the employment ot' more Yessels and a larger number of men in the
business of taking and curing them. Nor is it true, as I have seen it
stated in tlle public prints, that there is no deep-sea fishing in Alaskan
waters. The smaller cod are found in the shallower part of the banks,
bu~ the best fisheries are farther out and in water from 70 to 90 fathoms
<leep, where fish weighing from 25 to ~O pounds are the rule rather than
~he exception. it is true, however, that most of the fishing at present
is carried on in shallow waters, for the reason that it is less expensfre
and not nearly so laborious, the schooners eugaged in the business being
employed entirely as carriers of the catch, which is made by dories, boats,
and canoes tllat are too small and frail to venture far from shore. It is
only a question of time when the deep-sea tisher~es will be utilized by
those w o prefer the larger fish, though, I am assured, they are only
preferable because. of the difference in size.
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There is another point in connection with the cod banks of Alaska
which should not be overlooked. The facilities for carrying on the bu iness are far superior to those of the North .Atlantic coast. The banks
are all within easy reach of safe and commodious harbors, while they
are not more distant from San Francisco or Puget Sound ports than are
those of the North Atlantic from Boston and Portland. In view of all
these facts, I think I am fuJly warranted in the conclusion that all that
is wanted is a market and a demand for fish to whiten the vast cod banks
of Alaska with the sails of fishing craft of every description. The time
is coming when the :fishermen of the East will turn their attention to
the safer and more prolific waters of the North Pacific, and when, with
low freights to the East, the c«,d-fisheries of Alaska will bid successfully for a market as far east, at least, as Saint Paul and Chicago.
Another excellent food fish found in great abundance in Alaskan
waters is the halibut. They are found and can he taken in great num bers all along the southern coast, the sizes ranging from the "chicken"
halibut to those weighing three to four hundred pounds. They are of
fine flavor and excellent quality, and l can see no good reason why they
may not ere long take a prominent place in the list of exports from the
Territory. They now form a very important and desirable part of the
domestic food supply. Some are cured each year at Killisnoo, as also a
few tons of cod, but only as a sort of side issue, the business of the company there being the extraction of oil from herring. One fisherm an
here at Sitka salted about 125,000 pounds the past season for a San
Francisco firm, and I happen to know be could have secured a million
pounds could be have been assured of a market. His catch was all
made by the natives, and could not have cost him to exceed 1 ~nt _a
pouud delivered at the packing-house. As with the cod, notbmg 1
wanting but a market to make the Alaskan halibut the basis of a large
and more or less lucrative business.
The herring, which Dall says resembles those of the North Sea of
Europe, are not less plentiful than the cod and salmon. They are f?urHl
all along the so·u tbern coast, arriving sometimes as early as the middle
of April, and remaining several weeks. They come in incalculable numbers, and here at Sitka throng the waters to such an extent that the
natives not only take all they want by the simple means of ~n ov'.11shaped stick with three or four sharpened nails in one end, butll_kew1 e
secure tons upon tons of the roe without killing the fish. Herrrng roe
is to the native Sitkans what the shad roe is to the dwellers on the Su. ·
quehanna and the Potomac-it is a very important part of their :Vinter
diet, as well as a luxury, and their mode of securing it is very 1m~le.
Lasbingalotofhemlockbougbstolinesofsuitable length,oneendof alrne
is made fast to the prow of a canoe and the other to the stern and given
sufficient slack to bring the boughs two or three feet under water. Thu
equipped, the native paddles out to the herring grounds, which are here
coextensive with the whole of Sitka Bay, drops his line of bough o, r
~he side of his canoe, and whiling away an hour or two, po ibl~ dre3:mmg what the harve twill be, pulls them up coated an inch thick with
the coveted_ pawn. Taking the boughs ashore they are hung up or
pread out m the un for the roe to dry, after which it is tripp. doff _by
the worn n an~l put away in oil for future use. I only refer to tb1 nat!,
~ e f
curmg the r ea being indicative of the abundance of berrm"
m th e ~at r . They are con ider d by many an excellent pan fi b, ~t
!0 my mm b Y ar too fat, and are not likely to be ever largely utlliz d
v for the oil.
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At Killisnoo, about midway between Sitka and Juneau, is ~he fishery and oil works of the Northwest Trading Qompany. Wha~ 1s c_alled
the lagoon at this place-a lake into which the sea flo~s at high tideis a favorite resort for the herring. They usually put ma~ appe~rance
from the 1st to the 15th of August, and the fishing lasts till late rn December. The company employs two tugs and several scows in the
business, and all the fishing is done by steam. An immense '' purse net"
is drawn by the tugs until it is completely closed at th~ bottom antl on
the sides, leaving an opening at the top through which the fish are
lifted out by means of a dip-net operated by a steam crane. As many
as a thousand barrels are not infrequently taken at one haul of the
net, the catch during the season of 1886 amounting to over 100,000 l>arrels, which yielded about 400,000 gallons of oil. This oil is pressed at
a temperature of 120, is perfectly pure, and I am not sure that some of
it is not now making its way in the public favor as a very superior article
of the extract of olive. As I have already stated, this company <loes
something also in the curing of cod and halibut, and also salts the few
salmon that are incidentally thrown in the way of its regular business.
It has built up a considerable village and gives steady employment to a
large number of natives. It has.an extensive plant, and has invested
a large amoun.t of money in improvements upon land to which it has
no title. But in this regard it has no more to complain of than the
many others who are building homes and setting up business enterprises on lands they are denied the privilege of buying and owning.
While I am not prepared from my own personal knowledge to corroborate the statement credited to Professor Bean, of the Smithsonian
Institute, that there are seventy-five species of food fishes to be foun<l in
Alaskan water, I know that there are many others than those I have
named as of chief commercial importance. Among them may be named
a yellow fish closely resembling the Spanish mackerel, which·is found in
great abundance around the Aleutian Islands, and which I believe woul<l
find a ready sale when cured. The whitefish abounds in the rivers and
inland lakes, and in time will, without doubt, constitute an item of considerable importance in the political economy of the· Territory. The
salmon-trout is also very plentiful in many of the lakes and streams,
while some of the inland waters are full of pike, grayling, and blackfisli.
Indeed I am inclined to believe that when the whole truth is known it.
will be found that Professor Bean has not enumerated half the species
of food fishes existing in Alaskan waters, none of whieh have ever bad
more than a partial examination, wbile the piscatory resources of ma·ny
of the rivers and inland lakes are as yet practically unknown.
COMMERCE.

The commerce of-Alaska is at present such only as grows out of and
is intimately connected with its fisheries, ftir trade, and mining interests. Its extent may be inferred from the following carefully estimated
statement of the market value of the products of her several industries
the present year:
Fur trade . ___ • ~ . __ • _. . ____ .. ____ .. _. __ .. ____ .. ___ ~ . • ______ .••• __ .. ____ . $2, 500, 000
Gold (bullion and dust)·-·-···-··-· ______ ·----·-----· ________________ .. 1,350,000
l!~isheries .......... ____ . _..• _____ . ____ . __ ... ____ .. ____ ••••••.. __ •. ____ . 3, 000, 000
Lumber and ivory. ____ ·-- · ·----- ···- ·-·- ·----- ______ ---· •••• --·· -----·
100,000

Total. __ .... __ .. __ .. _... ___ . _..... __ . _. __ . _ . ____ ... _. ___ . ____ .. _.

u, 950,000

The indications are that the output of gold will be trebleu, if not
1uadrupled, the coming year, while there is every prospect that a large
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-~mouut of ?a;pital wi11 be added to that already employed in the fi ber-i es. The fur trade is at its maximum, and aside from the fur-seal industry may be expected to diminish in volume just in proportion to the
developm~nt of the other natural reso:urces of the Territory.
UNDEVELOPED RESOURCES.

Practically, the natural resources of Alaska are in tlie infancy of their
development; in fact, all her elements of wealth, aside from the fur trade,
can more properly be written of under this caption .than any other.
At lea8t nine-tenths of her gol.l bullion this year came fr='m her one deY~loped _mine of mineral-bearing quartz, which is now being ilupplied
with mill facilities that will enable it to more than double its annual
product of precious metal. The mineral-bearing .b elt or ledge in which
tbis mine 'is 'l ocated gives ,certain promise of the speedy development of
11. number ·of others equally as large and productive, while from all parts
of the Territory come reports of valuable discoveries, both of gold and
of silYer. '.Dbe prospective wealth of Alaska's almost interminable forests of -sp,r uce-pine, cedar, hemlock, etc., can scarcely be overestimated;
in time there will come an agricultaral and horticultural development
that will put to shame the oft-repeated assertion of her detractors that
" no crops can be grown in Alaska;" lier grazing lands will be utilized
to the extent at least of supplying a home market, no matter what proportions it ,may a~sume, with the choicest beef; her fisheries are practically inexhaustible, while in her shaggy-breasted mountains will be
_found nearly every variety of mineral adapted to tbe wants of commerce
or the uses of mankind. With at least the color of gold in tile bar of
Ler every creek and river, and in the sands on the shores of her exten
sive coast line, washed down from the "mother lodes" loeated in h r
towering mountain ranges, with her coast and inland waters, from ~he
. southem boundary of the Polar Sea, swarrniug with numer~us p me
of the bes-t food fishes, her .illimitable forests of valuable timber, her
great seams of coal, mountains of iron, and wide area of grazing land
who shall undertake to definitely estimr:te or limit the value of Ala ka'
undevelope<l. resources,
EDUCATION.

The first provision and appropriation for the education of children of
school age in Alaska was made by Congress in the act by which it created the present unique form of civil government for the TerritoQ. By
that act the Secretary of the Interior was authorized to '' make needf~l
and proper provision for the education of tlle children of sclrnol aae m
the Territory of Alaska, without reference to race, until uch time a
permanent provision shall be made," for wbich purpo e tlle um f
$~5,00~ wa · appropriate<l. Other appropriation in the amc _h If
have rnce be n made-$15,000 by act of Augu t 6, 18 6, ancl ~
uy act of March 3, 1887, while during the same period a total of 75 .
ha b en appropriated'' for the support and education of Indian pup~I
o_f both exe at indu trial chools in Ala ka." Though tll appropr1 hon fir tr f rred to wa made early in 18 4, no furtller action wa t k .
lo kmg t~ the tabli bm nt of a common- chool y tern in Ala k~ u~ I
th £ llowmg year, wb n th duty of el cting teacllers and ta h 111 "
ell 1 wa c mmitt cl t the Bur au of Education generally and t ~
g n r l ag. ut lir ctly. Tll general agent wa permitt d to, p n th
lar ! l rt1 n of th cho 1 ear in Vva hinotou. the teach r , when
appomted and con ign d to their respective tations, being left to tb ir
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own llev-ices, except that they were furn~shed with the necessary sup·p1ies. The schools were thus left without any local supervision wbatev:e.r, and ,the Bureau had little, if ainy, information concerning t_heir
efficiency and progress, save that gathered ·b y the general agent ,from
the reports of the teachers. The ,p lan was in most respects insufficient
aud unsatisfactory, and in June last the honorable Secretary of the Interior, by virtue of the power conferred by .a ct of 1\,fay 17, l884, adopted·
and promulgated, " rules and regulati:ons for the government of the
· public schools in Alaska," by which the general supervision and management of the educational interests of the Territory was continued
with the Commissioner of Education, subject to tlie <lirection and control of the Secretary, and the local management committed to a Territorial ,board of education. The board thus created consists of the
governor, the judge of ,t he United States district court, and ·t he general
agent. The new system has been fai-vly inaugurated, and, I am pleased
in being able to say, appears to give general satisfaction to the people
most directly interested in the cause of education in Alaska.
It must not be inferred, however, that the education of the youth of
Alaska had been previously wholly neglected. The Russians maintained a number of schools during ,their occupation of-the country, gene,rally in connection with the church and under the management of the
priests. Just previous to the transfer there were no less than five
schools -in Sitka alone, two of which were for the higher, two for the
lower elass, and one a theological seminary, in all of which the pupils
were taught to read and write ,i n the English language. In~eed, though
at the time of the transfer all the schools at Sitka were discontinued,
the Russian Government, through the established 1church, has ever since
continued to expend a large sum annually in the maintenance of schools
in Alaska. Soon after the transfer a school was established at Sitka un~er the auspices of the Greco-Russian Church, but was discontinued when,
m 1869, a municipal organization having been effected, a public school
was opened in which the bishop was permitted to teach the Russian -language one hour in each day. This public school was continued till the city
government collapsed in 1873, and ten years later there being no school
here save that which was and is still maintained under the auspices of
another religious denomination, the adherents of the Greek Church made
a successful appeal to St. Petersburg, and the following year a Russia,n
school was established, and has been ever since, as it is now, in snccessful operation, the children being taught in both the R:ussian -arid
En~lish languages. It is proper to say, however, that nearly, if not
qmte, all the pupils in this school are native children, those of Russian
or c:eole parentage very generally attending the public school where
the rnstruction is wholly in English. My information is to the effect
t~at none of the other .Russian schools in the, Territory we:ve discontmued by reason of the transfer, but that, with a few exceptions, all
have been maintained and the number added to so that there- are now
as many as at any time during the old regime.
The Imperial Government appropriates annually for the support of
the Greco-Russian Church in Alaska the sum of $40,000; for schools
and other extraordinary expenses, $20,000. The membership of this
church numbers about 12,000, of which 100 are Russians, 900 Creoles,
3,000 Aleuts, and 8,000 natives. The schools are 17 in number, of which
11 are taught by the clergy and O by secular teachers. These schools,
with their average daily attendance, are located as follows : Sitka, 57;
Kadiak (Saint Pau1), 22; Kenai, 15; Nushegak, 8; Saint Michaels, 7;
Ekogumte, 12; Saint Paul Islan<l, (lO; Saint George Island, 29; Ouna-
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laska, 59; Unga, 30; Belkofsky, 25; Kashin, 5; Chernovsky, 9; Mackooshaf, 6; Unimak, 18; Borka, 13; Akontan, 16. The efficiency of
these schools in the past is evidenced by the fact that large numbers of
the Aleuts are able to read either in Russian or their own language, for
which last an alphabet and grammar was devised by Veniaminoff (the
most zealous of the early missionaries), the Russian characters being
used, wllile not a few of the ·natives of southeastern Alaska speak and
read the Russian language, only a few, however, being able to write.
After the collapse of the city government in 1873, Sitka was without a
school of any kind until one was opened byJohnG.Brady,presentUnited
States Commissioner, and Miss .Fannie E. Kellogg, in April, 1878, under
the auspices o'f the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions. ~his school,
intended especially for the benefit of native children, did not, for some reason, succeed; and in the summer of the following year Mr. A. E.Austin,
at the solicitation of citizens, started a school for white children in what
is now the United States court-room, depending for his salary upon snch
amounts as could be raised by voluntary subscriptions. The next year
his family arrived, and the school was taken in charge by his youngest
-daughter, while the elder daughter opened one for native children in
the same building. This school for native children was in the same year
removed to the old military hospital building,and subsequently con~'er~ed
into a boarding-school, which was the nucleus of the present fl.ourislnn g
industrial training school, the first building for which was erected under
the supervision of Rev. Sheldon Jackson in 1883. Prior to the adven t
of Messrs. Brady and Austin, R~v. A. L. Lindsley, of Portland, Oregon, at llis own expense, sent Mr. J.C. Mallory to engagein educational
work in Alaska, and that gentleman, early in 1877, assumed charg~ ?f
a school at Wrangell, which had previously been started by Pb1!1p
Mackay, an educated native, whom Mr. Mallory retained as an a 1stant. Mr. Mallory abandoned the school the same year to accept a Government appointment elsewhere, and Mrs. McFarland was sent by Mr.
Lindsley to succeed him, Dr. Jackson coming as her escort and retnrning to tb.e States by the same steamer. Under Mrs. McFarland's management the school prospered and increased in numbers until larger
accommodations became necessary, and its success being assured, the
Presbyterian Board of Home Missions came to the aid of imlividal enterprise and assumed the control. In 1884 this school was removed t?
Sitka and, together with the one already established here, now con, t1tutes tbe industrial training school, which is in large part supported
by the Government.
I have gone into these particulars with no other purpose than ~bat of
pla~ing On record a disinterested and truthful history Of the ear}_1e~t Pr·
forts made since the transfer in behalf of the education and Cbr1stiam·
zation of the native peo}'le of Alaska, and to give credit where it i~ mo tly
due. To the zealous efforts of Dr. Lindsley was due the estabh. b~ent
of the first school for natives, as well as the first Christian m1 10n;
to the no less zealous, self- acrificing labors of such men a Rev . A. ~Austin, S. Rall Young, and others who have remained steadily at then'
post ,. is mainly to be ascribed th~ progress made in bo_th d~r~ction ·.
But for the bold Mr. Au tin had by his kindness of d1 po 1t10n and
I?any act of tr_ue Chri tian charity among them secured il_l the affect10n of the native people, the indu trial training school at Sitka would
unuoubt~dly h8:ve b en drained of its pupil and completely broken up
t r ~b . tim b mg at I a t when, in 18 5, it wa bes t by an ignora_nt
pr Ju<hc _ ou the on icl an l blig- d to d •fend it elf again t official
P rs cut1on on th otb r. Th r arc not wanting, however, tho~e who
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have not altogether unsuccessfully taken ~o tbemsel_ves the credit in
thiH regard which of right belongs to the faithful, patient workers w~o
remain steadfastly at their posts of duty, but whose_ modest wort~ 1s
. overshadowed by the unflagging zeal of those more given to soun<lmg
their own praises abroad.
There are now in operation in the Territory :fifteen Government dar
schools, the cost of maintaining which must be paid from the app~opriation of $25,000 made at the last session of Congress. The salaries_ of
teachers aggregate $15,000; $5,000 is being expen~ed in the ~rect10n
of new school buildings at Sitka and Juneau and m the repair ?f. an
old Gonrnment building for the school at Wrangell, the remammg
$5,000 beiug barely sufficient to cover the cost of school supplies, rent
of buildings, fuel, lights, and incidental expenses. A neat and sub stantial new building has been completed at Killisnoo, and paid for
from last year's appropriations. The two schools at Sitka are kept in a
couple of dilapidated old structures belonging to the Government and
wholly uusuitable for the purpose, while the two at Juneau, as well as
all the others except those at Killisnoo and Wrangell, are in leased .
buildings. New buildings are badly needed atKlawak, Howcan, Unga,
and Kadiak, but it will be impossible to provide them from an annual
appropriation of only $25,000, except at the expense of discontinuing
some of the schools already established. Opposed to the latter alternatiYe is the fact that the number of schools ought to be more than
doubled, if it be the desire to extend equal educational facilities to all
parts of the Territ<,ry.
In the "rules and regulations for the government of the public schools
in Alaska" promulgated by the honorable Secretary of the Interior,
the Territorial board of education is enjoined with the duty of establishing 1 • a common school in every settlement where there are children in
sufficient number, ancl at least one school in every tribe of Indians or
native settlement." I _respectfully submit that this can not be done with
an appropriation of less than $50,000, and at the same time provide, as
h; also made the duty of the board,'' comfortable school-houses." Indeed
$75,000 could be used to very good advantage next year and would not
be in excess of the amount actually necessary to the erection of new
buil<liogs and establishment of new schools in various parts of the Territory now wholly unprovided for.
1'he industrial training school at Sitka is in a flourishing condition
aud S<'erns to be doing a good work, eRpecially in imparting to its pupils
tbc rncliments of a common English education. Other than this it is
little more, so far as the boys are concerned, than a mere boardingscbool. Carpentry is about the only trade taught, but I am informed
others will shortly be added to the course of industrial training, and
1hat tvery provision will be made for imparting such an education to
the boys as will fit them to become good and useful citizens. The girls
ai e tnugllt to sew, knit, cook, and trained in housekeeping, and, so far
ns th~y a1 e concerned, the institution is all that could possibly be desired . During the past year a new carpenter shop has been erected, as
al o a lmil<ling for a hospital, into which last it is understood the na~ives generally, when in need of medical llelp, will be admitted, .A printrng press aud type has also been purchased and a monthly publication
started in tlie interest of the school. As an indication of the progress
made by the boss who are being instructed in carpentry it sbould be
stated that the work on both the new buildings referred to was done by
them, under the supervision of their instructor, and that they are now
being employed in the erecti n of a new public-school building here at
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Sitka;. Altogether the ·institution-is a meritorious one and fully deserving of the aid accorded it by the General Government.
Concerning the training academy at Wrangell I arn not so well informed, and. consequently can not speak advisedly. I arn aware, however, that it has met with much opposition, and believe that if it has
not proved in all: respects as successful as the one here at Sitka the
c~use will be found more attributable to a lack of funds than want of
zeal on the part of those having the management and control. It seem(
to me that with the aid it is now receiving from the Government it
should be able to accomplish a good work for the natives in its immediate vicinit1y.
As these industrial schools are in large part supported by the Government, I respectfully submit if they ought not to be subjected, at
lea,st partially, to Government supervision and control. It seems to me
that: much better results can be attained through the exercise of a wiser
di.scretion in the selection of the pupils who are to be educated and
trained at the public expense, special reference being had to age and
.mental and physical condition. Only the brightest and most intelligent
of the native children should be selected, and these should be generally
drawn from parts of the Territory remote from the school, so as to remove them entirely from the influences of their uncivilized surroundings. In this _w ay only, in my opinion, can any considerable amount of
permanent good be accomplished. Unless it be the desire of Congress
to provide a home for the lame, the halt, and the blind, to gather into
these schools children of all ages, without regard to their mental or
physical condition, it would be wise to prescribe such rules and regulations in that regard as may appear to be necessary, and vest in the territorial board of education tbe power and authority to enforce them. In
this way the purpose for which the appropriation is made can be more
certainly attained, and the objection as to the impropriety of making
appropriations for the support of schools over whi:ch the Government
has no control, and can exercise no supervision, will be shorn of its
force.
In addition to the schools referred to as being in operation, the
Friends' Society, during the past summer, established a day school _at
Douglas City, which it is their intention to transform into an indu trial
training academy as soon the necessary buildings can be provided. The
teachers are zealous workers, and have select~d a good field in which
to operate, there being a large native population in theimmediate neighborhood.
At Juneau the Catholics have a school of their own, which is conducted by ~couple of good Sisters of Charity, and which,forrea on that
ought never to have existed, has, or did have, a larger attendance than
both the public schools combined. I hear this school highly spoken of,
an<l. have every reason to believe that it is destined to become a very
importa,nt factor in promoting the educational welfare of the Territory.
Altogether there are 38 schools in tlie Teri'itorys 15 of which are upported wholly, and 2 in large part, from the appropriation made l>y 0ongre ; 2 on Saint Paul and Saint George Islands, which are provided
f r jn the lea e of tho e i land to the Ala ka Commercial Company i
wholly maintained by religion denominations, and 17 b, the Ru ian
Go: rnment, through the medium of its stabli bed church. It i a.
not1 e _ble fa ·t, i my opinion not a.ltogetb r creditable to u , tllat the
d KP t~c
~ernm nt of I u · ia expend annually more mon y fi r th
<luc, bon and Cbri ·tianization of the native peopl of Al ka than .
d · tb pro£ ·edly more fr e, lib ral, and enlightened one to who·
care and prot ction th y were transferred twenty years ago.
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LABOR SUPPLY.

A large part of the labor ~mployed at the various industrial establishments is drawn from the native population. The natives work in the
mines and in the :fisheries-, in the digging of ditches and construction of
tirails and wagon-roads, and are, as a whole, as reliable as the ordinai:y
class of white laborers . . They understand, however, the value of their
services, and are not infrequently inclined to emulate the example of
their white brethren and go on a strike for higher wages, or becau~e of
some real or fancied grievance.
While the labor market appears to be reasonably well supplied, employers experience not a little inconvenience by reason of the fact that
the more intelligent and ambitious men who engage with them are
generally inclined to work no longer than may be necessary to secure a
comfortable "grub-stake" with which to go prospecting on their own
account. Nevertheless, thoug·h I am inclined to the belief that a considerable number of industrious, well-behaved mechanics and laborers
would have little difficulty in finding lucrative employment in Alaska,
I can not take upon myself the responsibility of advising them to come,
unless they are possessed of sufficient means with which to subsist
tbemsel ves for a time, or take them back to the States if they do not
find the _country to their iiking. The great want of the Territory is
capital to be employed in the development of its varied resources that
mt~st be had before .there can be any considerable demand for labon. .
CONDI'.I.'ION OF THE NATIVES.

In southeastern Alaska the natives are largely employed by the
white people in various kinds of work, and generally receive fair wages.
They are not only a provident and self-sustaining people, but to a large
extent ambitious of bettering their condition by adopting civilized ways
of living and providing for the education of their children. As fast as
they can accumulate the means they tear down their old houses and
build new ones of more modern style. One of these, recently completed
by a native at Wrangell, is the finest and most pretentious private residence I have seen anywhere in tho Territory. But for the chronic diseases prevalent among them, and for the eradication of which, in my
opinion, some effective steps should be taken by the Government, they
would be, generally, a happy, contented, and progressive people, not
more than one or two generations distant from intelligent and useful
citizenship.
I regret very much the fact that I _can not make a similar report concerning the condition of the native people in other parts of the Territory. The fur trade of Alaska is practically monopolized by the Alaska
Commercial Company, a non-resiuent corporation, which does not confine its operations· to the seal islands leased to it by the Government,
but holds and posseRses most of the Aleutian chain and the greater part
o! the mainland as a principality of its own, over which it exercises undisputed sway and control. Clothed by the Government with a monopoly of the seal fur trade, by which it has profited to the extent of
many millions, it has, octopus-like, thrown out its great tentacles and
gathered to itself about all there is of value in the fur trade of the whole
• Territory. It has, by the power of its great wealth, driven away all
comp~tition and reduced the native population, wh~rever its operations
are not supervised by G0vernment officials, to a conditjon of helpless
dependence, if not one of absolute and abject slavery. Unhampered by
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a h.ealthy comp~tition, it offers and compels acceptance by the natives, on

pam ?f starvation, such ?eggarly prices for their peltry that it manages
mvar1.1µly to keep them rn its debt and at its mercy. In order to more
effectually monopolize the trade in furs, it at one time marked and mutilated the coin of the United States and refused to receive any other
from the natives in payment for goods necessary to their comfort and
well l>eing. Its iusatiable greed is such that it is not content with robbing the poor native in the price it sets upon the product of his dangerous toil, but it robs him also in the exorbitant prices it exacts for the
goods given in exchange. And there is no appeal; no alternative.
·There are no other trad10g stations in all that vast section, and the natives must pay the price asked and accept that which is offered-the
first a hundred per cent. advance on the amount at which the same
goods are sold to the whites, and the last low enough to add still another bui1dred per cent. to the company's profit. As, for instance, there
is no timber on the Aleutian Islands, and the native who goes out to
hunt the sea-otter has no time to provide himself with fuel by gathering
drift-wood from the shores, as many are able to do. He mast have fuel
for the winter, and the company generously takes his sea-otter skins at
half their real cash value and pays him iu coal at $40 per to~-coal of
the same quality as that which it sells to the few white residents for
$20. The native who dares to sell his furs for cash to others than the
agents of the company finds that his money has no purchasing power at
perhaps the only trading station within a distance of several hundred
miles, anu is thus starved into submission.
·while all this and much more is true concerning its treatment of the
native people, instances are not lackiug where it has boycotted and
driven away from the islands Government officials who, intent up?n
the honest, faithful discharge of their duties, have incurr_ed the di pleasure or refused to do the bidding of its agents. In fact it possess~s
t,he power to compel compliance with its every exaction, and wherever it
has ob.tained a foothold neither white man nor native can do more than
eke out a miserable existence, save by its sufferance. \Yitbout_ ma_il
communication othAr than that supplied by the corporat10n, wh1cll 1
their master, the native people of the sections thus dominated are
effectually walled in by the great waters which lie between them and
the most advanced outskirts of trade and civilization, and in the ab ence
of all competition are forced to sell their furs at whatever rates t~e
agents of the company may be pleased to offer, and accept payment m
goods at prices which no community of people not entirely helple.'
co1:1-ld or would tolerate. (See Appendix A.) Its paid agent and lobby1 ts are kept at the national capital to oppose any and every eff~rt
th3:t may l>e made to promote the welfare of Ala ka, through such_ leg1_ ·
lat1011 as will encourage immigration and the enlistment of capital m
bhe development of t,he natural wealtll hidden away in her fore
tr am.', and mountain · itti every aim and effort is in the direction of
prolonging itsexi tence ~nd strengthening its tyrannical hold b.Y a blockmg of tlrn wheel of progres · and to its pernicious influeuce 1 due tlie
fact tll~t. Alaska i not to-d~y largely populated with an indu triou
nt •rp r1 ' mg, [ ro. perou people; that millions, where there are now onlr
b.un r cl , hav not long ere this been inve ted in the development of
ll r m, ny varied, and, a I honestly believe, incomparabl, , great natural
r urc · . I have po itiv information of tlagrant violation of the law
• IHl. x ·n 1 e rd r. in relation to the importation and al of br . •h! adm _fir ·, rnr b. 1t ag ut ; it oppre ion and robb cy of the natn·
l no n n ; th P• r ial r . p u i ility, at lea t, of th
ov rnm nt for
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the wrongs to which the inoffensive natirn people of the Aleutian Islands
and the whole of northwestern Alaska hav-e been and are still being
subjected can not be ignored or denied.
.
.
If it can not legally be rescinded, the lease to, and contract with, this
company ought not to be renewed. It is not, in my opinion, ne~essary
to the preservation of seal life or the seal fur industry that the 1sla1?-ds
on which the rookeries are located should ·be leased to any corporation
or individual, but if it be held that I am wrong in that regard, then I
do not hesitate to aver that it would be bet,t er for Alaska, better for the
Government) and above all, far better for the enslaved Aleuts that
every fur seal in Alaskan waters should be exterminated at one fell
swoop, than that such a blighting monopoly should be perpetuated.
It is manifestly the duty of Government to protect the weak aga_inst
the strong, to shield_the poor and helpless from wrong and oppress10u;
yet here we have thollsands of the latter class, who by solemn t,rt>aty
stipulation, were guaranteed enjoyment of~' all the rights, ad vantages,
and immunities of citizens of the Uuited States 1' practically enslaved,
and a professedly free and liberal Government not onl_y creating, but
actually protecting their oppressions, and that, too, against a restless
spirit of enter:Prise which, unhindered, would people the best .portions
of Alaska with a thrifty population, and add untold millions to the
wealth of the nation.
I have said that the leasing of the seal islands is not necessar,y to the
preservation of the industry; neither is it, as so persistently claimed,
and as I was at first inclined to believe, essential that a fur-seal monopoly should be maintained in order to secure the largest. revenue to
the Government. Manifestly, the natives of the seal aud adjoining
islands have the first and best right to profit by an industry which may
truly be said to have come to them by inheritance. They are not Indians~ but a peaceful, honest people of much natural intelligence, and
capable of transacting business for themselves. They can nearly all
read and write in their own or the Russian language, and if most of
the younger men and women on SG'tint Paul and Saint George are not
fairly well educated in Englh,b, the fact can only be accounted for on
the theory that the Alaska Commercial Company has not complied
faithfully with that provision of its contract which requires it to maintain schools on those islands for at least eight months in each year.
Instead of practically enslaving them by farming out to others that
which is theirs by right of inheritance, it seems to me that the Government should secure to them at lea.st a fair share of the profits, and that
its duty is to protect and, if possible, perpetuate the seal :fisheries for
their benefit, and not in the almost exclusive interest of organized greed
and corporate monopoly. To accomplish this it is only necessary that
regulations be promulgated by the proper department prohibiting the
killing of seals on the islands of Saint Paul and Saint George by any
but natives, prescribing the number that may be killed in each year, the
mode of killing, and imposing all the other restrictions now in force.
It would require no greater number of agents to supervise the killing
by natives than are now employed to watch and guard the interests of
the Government, if as mauy. The skins could then be sold in open
market by the natives themselves, in the preseuce of, or by a Government ag-ent acting in their behalf, and whose duty it should be mad~ to
collect from purchasers a Government tax of not less than $5 on each
skin sold. By such a plan a much larger permanent revenue ~ould be
assured to the Government, the natives secured in the free enJoyment
of their right&", and a monopoly wholly inimical to the best interests of
INT 87-VOL 1--46
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the Terri~ory shorn of a large part of its tyrannical power. Conceived
(as there 1s abundant evidence to show) in corruption, born in iniquity,
and nurtured and grown strong and insolent on ill-gotten gains wrung
f~om a ~apl~ss and helpless people, this giant monopoly, which rests
l~ke a bhghtmg curse upon the progress and welfare of this great Territory, should be shorn of its corruptly-secured, much-abused franchise
with no more delay than may be absolutely necessary.
The mortality rate as com pa-red to the number of births furnish ed me
by the authoriti es of the Greco-Russian Church indicates the gradual extinction of the native people, particularly th e .Aleuts on Ounalaska Island, the population of which was 1,065 in 1882; 326 deaths have since
been recorded, while there have beeu only 158 births. Durin·g the past
summer an epidemic carried off a large number of people at Belkofsky
and on the Shumagin Islands; a very heavy rate of mortality is also
reported from Kenai and Bristol Bay, occasioned by pulmonary diseases
to which the natives, owing to exposure and want of proper precaution,
are generally subject. In my opinion, if some effective measures are not
taken to ameliorate their condition the complete extinction of the native
inhabitants of the .Aleutian Islands and on some parts of the main-land
will be a gnestion of comparatively short time only. A removal of the
disabilities imposed by the grinding monopoly which has destroyed th~ir
every ambition, and made them reckless of lives scarcely worth thehving, would give them new hope, and tend to an indefinite prolongation
of their existence as a people. The civil government is powerless in the
premises, having as yet been unable by reason of the absence of mail
communication or means of transportation, to extend to them the P?Or
protection of its qualified, limited, and altogether doubtful authority.
To a higher governmental power, one they do not know in their pre ent
deplorable condition of abject dependence how to reach, and if they ?id
would not dare appeal to, must they look for a redress of wrongs which
would not for so long a time have been quietly endured by any people
anywhere in the slightest degree less patient and helpless.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

The only public buildings in .Alaska of any account are located at
Sitka and Wrangell, though I believe there is a warehouse at Oun ala ka
belonging to the Government, used for storing coal for the revenue cutters. 'fhose at Sitka of any particular worth are occupied as offices for
the officials of the civil government, court-house, penitentiary, the cu toms service, and military purposes; tho ·eat Wrangell afford accoi:nmo<lation to the deputy collector of customs and United States com1m sioner, the secon<l tory of one being occupied for school J?Urp_o es. _All
these buildings are sadly out of repair, and should receive 1mmed1ate
attention, if it be tbe desire to preserve them for Government purpo e. ·
The severalamounts necessary for such repairs, as submitted in my ti·
mate to the honorable Secretary of thc'l'reasury, aggregate only 4 5 0.
I have been aud am still in doubt as to the precise statu of the a_p·
propriations heretofore made by Congre for the construction, repair,
and pre er ation of public building in Ala ka, none of which ham
be n xpended. If th y have not lap ed to the surplu fund, om of
th m ·bould be diverted to other purpo s than tho e for which they
w r made, n tably the 4,000 for" fitting up the building known
th. ~ lub hou. e:' Sitka, a a tempory jail," aud that of . 1,000 fi r r ·
pam11g · m't-r om an<l jail at Onnala ka." The o-call cl lub-ho e
can not b r pair d for a 1
sum than would cover the co t of an w
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and better building, while, in my opinion, the United States ~ommissio.oer's court should be removed from OunalasKa to Unga, which last
place is much nearer the center of business and population in that part
of the Territory.
A court-house and jail is much needed at Juneau, which is t~e la~gest
and most important business center in the Territory. I have submitted
.an estimate of $7,000 for such building in addition to the unused $8,000
heretofore appropriated. ·
'11he Government wharf at .Sitka is in a wretchedly dilapidated con,dition, and can no longer be used. This wharf, with the warehouse,
was some years ago leased by the collector of customs to the North west
Trading Company, by whom it was rebuilt at considerable cost. The
action of the collector, it appears, was never approved or confirmed by
the Treasury Dspartment, and a disagreement having arisen between
the company and the Department in regard to the payment of wharfage
on Navy supplies landed over the wharf, it has been allowed to fall -into
decay and ruin, though the company has remained in possession until
now. It is very essential either that Congress shall provide the means
with which to rebuild this wharf and repair the warehouse, or else that
it be leased to private parties who will. At present all the freight, induding Government coal and naval supplies, is landed'. in lighters at a
very heavy extra expense, involving a cost which will soon overbalance
the amount necessary to put the wharf in good serviceable condition.
(See .Appendix B.)
PROTECTION OF FUR SEAL.

During the past summer the revenue cutters Rush and J3ear, acting
under orders from the Treasury Department, seized six British and
eight .American vessels which were found taking fur seals in the Bering
Sea. Eleven of these vessels arrived at Sitka, either in charge of the
,quartermasters detailed from the revenue cutters, or on parole; but
the masters of three of them, one British and two .Americans, violated
their paroles am~ ran away. On the arrival of the Rush at Sitka, with
the witnesses, the masters and mates of the seized vessels were proceeded against by information, but pending the impaneling of a grand
jury all were discharged by direction of the President, though in obedience to further instructions the vessels were held, and the necessary
proceedings taken looking to their forfeiture. Judgment of forfeiture
was subsequently decreed against all of them except one .American
schooner. in the case of which there was no evidence that she had taken
any_seals in inland waters; in fact, she was not so charged, the seizure
havmg been made on the strength of the carcass of a female ~eal being
found on board, which her officers testified had been killed in the open
-ocean before the vessel entered Bering Sea. With these vessels were
captured 11,724 skins, worth about $80,000, which were taken at first
to Ounalaska and stored jn the warehouse of the Alaska Uommercial
Company.
.
The deputy United States marshal at that place having resigned
-and come away, the company having made some rather exorbitant
charges on skins previously stored in their warehouse, and the United
States marshal being unwilling to be held responsible for property of
such great value which was only constructively in his possession, the
court made an order for their removal to Sitka and authorized the marshal to charter a vessel for that purpose. The skins were accordingly
brought to Sitka, carefully re-salted, and safely stored in the Government warehouse, where they now are.
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Captain Shepard, of the Rush, at my request very kindly took on
board those of the crews of the seized vessels who were desirous of
reaching their homes, and gave them free transportation to Victoria.
and Port Townsend.
.
. In connection with these seizures, from which it seems to me no other
rnference can be drawn than that our Governm1.: nt is determined to assert and maintain the right of exclusive jurisdiction over all that portion
of Behring Sea cede<l to it by Russia, I can ouly reiterate that part of
my last annual revort jn which I essa.sed, rather feebly 1 fear, not only
to show the necessity of such a policy to the preservation of the sealfur industry, butt.be wrong its abandonment would iuflict upon the very
considerable number of native people who wholly or in large }Jart depend upon it for a livelihood, an<l whom, it appears to me, it is the duty
of the Government to protect.
In view of the fact that the seizure of these vessels and their forfeiture has raised an international question of graYe importauce, I havethought it proper to include with this report a copy of the brief submitted by the Queen's counsel in the case of the British schooners, together with the argument of the United States attorney and the opinion of the court. Bon. A. K. Delaney, collector of customs, having
been designated as special counsel on account of the illness and ub equent death of Col. M. D. Ball, United St.ates district attorney, represented the Government and rnaue what I think will be gr.nerally conceded a most ab le and forcible, if not wholly unanswerable, argument..
(See Appendix 0.)
1

INTERNATIONAL BOUND.A.RY.

Serious complications are likely to grow out of a further delay by Congress to provide for a joint survey and definite location of the boun~ary
line between Alaska and the British possessions. The liue de. cribecl
in the treaty of cession is the i.ame as that fixed by conventio~ bet.w~ n
Russia and Great Britian in 1825, and is altogether vague, mdefimte,and liable to misconstruction.
The recent discoveries of rich placers of gold on the Shitando River,
and other tributaries of the Yukon, are likely to attract thou.,and of
miners to that region in the near future. All the charts and maps I ~am
seen locate the whole of the Sbitando River in Alaska, but I am rehably
informed that a Mr. Ogilvie, sent out last spring by the Domini_ou Government to make a preliminary survey of the boundary line, claims that
it is in British territory, and has broadly hinted that on the stren_gth of
his report to that effect his Government will attempt the collect10n of
the miner's license provided for by the Dominion law. A1:3y atte~ptecl
exercise of Dominion authority in that particular ction w1ll be res1 ted
b1 the miners now there, most of whom are American citizens, no~ at a_ll
di posed to tolerate the least interference until the boundary hne i
definitely determined b,y the joint action of the two government_ ·
_Though this new and very promi ing gold :fie!<l caM, and ultimately
will, be reached by steamer from the mouth of the Yukon, the pr~ ent
tr3:v 1 d route i · principally through Briti 'h territory. The m~ 11 e~ '
gorng there 1 ave tide water at the head ·of Dy ah lnlet and ma~e their
wa ov _r th~ mountain to a cha'm of lake , which, together wtt ~ ~he
c nn ctmg river , they traverse in boat to the Yukon. The Do 1~1 m10n
ov rnm nth granted a conce ion for a toll-road or pack-trail o,
that part of her ut within it t rritory, and application will? mt de
t
ugr · f. r a ch rter for a imilar trail on the American 1de.
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no subsidy of any kind will be asked for, only the right ~o c?llect fixed
rates of toll being desired, I venture to ask for the application prompt
and favorable consideration. It seems to me Congress ought not to
hesitate ill according prompt action, in view of the fact that th~ cliarter,
if granted, will devolve no expense upon the Government, while on the
-o ther hand the projected im provement is one calculated to _greatly fa-cilitate the deve1opment of the mineral resources of the Territory.
MAIL FACILITIES-TRANSPORTATION.

The mail facilities accorded to Alaska are wholly inadequate to the
business requirements of her people. The service between Port Towntiend and Sitka by way of inter mediate ports should at the very least
be made weekly, and I can conceive of no action within the province
-of Congress better calculated to promote the settl ement an<l. development of southeastern Alaska than would be the establishment of a
monthly mail route from Sitka to Uunalaska by way of Yakutat, Prince
William's Sound, Kadi ak, Unga, and Belkoffsky. The people of those
.sections are at present without mail facilities of any ki11d, and are
wholly isolated from the rest of the world during the gre~ter part of
the year. A monthly mail service would, in a measure, release them
from dependence upon the grinding monopoly by which they are at
present enthralled, would in Yite and encourage immigration, and in all
respects redound to the profit and advantage of the Territory.
In respect to the route bet ween Fort Townsend and the capital of the
Territory, I submit the question whether it be just to this enterprising
people to restrict the service to a monthly mail only in ·view of the fact
that the carrying t rade of this immediate section warrants the maintenance by the company having the contract of a weekly line of steamers
during the summer and a semi-monthly line in the winter. The inadequacy of the Alaska mail service was brought to the attention of the
P ost-Office Department early last spring through a memorial signed by
all the officials of the civil government, with the result that an ad<l.itional mail was ordered to be carried by the fast excursion steamer belonging t o t he regular contractors, and which made t wo r ound tI'ips per
mon th <l uring the mon ths of l\'.IaJ·, J une, July, A ugust, and September.
This, in addition to the regular contract service, gave a tri-monthly
mail during the summer, but when, the excursion season being ended,
the fast steamer was witlldrawn we were again reduced to a monthly
service, though the contractors continue to run t wo steamers on t he
route and profess a willingness to bring two mails a month for the
-compensation paid for one. It is in the highest degree exasperating to
the people of this sect.ion, isolated as they are, to see a steamer arri ve
regularly ouce a month without a mail, and be told, with at least a, semblance of truth, that the fault is with the Government, which iR so
unmindful of their interests that it refuses them mail facilities which
would cost it nothing.
.
Of' course I take no stock in these professions of generosity on t he
Jart of the contractors or their willingness to serve the G nvernmeut
-0r any one else without compensation; but at the same time I cau not
withhold assertion of the fact that th1:~ people of Alaska are not only
being most illiberally but at the same time uujustly dealt with in the
m~ttPr of mail facilities. There is and can be no valid excuse 'for not
according to southeastern Alaska a mail service equal at least t o the
?umber of steamers employed by t he contractors in the rapidly gr?wmg carryin g trade of t his section. With mouthly mail communication
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only bet,Yeen the several towns and settlements of southeastern Ala ka,.
and none at all between the last-named division and the other parts of
the Territory, it is impossible for the people to transact business with
any degree of satisfaction, or for the United States court to properly
perform its functions, except at a greater cost to tbe Government
than an adequate mail service would involve. and which would bring
with it, of course, better transportation facilities .
.As it now is, sixty days is the minimum of time in whicb a letter
can be sent to or from the national capital arnl an answer l)('. receh e<l,,
while similar communication with any part of the Territory can not be
had in less than thirty. Aside from the question of right and jn:tice
involved, it seems to me that the further withholding of mail facilitie
proportionate to the growing importa:p.ce of the business interests of
the Territory will, on investigation, present itself in the ligh t of a mo t
unprofitable parsimony, which cau not be excused on the plea of justifiable economy.
Unless much better facilities are provided, with the better mean~ of
transportation which will naturally follow, a steamer for the use of tile
officials wiil be indispensable to the administration of the ci vit government and the enforcement of law and order in many porti ons of the
Territory now wl10lly inaccessible. Indeed, in all save southeastern
Alaska the civil government provided for by the act of Mcty 17, 18 ±,is the veriest myth, and must necessarily rP-main so uuti] mail com1~rnnication is established or those charged with the duty of aclministerrng
it are furnished with some kind of safe and reliable transportation. In
all tbe more remote sections of the Territory the law prohibiting the
importa,tion and sale of intoxicating liquors and breech-loading_ firearms is openly violated; crimes, iucluding murder, are. committed
with irnpuuity, and there is no punishment for the offender", for tl10
simple reason that the officials are not provided with the mean. necessary to put tbe law in force. Either the civH authorities shonld be fnrnishe<l wit,h transportation or e1Re be held blameless for the non-enforcement of law and order in localities tuey are unable to reach for the
want ofit.
The disadvantages under which the authorities of the civil gover~ment labor for waut of proper facilithes with which to diischarge tllelI'
duties are none the less conspicuous rn the customs serYice of th~ Territory. By act of Congress the entire Territory of Alaska is con t1tuted
a collection district for cu toms purposes, with tlie port of entry at
Sitka. By authority of the Treasury Department sub-ports haYe been
established at Tonga~.·, Wrangell, and Juneau, in southeastem ~laska,
au<l at Kodiak, on the island of that uame, and at Ounalaska, rn the
.Aleutian chain. Throwing out of tbe computation the Arctic coa t
from Bering Strait to Point Barrow a beyond tbe confi ms of c Ill·
mere:e, the coa, t-lbe, <lirect from Tougass to Bering Strait by way o_f
Kodiak and 9unala:-,ka, exce(·<ls 3,000 mile , and following· th~ ua,:igable e tuar:t<" and iudentatiolls i8 not far short of 10,0'i0 mil 1~
len~th. In addition to the dutie irnpo ed by t1rn revenue and nang, t10n law,· th collector of cu tom alld bis ubor<linate officer are
cbarg cl with th duty of enforcing the la~8 again t the takin<T of for~ 1 au l oth r fur -b ariug auimal ·, aud a,1:so the law eonceruin(l' !h
1mportat1ou a cl_ l_au<ling of intoxicating liq nor ancl bree ·h-loadrn
a~m a d ammumt1 n , ithin tbe <li trict. Yet the collector is n t pr,_
vid · ri ~ any m au whatever of watel' patrol or trau ·port_ati ~n.
c ncl th r · 1
n t eY n a r w- oat und r ]ii , ontrol.
ith a ch ·tric
b und ,d on one ide by a for ign country, with uch au enormou c t-
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line, its waters open to the navigation, of the world, and ~o facilities
whatever for patrolling its coast, it need occasion no surprise that the
Government is frequently defrauded of its revenue, and that the laws
are violated with impunity.
One who hao never visited this coast can form but a meager conception of the number of hiding places the innumerable bays, coves, and
channels afford, espepially to small craft engaged in illicit traffic.. Fort
Simpson, British Columbia, affords a convenient ?~se from wh1c~ t o
operate, and the ctifferenee between the cost of Bnt1sh and America~
whiskies, arising from the internal-revenue tax, alone makes the business of smuggling one of great profit. The port of 'fongass is adjacent
to British Columbia, but is some 25 miles off the usual line of uavigation, but were tlJis otherwise the customs officer at that place is powerless because of a want of trausportation. Craft, therefore, laden with
British goods and British liquors, pass into Alaskan waters without
challenge or hind eram·e, and in 80me secluded cove turn their cargoes
over to the Indian trader and return to Fort Simpson to repeat the experimeut.
British vessels are also now regularly plying between Victoria, British Colurubia. and Alaskan ports, more Pspecially Juneau, and enter
Alaskan waters without surveillance or examination until they r~ach
their pon of deRtination. The e-,ns incidl-'nt to the illicit traffic are
growing in magnitude as the settlements of the Territory increase, but
the custorus officers are powerless to prevent or remedy them. Without
a water patrol, a small army could not successfully protect this coast
against tLe introduction of goods and liquors of foreign product.
The necessities of the customs service absolutely demand that a good
revenue cutter like the Rush be assigned to this district, with headquarters at Sitka, and the Government owes it to its own self.respect
that better facilities be furnished the officials of the district with which
to enforce the laws. That a good vessel can successfully cover southeastern Alaska, .:ind also attend to the sealing interests of the Government in Berjng Sea,, has been demonstrated by the active movements
of the cutter named during the past summer. In case such a vessel can
not be provided, good steam la.unches capable of making 10 to 12 knots
per hour, and properly manned, should be stationed, one each at the
ports of Tong-ass, Wraugell, Juneau, and Sitka, under the control of
tbecollector of the district. Until some such water patrol is established
Alaska will continue to be the objective point for outlawry, and the
smuggler will ply his vocation with little if any molestation.
LEG ISL.A.TION ••

Alaska has no legislature of her own nor any voice in any legislative
body anywhere. She bas no laws of her own making, and practicalfy
none that are adapte<l to her wants-no one to advocate her cause or
defend her rights in the national legislature. For seventeen years her
people were kept begging at the doors of Congress for some form of civil
goverument~ only to be rewarded at last by the passage of an organic
~ct who_ll~ unl!ke anything ever before inflicted upon a new Territory,
m that it 1s chiefly remarkable for the rights, privileges, aud powers it
express!y with olds and deuies, rather than for those it.confers; for the insurmountable obstacles it places in the way of substantial progress,
rat~er _than for t~e aid and encouragement naturally to be expected, and
which 1s so essential to the settlement and developmentot·a new country.
It expressly denies to the people the right of local self-government,
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forbids them representation in the popular branch of Congress-rights
never before withheld from any fraction of the American people however
small, since the adoption of the Articles of Confederation-'and as if
specially conceived in the interest of those who deprecate any and ~very
effort looking to the settlement and development of the Territory- refuses the right of ownership to free homes within its limits b:v expressly withholding the benefits of the general land laws. That it was
expressly designed to hinder and retard, rather than encourage, settlement and development scarcely admits of a doubt. The truth is that the
friends of the Territory were obliged to accept the miserable make bift
on the alternative of gettin g nothin~· at all, while her enemies, tho e
who desire to retain the country in its wild state as a great fur preserve
for their own exclusive benefit, were willing- to concede the shadow, the
form devoid ofsubsta1ice. And thus, after the lapse of seventeen Jears,
wa~ fastened upon Alaska a form of civil government scarcely preferable to the military aud naval rule which preceded it, and under the
restrictions of which her progress is retarded 1 and the rapid and ubstantial growth in population and wealth of which she is capable held in
abeyance.
.
I can add nothing to the arguments heretofore advanced in behalf of
Alaska.'s right and urgent need of representation in the popular branch
of Congress and of some kind of a legislature to provide laws to meet
our recurring. local necessities. E very consideration of justice, as well
as of public poUcJ , forbid s that these rjghts shall be longer withheld.
The people of this great a nd truly magnificent Territory should no
longer be left to the "abomination of desolation," but as speedily a
possible provided with a form of government more in consonance with
the spirit of our free in sti tutions, and by th e provisions of which the
tit]es to their homes and th e enj oyment of" an the ri ghts, advaIJ tage ·,
and immunities of citizens of t he United States " shall l1e secured to
them. With such encouragement they will be able to achieve for Ala ka
the g-rand destiny nature has designed for her; without it her progre s
iu the w ay of settlement and deve]opment must necessarily be lo_w,
and the history of her comi ng years but a repetition of tho, e of the _mglorious p ast. I cau conceive of no one th ing more worthy t be attention
of t he present Oongress than the righting of wrongs Jong eu<l11re<l, and
still continuing, through the enactment of such 1egislatiou a~ will aid
and encou rage the settlement and de·rnlopment of th is "gre,tt northwestern peninsula of the universe." Po sessed of all the ma.terial element" eRsential to the growth of a rich and powerful state, Ala ka need
b ut the helpful recognition of the General Government to t~rt h r on
the highway to a future fraught with the grandest probalJilitie ·, and
one which can but redound to the glory of our common country.
I most sin cerely ·l10pe aud tru t that the pre ent Congr · ma~ ?Ot
c~mclude its first ses ion wiq1out having accorded to Alaska yolttical
right so long withheld, not only to the detriment of her b t mtere t
but a well to the great shame of a profe, sedly free and liberal Government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A . P . SWINEFORD,

Governor of Alaska.

APPENDICES.

APPENDIX

A.

EXTRACT FROM LETTER OF WM. H. DALL, FROM OUNALASKA, TOW. H. ELLIOTT AND
WASHBURN MAYNARD, U. S. NAVY, UNDER DATE OF AUGUST 31, 1874.

For nearly ten years I have been constantly engaged either in the study of the subject
Three winters and more than seven years of
this period I have been actually resident in the Territory, and the duties assigned to me
have carried me to nearly every point in it which is of any importance. I have consequently seen more of the country than any other individual; and never having been
<ionnected in any way with any tradirtg company, it may be reasonably assumed that I
have been in the position of an impartial observer, and that my views on the subject are
not with0ut a certain weight.
I will endeavor to state, as · succinctly as practicable, the present condition of the
Aleutian people and its relation to their past condition, the position which they hold in
regard to the traders, and what action seems to me desirable on the part of the Government to protect its honor and their rights from invasion.
Briefly, the past may be summed up in the statement that the Aleuts were found by
the early Russian explorers a race possessed of much intelligence, not without spirit, yet
far less warlike and aggressive than the Eskimo of Kodiak and elsewhere (who are
usuaUy confound~d with the Aleuts), and an entirely different people in character and
disposition from the Indians of the coast or the interior. Tht>y were reduced by the most
barbarous and inhuman treatment to less than 10 per cent. of their original numbers,
and were regarded as the slaves of the traders.
'
The first reaction against this system took place in 1794, and then and afterward, in
1799, 1805, and especially 1818, the Russian Government,· recognizing its duty, interposed between the Aleuts and the trading companies regulations intended to curb the
exactions of the latter and improve the condition of the former.
In 1824, Father Innocentius Veniaminoff, a noble and devoted missionary, now primate of the GTeek Church, began his lahors among the Aleuts, and to him is due directly .
most of their improvement, mental and moral, since the time mentioned. In 1861 and
1862 the report of Imperial Commissioner Golovin was prepared and :;,ubmitted; and the
result showing that the regulations of the Government had been more or less unsuccessful in checking the rapacity of the traders, their charter was not renewed.
In the Russian plan, the Aleuts werejn a condition of serfdom to the company which
eontrolled the colonies, yet the company bad its own obligations to fulfill toward them,
and when these were enforced no Russian, except the commander of a trading post, could
strike a native; the Aleuts were insured a subsistence; the making of quass, a fermented
liquor, of which the basis is meal and sugar or molasses, was forbidden under heavy pen~lties, antl intoxica,ting spirits were only furnished to the natives when actually engaged
m heavy manual labor for the company, and then in very limited quantities. Schools
were obligerl to be maintained by the company, in which the priests were usually the
teachers, and though these were of rather a poor character, yet the children who manifested more than usual a,bility were able to enter a higher seminary at Sitka, and to obtain in this manner a tolernhle education, for which in return they were bound to the
eompany's service at stated wages for a term of years. A number of individuals thus
educated participated with credit to themselves in the exploration of the Territory, and
c?mmanded vessels belonging to the company, or otherwise held positions of responsibility. The entire race b ecame Christianized, their religion being of a low type, it is
true, but unmistakably earnest and devotecl.
So much for the past. Under this system of tutelage the Aleuts lost almo~t entirely
the feeling of independence or the capacity for independent action and seJt:gm<(an ce.
In describing their present condition, I must premise that no o~e who h~" stud ted them
at all has ever placed them in a licrht
which would class them with our wild and unruly
0

or in active investigation in this region.
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Indian tribes, and that the care and endeavors wasted on some of these should not be
taken as factors in forming a judgment of what is desirable or practicable to be done for
the Aleut_s. The l~tter are a mild, intelligent, and docile people, always ready to submit
to authority, even 1f groundless or self-constituted.
I have visited_ personally all the principal settlements in the Pribyloff and Aleutian
Islands, and with Ounalaska am especially familiar, having wintered here and been
brought into tolerably close relations with the people during the last three years.
The settlements can be assigned to four principal groups, excluding that of Altu, which
I am informe<l is about to be abandoned. These are Atka, Ounalaska, Belkoffsky, and
the Shumagin Islands. There are a number of very small outlying settlements, but all
of them are closely contiguous to one or the other of these principal places.
The people of Atka are more enterprising and intelligent in hunting, and have been
_ less demoralized by contact with traders; the converse is true of Belkoffsky and the
Shumagins; otherwise the uniformity of character and condition throughout the Aleutian
chain is remarkable. The people of the Pribyloff group have been under exceptional conditions for several years. They have had schools (after a fashion), steady and remunerative employment, a resident physician, and are able to purchase provisions and other
necessaries at a reasonable price; hence they can not be compared with the ~th~rs w_ho
have none of these advantages. That the former show the good effects of their s1tuat1on
it is hardly necessary to state.
The relations between these people and the traders, or more strictly with the one
trading company which has at present an overwhelming predominance throughout the
Aleutian region, are peculiar, and require a word of explanation.
.
The Aleuts, except on the Pribyloff Islands, gain a livelihood by huntmg the seaotter and by fishing. None of the islands afford any subsistence except that drawn
from the sea.
To hunt or fish, in fact to live, the Aleut is totally dependent on his skin-canoe. To
make this canoe he must have hair-seal or sea-lion skins. From Yarious causes the sealions are not now to be found, as formerly, within reach of the large settlements, except
on the Pribyloff Islands. This made no difference under the Russian rule, as the sealions' skins were taken under the company's direction at the Pribyloff Islan~ , and
were then distributed to the various points where they were needed, and were given to
the Aleuts gratis. Now, on the contrary, they are obliged to buy them, and to buy
them of the company who hold the lease of the Pribylotf Islands, except in very rare
cases. As the company's agents, in the natural course of business, will sell the e materials only to those natives who are kuown to bring all their furs to the compa~y's
store for sale, it follows that the lease of the fur-seal islands carries with it a practical
monopoly of all the fur trade of the Aleutian nation-that is to say, the sea-otter as well
as the seal trade.
Though questions may arise in the minds of those less familiar with the subject than
myself as to the necessity of this monopoly, it is sufficient to say that it is a fact, and,
joined with the very great profits of the seal trade, gives such a weight to a company possessing these advantages as to enable them to kill out all opposition trader~, or to reduce
their business and influence to a nullity. In point of fact, then, except m Belk~ff: ky
and the Shumagins, where sea-lion arc yet obtainable by the natives without the mtervention of the company, the latter is in the possession of ab olute and unchecked power
over the whole Aleut nation.
Before proceeding to discuss how this power has been exercised, it is necessary to call
attention to certain characteristics of the natives which your own ohservation will doubt·
l~ con~m. Like all race of a low degree of ~ivilization, the attraction which intoxicatrng liquors, fermented or di tilled exerci es over them is not equaled by any other
influence to w_hich they are subjected: They manufacture of qua , w~ich they deri,·ed
from the Russians, although prohibited by the regulations of the I u 1an company, has
become a universal practice, and joined to the ab ence of any elevating infiuenc~, ~uc:h
'.1s sch_ools, or he upervision of agents deriving their authority from !he Government,
1s. rapidly and surely degrading the character and incr a ing the morta.llty of the AleuL
Whereve~ opp_osition traders meet they both connive at this infamy, and in uch place
the deterioration of the people is more marked and rapid.
Ther~ are n? ~round for stating, nor is it my opinion, that the presen. company h.
abu ed its P 1tion more than any other would do in the . ame ca, e. Thi , how ver. 15
not the qu tion at i. ue, but wheth r it is consistent with the honor of the o-rnrnm nt.
and with its d1;tty toward a people who occupy the po ition of ward of the United, 'tat ••
to leave ~hem m a ndition wber the gro, ~ t tyranny is po sible and where grarlu, 1
degra at11m and relapse into harbari m are certain.
Let u ex, mine for a moment the condition of the Territory. There i. a olutely no
law no means o~ prote ·ti~n. nor dr
for injury for any citizen of he nited ' tes
ev n, to '\Y nothing f natlv . A number of murder, among the whit bn.ve occnrred
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during the past few years. Only one man was ever apprehend ed, and I a!ll ~nf?rJ?ed!
that he was discharged by the courts of Washington Territory for want of Junsd1ct1on.
That acts of injustice and oppression have occurred between the traders an? the company I have abundant evidence, though such things are not likely to occur rn the presence of a United States officer. Suppose some act of gross injustice should occur, in what
way would the unfortunate Aleut malrn his troubles known, if his long experience un?er
the Russians and disappointed hopes under the various visits of United States officials
had not taught hiru that the best way was to bear it in silence? If he desired to communicate with civilization, the only mails are by the company's vessels; and I bav_e
positive evidence that they <lo not al ways respect even the sanctity of official comm umcations intrusted to their agent for transmission.
Does be desire to communicate with the cutter during her annual visit (if he is fortunate enough to live in Ounalaska, where she does come), he knows that a year must
elapse before any result can be attained, and meanwhile he will be subjected to illtreatment from the agent of whom he has complained, intensified hy the knowledge that
complaint has been made.
In old times each village had a tyone or chief, elected by sn:ff.rage, whose duty it was
to be present at all trades, and arbitrate between the traders and the natives, and prevent any cheating of the latter by the former. Now the tyone is the creature of the
company-paid by them. If there are opposition traders there are two tyoues, and it is
evident how impartial must be their arbitration; and what is the character of the protection they afford.
The Russians left these people with their self-reliance enfeebled, but their intelligence
and morals elevated to some extent above their original condition. We have donenothing to sustain them in this position, nor to cultivate their self-reliance.
I think I may say that inquiries on your piut in relation to specific acts of oppression
would be quite fruitless. Those natives who may have suffered have long since learned by
experience that complaints result in nothing, nnless in an aggravation of the original
difficulty; and the tyone, paid by the company, can always bring forward evidence such.
~s his employers may desire. I must again repeat that it is not a question of puoishrng actual offenses, but of providing against the perpetration of them; and to await outrages so gross as to force their way to our ears before extending protection is to wait
till the stable is empty before locking the door.
I do not blame the traders for doing little or nothing to elevate or improve the natives.
!tis not their business; and, even if they were willing to work against their own pecuniary interest in this way, it still should not be left to them .
. The description of men who gain their livelihood as fur-traders are, with rare except10ns, unfit to be trusted with absolute power over unresisting natives, notwithstanding.
the possible high character of the distant heads of the company who employ them.
What, then, should be done to regulate the action of the two parties?
It is with some hesitation that I offer my opinion on so grave a question. One thing
I feel certain of, the manufacture of quass should be put down, and no intoxicating liquorshould be allowed to enter the country on any pretext whatever.
I think it the duty of the Government to provide schools for the younger people, who
are growing up in ignorance, while many of their parents can read and write in the Hussian language. These schools should teach the rudiments of English education, and should
be free from any religious bias, as otherwise they would fail. Attendance should be-.
made compulsory. * * *
WM. H. DALL,
Acting Assistant U. S. Coast Survey,
In charge Hydrographfo Reconnaissance of Alaska~

SITKA, ALASKA, September 21, 1887.
SIR: I herewith beg to tender my resignation as deputy United States marshal for
Ounalaska, to take effect October 1, 1887.
•
. In _reply to your request that I would state my reasons for taking the steps that I do
m this matter, I beg to say that although I have always been treated with the greatest
courtesy by you and those in your immediate employ, I am compelled both in ju:,;tice to.
you and myself to resign my position on account of the uncivil and cowardly trea,tment.
I have received at the hands of certain pa.rt. es to whom I shall refer later jn this letter,
and also ofa p0aitirn interterence on their par t with me in the execution ofmy duty.
The fir;,t impnrta,nt objectionable feature which I have to bring to your notice occurred
at the time or the laurling of the seal-skins taken from the seized sealers in the Bebring
Sea, and brought to Onnalaska by the U. S. revenne cutter Corwin. Captain Abbey commanding. On the arrival of this vessel the skins were put in a closed box, or keinch,,
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:Sealed_by Captain Abbey, and stored in the warehouse of the Alaskan Commercial Com•p a~y, m my ~ustody. ~ received an order this spring, dated April 23, 1887, from you to
,ship _these skms (~,082 m number) to San Francisco at the :first opportunity, consigned to
you m care of Umted States marshal of California. I applied to Mr. Newman, the resi·de~t agent of the Alaska Commercial Company at Ounalaska, to allow me to ship these
,s kms per steamer Dora, informing him that the freight could be collected on the arrival of
the consignment at its destination. To this he assented. Previous to this one or two seals
·-On the k~inch had been broken by me in order to get out a skin or two for the inspection
-Of Mr. Tmgle, Treasury agent, St. Paul Island, and closed again. The skins were replaced and the keinch closed. I desired Mr. Newman to inform mewhenhewasready,
.and I would be at the warehouse, open the keinch, and pack the skins in proper shape
for shipment, to which he agreed. To my surprise, on going to the warehouse one day
I found that the keinch had been broken open and the skins taken out, and half of them
p_acked in barrels. I knew it,was useless to attempt to undo what had been done, so I
:simply gave them instructions as to the marking of the barrels. Instead of attending
-to my instructions, they only used the mark U.S. M., and on my wishing to give them
-the proper marks on tags I was grossly insulted by Mr. Bert (Mr. Newman's shipping
•Cler~), and told that it was no business of mine as to the marking or handling of them.
Commissioner J ohrn;on then demanded certified copies of the letter sent to me by you,
.authorizing the shipment of the skins. These copies, he stated, he required for himself
,and Mr. Newman, and insolently told me that unless I gave him these the skins would
:µot be shipped. I told him I would think the matter over. An hour or so after, whil t
proceeding along the sidewalk, I saw Commissioner Johnson and Mr. Newman in conversation in the parlor of the latter. Mr. Newman called me in, asking me ifI wished
to see him. . I remarked that I was surprised at their demanding a certified copy of your
letter, as it was not my duty to give it to them, but that I would willingly allow_ them
·to see the original, and, as I had before told Newman, give him a written request i°: the
marshal's and my own name to allow me to ship the skins. "In my opinion," said I,
·'' you have no more right to make this demand than you have to appoint special deputy
marshals over my head, and collect fees for their services.'' Johnson sprang for ward
.and caught me by the throat, saying, "I have told you several times not to interfere
with me in my appointing deputy marshals." Mr. Newman and one Mac~, a bookkeeper, rushed towards us at the same time. I then shook myself free and retired, well-k nowing that I should be overpowered by numbers.
During the present season a number of seizures have been made, as you kno~, aud.
·the skins brought to Ounalaska and delivered into my custody. The fir t portion of
-these, amounting to about 2,000, could not have been stored in the Goye~nment warehouse, as there -was no room at the time, and it was decided to place them rn the Alaska
·Commercial Company's store, where the skins of last season had been kept. I a ked
Mr. Newman if I could open an account with him in order to defray current expens ,
as I had disbursed a good deal of money from my private purse for the Government.
He replied that I could. I also requested Captain Shepard and Lieutenant Hall to put
the balance of the skins, amounting to about 8,000, in the Government war~hou e, as
·they could be better looked after, and it was really the proper place for stonng them.
This they seemed to object to, and they were stored in keinch in the Alaska_Comm_ercial Company's warehouse. In the endeavor to execute my duty I was invariably h_mdered by these parties and the men Bert and Mack, t he latter of whom on one occasion
drew a revolver on me thus preven ting me from counting the skins, directing where
they should be placed, ~r how they should be salted, and, in fact. I was permitted ~o
voice with regard to handl ing them in a ny way, and fearing viol enc~, I told Captam
Shepard tha t I would t ake his fig ures fo r the n umber, a nd req uested h im to have them
put into the keinch and properly sealed.
In accordance wit h your instructions that I forward a monthly report as to general
disb1;1rsemeuts, etc. , I was about to prepare a statement, a nd a kell 1\Ir. ewma~ to
form h me with an itemized account of his <'ha,r<Yes for that month for storage, handhoa,
etc., of the skins. He handed me a bill for::;___'.:_. theactual amountpaid for handling
a nd n:ltin <Y the skins, 1,930in numher, was ..;8.GO, ~vhich is i naccorrlan ·e with th ~ t :uitf.
I considered the charg~ made by Mr. Newman so exorbita.nt that I refu..:;eLl to rndor:5e
them or forward them to you tellin<Y him that he mL1sL collect them a ' best he could.
On the 23d April I received' a com~nunication from Governor Swineford, dated ept ember 17, 18 6, in:stru ctin<Y me in re the kilJin,r of five bearinrr animal and the u e of
fire-arm generally. A hi; excPllency reque. ted, I showed th~ letter to Comm· ·ioner
,Joh n ·t n, who wa very i ndignant(!) at t he content~. and s tid that he would not preJ,ent any one fr?m u incr r ifles, adding that t he governor did not know nnythin~ a~d be
would have h1m out," t his reason, meaning, I presume, that he would obtam h1 · rem val fr m offi .
~n the C ~ of th ·e in. truction~ Comroi ioner J ohnston d eliherat Jy ga,e or ld a
Wmch ter rifle to one Evan Diakenoff, a native, and one of the number tarting for the
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otter grounds. I offered to show the governor's letter t? Mr. Newman, who stated thitthe had seen a copy of it and ridiculed the_ contents, s_ayrng_ that the matter was ~ot the
governor's business. He also traded a \Vrnchester nfl.e with one Evan Locomeko:ff for
the first two sea-otters which he might kill with the said rifle.
On the arrival of the special constable, appointed over my bead-by Commissio_ner Johnston, the prisoner, Fuller, was given ~nto my c~arg~, but the effects of_A:chb1sbopLegners, of which I saw a list, were delivered, I 1magme, to the Com1mss~oner. On my
rnquesting him to let me have the archbishop's diary and other effects, which I presumed
would be of value as evidence on the trial, he refused, saying conternptously tllat he
would attend to that. This same Commissioner -Johnston told a party on board thesttiamer St. Paul that I bad better leave Ounalaska, otherwise during the coming winter
I should not be allowed to obtain any articles from the store and would have to live in.
·
a barraba, i. e., a mud hut.
Furthermore, I may mention that when Captain Healey, having made two seizures,
brought the skins into Ounalaska, he placed them in thegovernment wa,rehouse, and on
my offering to give him a -receipt if they were placed in my charge, ht said that he would
attend to that, as I bad nothing to do with the matter, for "Commissioner J ohnst.on was.
boss.''
•
In conclusion, I wish to state that I have lived in Ounalaska and neighborhood since
the winter of 1880, engaged in various positions by the Alaska Commercial Company,
and previous to my appointment as deputy United States marshal had always been
fairly treated by the company and some of the officials, and feel sure that they would
never countenance the interference of their officers with me, or have allowed them to.
do any illegal act had they been aware ot'it.
I must earnestly call your attention to my letter of the 25th August, 1887, for further·
particulars regarding those concerned in obstructing me in the execution of my duty.
I have the honor to remain, sir, yours, obediently,
ISAAC ANDERSON.
Deputy_United States JJfarshal.
Hon. BARTON ATKINS,
United States Marshal, Sitka, Alaska.
P. S.-1 have omitted to state in the body of my letter that when leaving·Ouna.laska
with my prisoner to come to Sitka I was desirous of appointing some trustworthy person to look after the property of the Government, this being valuable, during my absence. I had chosen one Capt. Paul Parolo:ff, a naturalized Russian, for this position,
and communicated with him, and he agreed to take the office,'but later he informed me
that he dared not accept the position, as Mr. Newman was against it; and knowing the.
power of the company's officers in Ounalaska, be was afraid to go against their wishes.
On August 15, 1887, I went to the store to obtain some provisions on credit, having a .
deposit of over $5,000 thereat, but was told that I would have to see Mr. Newman before obtaining them, and on my offering to pay cash for the goods I was refused pointblank.
I. A.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DISTRICT OF ALASKA,
Village of Ounalaska, ss :
I, Thomas G. Stewart, of lawful age, being first duly sworn, upon my oath deposeand say that I have been, during the past season, assistant engineer on the steamer
Dora, with headquarters at Ounalaska; that I know Isaac Anderson, deputy marshal at.
Ounalaska, by sight, but am not intimately acquainted with him.
That on the 15th day of August, 1887, I was in the retail store of the Alaska Commercial Company when Deputy Marshal Anderson came in and said something to the
store-keeper which I did not understand; he then turned to me and said he wanted me,
to wituess that they refused to sell him goods.
I told him I knew nothing aboutit. He then took some money, held it up, and asked
the store-keeper if he would take that money from him for goods.
.
The store-keeper answered tbat he would, but that he would charge him native prices.
He then went out, but returned in a few minutes and demanded my name; I declined
to give it to him; he then told me that he would subpcena me a~ a witness the next day.
A few minutes after he informed me that he was United States marshal here, and that
he had a right to call on any one as a witness.
THOMAS G-. STEWART.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day of August, A. D. 1887.
JOSEPH B. JOHNSTON,
United States Commisssioner, District of Alaska,
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[From the Alaska Free Press.]

Mr. Van Gasken ~nformed us that the country at present, and more especially the fur
trade, ~as ~01;1opohzed by the Alaska Commercial Company, and they had so far succeeded m_ dnvmg_ ou~ every trader who h~d been so unwise as to ship a carg(? of goods
for trade mto their kmgdom. One of their schemes was this: If an Indian came to one
,of their stores with money he bad obtained, through the sale of fur, from other whit.e
men than their agents, not a pound or an article of anything could he buy from them,
and th us they would starve the Indians into utter submission to them. They charge the
Indian an 6normous price for the goods be purchases of them, and pay him about $75
for the best of sea otter skins, and in this same proportion for the other classes of fur.
It seems that, not content with the monopoly of the seal islands, the richest in the world,
they must also extend their monopoly over nearly the entire portion of northwest
Alaska, and the whole of Behring's Sea as well.
That a few men, Jews and foreigners, should have exclusive right, to the exclusionof
:.about 60,000,000 of American citizens, to about one-fourth of the possessions of the
American Government is worse than anarchy. Not only is their possession of it a.n
,o utrage to the American people, but through the instrumentaliti~ of these same for-eigners a war with England is very liable to be brought about that will cost us thousands
-of lives of good American citize.n s and millions of dollars that have been ground out of the
American laborer by taxation. · The resources of northwest Alaska are such that50,000
honest citizens could find profitable and legitimate employment, but these 50,000 must
suffer from w~nt only that a few already bloated bond-holders, now far above need, may
-continue to gorge tbemsel ves on the very fat of the land and a few dollars may be piled
up in the nation's treasure vault. It seems that no more is it a question for the good
:and welfare of the American people, but a question of dollars and cents. We like econ-omy, but such economy certainly gorges our admiration.

'[Stenographic report of interview had by the governor with - - - - , son of a Yukon chief,
in which he tells how his people are robbed by the Alaska Commercial Company's traders.]

Q. How big do the trees grow up there ?-A. Trees grow just like they do h~re, but
they are a different kind; some are small and some are large; they grow large m some
places, in others small; they are pine and birch trees.
.
Q. What do they make their canoes of?-A. Out of pine; they also make sleds of 1t.
Sometimes they make the small canoes out of birch bark.
.
Q. How large are those made out of pine?-A. As large as from here to corner wm·dow [indicating a length of about 15 feet].
Q, How many people can ride in one of them ?-A. The canoes are large enough to
,c arry five men.
,
Q. How far have you ever been up the Yukon ?-A. To the next place above Fort
Reliance.
Q. Are there Indians living all along the Yukon ?-A. Yes, sir; there are lots of
:people living all along the river.
Q. Which is the largest village?-A. Nulato.
Q. How many .people are there in these villages, about?-A. The Indians on the Yukon move from place to place, and you can't tell how many there are in on~ pla~.
Q. Don't they all stay at home in winter?-A. Yes, about three months m wmter.
Q. Do they travel with their dogs and sleds in winter?-A. Yes.
Q. Don't any of them ever freeze to death ?-A. No; there are houses all the way
-down the river. When the Indians travel they manage to get to one of these houses and
stay over night.
Q. What do they build their houses of?-A. They build of logs and split timber.
They make boards themselves out oflogs-split them.
Q. What do they live on principally up there?-A. They live principally on fish. In
summer they dry fish for winter-different kinds of salmon. Then they live also on
reindeer.
Q. Are there a great many reindeer ?-A. Yes, sir. In some places they get moose.
Tb y have no grea e like these Indians, but use moose and reindeer tallow. They are
not Aleu ; they are E quimos .
. How large do the almon get ?-A. [Shows length. J Two to 5 feet.
Q. re there many ?-A. Yes, a, great many .
. · How far up ?-A. All the way up. Down the river from my place are very few
rernde r. and mo · the;y- live principally on fl h; but further up they get lo~ of t~e~.
The nat1Ves far up the nver don't bother themselves drying fish, as they eX1Bt pnnci-
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pally on meat. From Nulato up they speak another language and live on meat principally· but from Nulato down the natives are like Aleuts and live on fish.
Q. 'no they get many furs and animals ?-A. Down south from my place are few furs,
but the further up the river you go the more you get. 1:here are black bear, brown be~r,
black, blue, cross, silver gray, and red foxes, beaver, mmk, land otter, wolf, lynx, rein-deer, wolverine, marten, moose.
.
.
.
Q. Any kind of small deer?--A. No, srr. T?ey make the1: clothes out of rem~eer.
Q. Do you know anything about the great big bones ~f amma~s tha_t used to live up
there?-A. I have heard from my ancestors that such ammals existed m great numbers
.a great many years ago, but they are now seen very seldom; but I have seen one.
Q. How large was it'?-A. Didn't see a live one-saw the bones-very large tusks.
Q. Could I get one ifI came up there, do you think ?-A. The tusks are so large that you
<)3.D hardly carry them, but they can give you pieces.
If you will promise to co_me up to
my place I will send the natives out and get as much as you want. I am a chief's son,
.and have great influence, and if I tell them you are coming and you don't come it will
place me in a bad position.
Q. How often do the steamboats come up there ?-A. Sometimes they come every fifteen or sixteen davs.
Q. Do your people trade much in furs where yon. live?-A. Yes; they trade a great
many, but the furs come from Tananah River.
Q. Is it a large river?-A. Yes; like the Yukon.
Q. Are there many people living on it?-A. Yes; but a great many are dying.
Q. What is the matter?-A. There seems to be a kind of epidemic. There are few
people now, though there used to be a great many.
Q. How many traders are there tbere?-A. A great many traders. They are moving
all the time.
Q. Are there any except those that belong to the steam-boats?-A. There are lots of
traders, but they all belong to one company. When there were two companies on the
river the natives got a better price for their furs and the goods were not so dear; but now
the company sells goods very dear, just as if they were trying to get back what they lost
when there were two companies. They give two boxes of matches for one marten skin.
Q. How many boxes did they use to give when there were two companies ?-A. Six
packages.
Q. How much do they give now for a good big black bear skin ?-A. Four dollars in
trade; when there were two companies they gave $10 in trade.
Q. Is it the same company that bas a post at St. Michael's?-A. Yes; they have posts
.all along there.
Q. Isn't it the Alaska Commercial Company?-A. I don't know the name of the
-company, but know it is a company.
Q. Isn't it the same company that has a trading post at St. Michael's [Alaska Commercial Company]?-A. Yes, sir.
Q. What do they give for a silver-gray fox skin ?-A. Two dollars and a half in goods.*
Q. Why do they give more for a black bear than for a silver fox?-A. Don't knowthat is the price.
Q. What do they give for black fox?-A. Twelve dollars in goods. t
Q. How much do they charge for goods-for tobacco, for instance ?-A. They give
-eight heads of natural leat for one marten skin.t
Q. Do ~he natives buy any fl.our of them ?-A. Yes; they give 50 pounds for four
marten skrns.
Q. Do they buy potatoes of them ?-A. No.
Q. Do they sell you powder, and how much do they charge?-A. For six pounds and
:a quarter they charge four marten skins.
·
Q. How much for shot?-A. For a sack of shot,· seven marten skins.
Do you know what a breech-loading gun is? Have you any guns like this [indi-catmg] up there?-A. No; they don't have breech-loading guns. They have nothing
but muzzle-loaders. The others are too heavy for the natives to walk around on snow
with.
9. How much do they charge for caps ?-A. For four small cans or boxes, one marten
.skm.
Q. Have you any guns like this doubled-barreled shot-gun? What do you pay for
them ?-A. Yes; muzzle-loaders; twenty marten skins.
, Q. What do they charge for blankets-a pair or single ones ?-A. Five marten skins
-and four marten skins.

q.

*Worth from $35 to $75.
tWorth $100.
tMartens are worth from $3 to $5; eight heads ofleaf tobacco can be bought for30cent.B
:in Sitka.
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. Q. Do they sell you anything else?-.A.. Yes; they have different things to sell-just
hke here.
.
. Q. Have you compared the prices here with what you have to pay up there?-.A.. I
was m the store and watched the traders here, and it made me laugh to think how they
were robbed up there.
Q. Do · you or your people up there know what a black fox· or silver fox skin is
worth ?-A. Not all the natives know; a few do. Since the miners commenced coming
up to the country they have told them they are worth $100. 'rhey know the traders
are robbing them. They once started to make trouble, but were told that if they did
the traders would ]eave the country and they would have to star ve to death.
Q. Can they not existwithoutthe traders?-A. Yes. They existed before they came.
Q. Have they any money up there ?-.A. No. The natives never have any money.
Q. If somebody came up there next !'!Ummer and gave better prices for their furs could
they buy them?-A. Yes. The natives would be very thankful to you if you would
send somebody to buy their furs for half what they are worth.

/APPENDIX

•

B.

.
SITKA, .A.LASKA, October 3, 1887.
Sm: In connection with my estimates of appropriations required for the service of the:fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, certain explanations seem to me necessary to a full
understanding of the necessities, in some particular cases at least.
The reason assigned by me last year why the appropriation for the support and education of Indian pupils of both sexes at industrial schools in Alaska should be increased
to at least $25,000 applies with even greater force now. 1\'Iy inf9rmation is to the effect
that the present appropriation for that purpose ($20,000) is not sufficient to the ''support and education'' of the whole number of•' Indian pupils of both sexes'' now enrol~ed
at the industrial school at Sitka and the training academy at Wrangell, both of which
institutions are contract schools. A new day school has been established on Dougla
Island, which is the center of a large native population, under the auspices of the
Friends' Society, wnich it is proposed to convert into an industrial training school ~
soon as the necessary buildings can be erected and completed. This institution will
make application for, will deserve, and ought to be accorded a proportionate sh~re of
whatever appropriation may be made for next year, and in my opinion $25,00~ will be
no more than barely sufficient to the partial support of the three schools. If 1t be ar·
gued that the new school should not be taken into consideration at present, I res_P~ctfully submit that a failure in tbat regard will smack somewhat of sectarian favoritism
and an inclination to favor om. particular denomination to the exclusion of all others ..
I have estimated the amount necessary for the education of children of school aj?:e 10
Alaska, without reference to race, at double the amount appropriated for that purpose by
Congress at the last session, for the simple reason that so much is absolutely necessa~y
to keep the schools already established in operation, and to establish as n:any more m
settlements where they are imperatively required, if, indeed, it be the desire to ex~end
educational privileges to all the people of those parts of the Territory now acce 1ble.
As a member of the Territorial board of education, appointed by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, it has been my duty and pleasure to give this matter careful consideration, and I feel that I can not too earnestly urge that the appropriation for our
common (as distinguished from the industrial) schools be increased to more nearly meet
the educational need of the Territory, denied as itjis, the right and power to levy and
collect an)'.' revenue of its own for that or any other purpose.
The estimate of $2,000 for court-house and jail at Juneau is in addition to theamount of $4,000 appropriated by act of March 3, 1885 (Stat. L., vol. 23, page 479) and
1,~00 by act of Augu~t 4, 1 86 (page 222 of vol. 24, Stat. L. ), which would make _a total
of 10,000 for that ob.1ect, pw,ided tbe $8,000 is still available. I bad been ~nen to
understa~d that all the amounts heretofore appropriated for construction repair.. ,.nd
preservat10n of public buildings in Alaska had reverted to the surplu fund (._'.enate
Ex. Do · ~o. 3, Forty-ninth Congress, second se ion), but the collector of customs
h re bas rnce been led to infer otherwise; consequently I am in doubt as to the actn,tl
fact. If such appropriations ~ave lap ed to the urplu fund, then the several amoun
hould h _reappropnat~d and mcrea Pd to the extent indicated in my estimate..
11:1 r lation to tb
t1mate of, '5,000 for construction of cu. tom-house at Juneau. I
d ir · to Y that me provi ·ion . hould be made at once for the accommodation of the
colle ·tor at that port. He not only requires an office, but likewise storage room for his
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seizures, and at present he has neither, though more busin~ss ~s done at that port than
at any other in this collection district" I submit, however, if the better p~an wo_u~d not
be to ask for an appropriation of $5,000-or so much as may be necessar;y, m add1t~on to
whatever sum is now available to make a total of that amount-for the construct10!1 of
one buildino- for court-house ~ustom-house, and jail, with rooms also for the Umted
States com~issioner and dephty-marshal. The rent t? be .paid for collector's _office, in
addition to court-house and jail, will amount to cons1dera:ble mor.e than a fair rate of
interest on the cost of such a building as I suggest, and whwh I estimate at $15,000.
In regard to the estimate for repair& and preservation of public buildings, I can only
say that I have-consulted fully with the collector of customs in that regard, and have
made his :figures my own. The buildings in question are rapidly _fal_ling into dec3:yand
ruin, and the appropriations suggested are absolut~ly necessary 1f it ?e the desire to
preserve them for the uses of the Government. With the amounts estimated they can
be put into condition to answer all the requirements of the civil government for years to
come.
By act of March 3, 1885 (Stat. L., vol. 23, p. 479), the sum of $4,000 was appropriated '' for fitting up the building known as the 'club house,' Sitka, Alaska, as a temporary
jail" also $1,000 "for repairing court-room and jail at Ounalaska." If these appropriations have not reverted to the surplus fund, such action as is necessary should be
taken to apply the whole amount on the estimates herewith submitted for the '' repair and
preservation of public buildings.'' The '' club house '' referred to cannot be repaired for
a less sum than would be sufficient for the ~rection of a new and better building, and one
much better adapted to the uses of the Government, were any others than those named
in the estimates needed; consequently the money appropriated for that purpose, if still
available, should be othe:i;wise applied. An effort will be made to have Congress change
tlie location of the United States commissioner from Ounalaska to Unga, which lastnamed place is much nearer the center of population of southeastern Alaska, and the appropriation for court-room and jail at Ounalaslrn, if available, should be held in reserve
to be used when the question of location is finally decided.
It will be seen, therefore, that the amount estimated for repair and preservation of public buildings, four in number, is only $500 in excess of the amount appropriated by act
of March 3, 1885, referred to, for repair of "club house," which bas not been and should
not be, used for such purpose.
T~e Government wharf, for the repair of which $3,000 is estimated, is so dilapidated
an~ msecure that it cannot be used. Owing to this fact, the naval commander has been
obliged to purchase lighters to be used in the landing of coal and Government supplies
the extra cost of handling which, even with such lighters, will soon overbalance the es:
timated cost of putting the wharf in good serviceable condition.
In this con_nection I respectfully refer the honorable Secretary of the Treasury to Ex.
Doc. No. 83, mclose~, 3:nd to Department, correspondence with Hon. A. K. Delancy, collector of customs, district of Alaska, as explanatory of my apparent ignorance of the
status of appropriations heretofore made for construction, repair, and preservation of public buildings in Alaska.
Very respectfully,
,4.. P. SWINEFORD,
Governor of Alaska.
Hon. C. s. FAIRCHILD,
Secretary of the Treasu1·y, Washington, D. 0.

APPENDIX

C.

Brief of T. M. Drake, esq., Q. C., in the case of the captured British sealers.

Brief in support of the demurrer filed herein the 30th, August, 1887, on behalf of the master~ and owners of ~he British schooners Anna Beclc, Dolphin, Grace, and w: P. Sayward
seized by the Umted Rtates cutter for an alleged infraction of an act of the United
States Congress, No. 120, being an act to prevent the extermination of fur-bearing animals in Alaska.
The act is directed against killing seals in the waters adjacent to the islands of St.
~aul and St. George, and does not refer to any other waters in Bering Sea, but, on referrmg. t~ ~ection 195 1j of the Revised Statutes, the 1 mguage used is somewhat ~ifferent,
proh1b1turn; the killing of fur-bearing animals within the limits of Alaska Terntory, o:r
the waters thereof.
IN'l' 87-VOL 1--47
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The first question then to be decided is what is meant by " the waters thereof"? If
the defendants ar~ bound by the t~eaty between the United States and Russia ceding
Al~ska to th~ Umted States, then it appears that Russia in 1822 claimed absolute territorial sovereignty ?Ver the Bering Sea, and purported to convey practically one-half of
t~at sea to the U;11ited Stat~s, but are the defendants, as men belonging to a country on
friendly terms with the Umted States, bound by this assertion of Russia? And can the
United States _claim'. that the treaty conveys to them any greater right than Russia herself posses~ed ill th~se waters? In other words, the mere assertion of a right contrary
to the comity of nations can confer on the parties no right in exception of those recognized
by the law of nations.
I1;1 inquiring what that right was and how far it was submitted to by the other powers mterested, namely, Great Britain and the United States, we find that the United
States Minister at St. Petersburg, in 1822, combatting the pretensions of Russia to ajurmdiction over the waters of Bering Sea for a distance of one hundred miles from the
coast (for this was the extent o:( Russia's claim in 1822) in the following expressive language:
'' The existence of territorial rights to the distance of one hundred miles from the coast
and the prohibition of approaching to the same distance from these coasts and from
those of all intervening islands are innovations on the law of nations and measures unexampled."
We thus :find that the assumption of a limited sovereignty over the waters of Alaska.
was challenged by the United States, and in.,,consequence was not persisted in, and on
the 17th April, 1824, a convention was concluded between the United States and Russia,
whereby it was agreed: "That in any part of the great ocean commonly called tha
Pacific Ocean, or South Sea, the respe~tive citizens, subjects of the high contracting
powers, should be neither disturbed or restrained, either in navigation or in fishing,
or in the power of resorting to the coasts upon points which might not then have been
already occupied for the purpose of trading with the natives, saving always the restric1 tions and conditions contained in certain articles attached to the treaty referring to
illicit trade with the Indians.''
The Government of Great Britain, on the 28th February, 1825, also entered into a.
treaty with Russia in consequence of the same extravagant pretensions of Russia, which
treaty contains the following provisions:
"It is agreed that the respective subjects of the high contracting parties shall not be
troubled or molested in any part of the ocean commonly called the Pacific Ocean, either
in navigating the same, in fishing therein, or in landing at such parts of the coasts as
shall not have been already occupied, in order to trade with the natives, under the
restrictions and conditions specified in the then following articles." These restrictions
are not dissimilar from those attached to the treaty with the United States.
In order to ascertain what were the pretensions of Russia which led to these treaties
it is necessary to refer to the edict of the Autocrat of all the Russias. By section 1 it is
enacted'' That the pursuits of commerce, whaling and fishing, and all other industrie on
all islands, ports, and gu1fs including the whole of the northwest coast of America, beginning from Bering's Straitg to 51 ° of north latitude, also from the Aleutian Islands to
the eastern coast of Siberia, as well as along the Kurile Islands from Bering's Straits to
the south cape of the island of Urick, namely, 45° 50 1 northern latitude, is exclusively
granted to Russian subjects.
'' SEC. 2. It is therefore prohibited to all foreign vessels not only to land on the coa_~ts
and islands belonging to Russia, but also to approach them within less than 100 Itahan
miles. The transgressor's vessel is subject to confiscation along with the whole cargo."
Thus it appears that Russia claimed 100 miles from the coast of all the i -lands as well
as the mainland of Bering's Sea and south to 45° 50 1 • It was this claim that led to the
indignant remonstrance of the United States and Great Britain and to the treaties before referred to, and shows that Bering's Sea was included in the term" Pacific Ocean."
The pretensions of Russia were never revived, and the citizens of Great Britain a well
as. the United States had free access at all times to these waters in navigating and fl bing
without any restriction. And Russia's claim was never revived until she purported to
cede to the United States a portion of Bering's Sea. Russia cou Id not sell what she did
not own and the United States could not claim that which it was not in the power of
Ru. ·ia to sell.
The treaty with England has never been abrogated and was in force when the cession
to the United_ States took place, and there wa no n~ed to protest against the extrava{•ant preten ions of Ru sia in purportin(J' to diRpose of the high seas, as until last year
no attempt has heen made to enforce such a claim.·
The n~tecl, tat h~ve always heen the strongest upholder of the law of natio_ns.
ancl on t1n~ h ~<1 Kent. Commentaries (page 28): "The ope seai notcapahleof~em_
as pn •ate property; the free use of the ocean for navigation and fl bing I.S
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common to all mankind; and the public jurists ,generally and ex~licitly den:5: that t1:te
main ocean can ever be appropriated.'' He also refers to t_he cla1_m. of _Russia, a~~ 1n
ano-ijier 'place he states that ''the United States have recogmzed a llm1tat1on of amanne
league for general territorial jurisdiction, by authorizing the distri~t courts to take cognizance of all captures made within a marine league of the American shore." (See act
of Congress, June 5, 1794.)
. .
And in Wharton's International Law Digest (page32) the author says: "The hm1tof
one sea league from shore is provisionally adopted as that of the territorial s~a of ~he
United States," and "our jurisdiction has been fixed to extend three geographical miles
from our shores, with the exception of any waters or bays which are so ~and-locked as
to be unquestionably within the jurisdiction of the United States, be their extent what
they may. 1
•
Bering .Sea is not a gulf or a bay, and is not land-locked by the lands of the Umted
States.
Wharton again stat(1s that ''a vessel on the high seas, beyond the distance of a marine
league from the shore, is regarded as part of the territory of the nation to which she
belongs.''
And Mr. Seward, in a letter to Mr. Tassara, 16th December, 1862, tersely states the
principle, as follows:
"There are two principles bearing on the subject which are universally admitted, (1)
that, the sea is open to all nations, and (2) that there is a portion of the sea adjacent to
every nation over which the sovereignty of that nation extends, to the exclusion of every
other political, authority. A third principle bearing on the subject is, that the exclusive
sovereignty of a nation, abridging the universal liberty of the seas, extends no further
than the power of the nation to maintain it by force stationed on the coast extends."
'' Terrm dominium jinitur, ubi jinitur armarum vis,'' LThe sovereignty of the coast ends
where the power to control it by force of arms terminates. J It thus appears that by the
comity of nations, sanctioned an<l approved by American jurists, the high seas are open
to all, that the territorial authority only extends to a marine league, or, at all events, not
further than a force on shore can protect the coasts.
It also appears that the United States, in claiming sovereignty over the Bering's Sea,
is claiming something beyond the well-recognized law of nations, and bases her claim
upon the pretensions of Russia, which were successully repudiated by both Great Britain
and the United States.
A treaty is valid and binding between the parties to it, but it can not affect others who
are not parties to it. It is an agreement between nations, and would be construed in law
like an agreement between individuals. Great Britain was no party to it, and, therefore, is not bound by its terms.
It is, therefore, contended that the proceedings taken against the present defendants are
ultra vires and without jurisdiction.
But in order to press the matter further, it may be necessary to discuss the act itself
under which the alleged jurisdiction is assumed. The act must be construed by what
appears within its four corners, and not by any extrinsic document. It is an act defining a criminal offense; and an act which abridges the privileges and immunWes of citizens must be most strictly construed, and nothing but the clearest expression can or
ought to be construed against the interest of the public in applying this principle to the
present case. The terms used in the act itself are '' the waters adjacent to the islands
of St. George and Sb. Paul." "Adjacent," in Wharton (p. 846), is held to be adjacent to the coast and within the territorial jurisdiction of the country. This language,
then, does not apply "to these defendants, who were 50 miles from the nearest coast. In
section 1956 the language is, "the waters of Alaska.': This must also be construed
by the universal law as applying to the territorial limit only. And in a letter from Mr.
Evarts to Mr. Foster, in April, 1879, referring to a casein which certain American merchant vessels were seized by the Mexican authorities for an alleged breach of the revenue
laws, although distant more than 3 miles from shore, it was held to be an international
offense, and was not cured by a decree in favor of the assailants by a Mexican court. So
h~re it is submitted that a decree of your honor's court will not give any validity to the
seizures here made, and the defendants, in filing their demurrer and submitting this
argument, do not thereby waive their rights orsubmit to the jurisdiction of the court.
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BRIEF AND ARGUMENT OF HON. A. K. DELANEY, SPECIAL COUNSEL ON
.
BEHALF OF THE UNITED .STATES.
'
CASE.

T~e information in this case is based on section 1956 of chapter 3 of title 23 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States, which provides that "No person shall kill any
.otter, mink, marten, sable, or fur seal, or other fur-bearing animal, within the limits of
Alaska r:rerritory or in the waters thereof."
The offense is charged to have been committed 130 miles north of the island of Ounalaska, and therefore in the main waters of that part of the Bering Sea ceded by Russia to
ihe United States by the treaty of 1867. The defendants demur to the information on
the ground:
(1) That the court has no jurisdiction over the defendants, the alleged offense having
been committed beyond the limit of a marine league from the shores of Alaska.
(2) That the act under which the defendants were arrested is unconstitutional in so
far as it restricts the free navigation of the Bering Sea for fishing and sealing purposes
beyond the limits of a marme league from shore.
The issue thus raised by the demurrer presents squarely the questions :
(1) The jurisdiction of the United States over Bering Sea.
,
•(2) The power of Congress to legislate concerning those waters.
The fate of the second of these propositions depends largely upon that of the first,
for if the jurisdiction and dominion of the United States as to these waters be not sustained the restrictive acts of Congress must fall, and if our jurisdiction shall be sustained,
small question can be made as to the power of Congress to regulate fishing and sealing
within our own waters.
The grave question, one important to all the nations of the civilized world as well as
.
:the United States and Great Britain, is the dominion of Bering Sea.
. Concerning the doctrine of international law establishing what is known,as the manneleague belt, which extends the jurisdiction of a nation into adjacent seas for the distance
,of 1 marine league, or 3 miles from its shores, and following all the indentation and
:sinuosities ot its coast, there is at this day no room for discussion. It must be accepted
as the settled law of nations. It is sustained by the highest authorities, law writers, and
jurists. It has been sanctioned by the United States since the foundation of the Gov,ernment. It was affirmed by Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of State, as early as 1793, and
bas been reaffirmed by his successors, Mr. Pickering in 1796, Mr. Madi on in 1807, ~fr.
Webster in 1842, Mr. Buchanan in 1849, Mr. Seward in 186~, 1863, and 1864, Mr. FISh
in 1875, Mr. Evarts in 1879 and 1881, and Mr. Bayard in 1886. (Whart. Int. L., vol.1,
sec. 32, pp. 100 and 109.)
Sanctioned thus by an unbroken Tine of precedents covering the first century of our
national existence, the United States would not abandon this doctrine if they couldthey could not if they would.
•
.
Well grounded as is this doctrine of the Jaw of nations, it isno more firmly esta~l1shed
-s a part of the international code than that other principle which gives to a nation supremacy, jurisdiction, dominion over its own inland waters, gulfs, bays, and seas. .
If a sea is entirely inclosed by the territories of a nation and has no other CO?Jm~mcation with the ocean than by a channel of which that nation may take possess10n, it appears that such a sea is no less capable of being occupied and becoming property than the
land, and it ought to follow the fate of the country that surrounds it.
. .
"The Mediterranean Sea in former times was absolutely inclosed within ~he te!nt~1:es
of the Romans, and that people, by rendering themselves masters ofthestra1twh1chJ01ns
it to the ocean, might subject the Mediterranean to their empire and a ume t!te domin~on over it. They did not by such procedure injure the rights 6f other na~10n ; a
paI"?cular sea being manifestly designed by nature for the use of the countries and
nations that surround it." (Vattel's Law of'Nations, pp. 129 and mo.)
. .
Chancellor Kent, in 1826, before the doctrine as to the marine-league limit wa:9 as
firmly ~tablished as it now is, says: " It is difficult to draw any preci e or determrned
~nclus10~, amidst the variety of opinions, as to the distance a state may ]awfully ex~ nd
its exclusive ~ominion over the ea adjoining its territories, and beyond tho e po:110.n
?f ~he.Be?- which are embraced by harbors, gulf1, bays, and estuaries, and over which 1
Jnnsd1ction unquestionably exists." (Kent, vol. 1, p. 28.)
.
It thus appears that while in 1 26 the l~uiit of the marine belt was unsettled, the JU·
risdiction of a. state over its inland waters was unquestioned.
"In tb_e l~w of _nation , bays are regarded as a part of the territory of the count:}'
hen their dimensions and configuration are such as to show that the nation occupying
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the coast also occupies the bay as a part of its territory."

(Manning's Law of Nations-:,
12
?zln inland sea or lake belongs to the state in which it _is terri~rial~y ~ituated .. As
illustrations may be mentioned the inland lakes whose entire body Is w1thm the Umted
St.ates and the Sea of Azof." (Wharton's International Law, vo1. 1, sec. 31.)
.
"Rivers and inland lakes and seas, when contained in a particular state, are subJect.
to the sovereign of such state." (Idem, vol. 3, sec. 300.)
..
Undoubtedly it is upon this principle of international law that our right to domm10rn
over such vast inland waters as the great lakes, Bmiton Harbor, Long Island Soundr
Delaware and Chesapeake Bays, Albemarle Sound, and the Bay of San Francisco. t'es~..
This country in 1793 considered the whole of Delaware Bay to be within our terntona:b
jurisdiction, and it rested its claim on those authorities which admit that "gulfs, \ hannels and arms of the sea belong to the people within whose land they are encompassed. ,r
(Ke~t's Com., vol. 1, p. 528.) It appears that our Government asserted this doctrine.
in its infancy. It was announced by Mr. Jefferson as Secretary of State in 1796, and by
the Attorney-General.
Mr. Pickering, Secretary of State in 1796, reaffirms it in his letter to the governor ot
Virginia, in the following language:
"Our jurisdiction has been fixed to extend 3 geographical miles from our shorns, with
the exception of any waters or bays which are so land-locked as to be unquestionably
within the jurisdiction of the States, be their extent what they may." (Wharton's International Law, vol. 1, sec. 32, p. 100.)
Mr. Buchanan, Secretary of State, to Mr. Jordan, in 1849, reiterates this rule in the
following language: '' The exclusive jurisdiction of a nation extends to the ports, harbors, bays, mouths of rivers, and adjacent parts of the sea in.closed by headlands.' "
(Idem, p. 101.)
Mr. Seward, in the Senate, in 1852, substantially enunciates the same doctrine by declaring that if we relied alone upon the old rule that only those bays whose entrance
from headland to headland does not exceed 6 miles are within the territorial jurisdiction
of the adjoining nation, our dominion to all the larger and more important arms of the
sea on both our Atlantic and Pacific coasts would have to be surrendered. Our right to
jurisdiction over these rests upon the rule of international law which gives a nation jurisdiction over waters embraced within its land dominion. It thus appears that from our
earliest history, contemporaneously with our acceptance of the principle of the marineleague belt, and supported by the same high authorities, is the assertion of the doctrine
of our right to dominion over our inland waters.
Under the treaty of 1867 and this rule of international law we base our claim to jurisdiction and dominion over the waters of the Bering Sea. / While it is no doubt true
that a nation can not by treaty acquire dominion in contravention of the law of nations~
it is none the less true that whatever title or dominion our grantor, Russia, possessed!
under the law of nations at the time of the treaty of cession in 1867 passed and now
rightfully belongs· to the United States. Having determined the law, .we are next led to,
inquire as to whether Bering Sea is an inland water or a part of the open ocean, andl
what was Russia's jurisdiction over it.

I.
Bering Sea is an inland water. Beginning on the eastern coast•of Asia, this body of
water, formerly known as the Sea of Kamchatka, is bounded by the peninsula of Kamchatka and eastern Siberia to the Bering 8trait. From the American side of this strait
the waters of Bering Sea wash the coast of the mainland of Alaska as far south as the
peninsula_ of Alip,ska. From the extremity Qi' this peninsula, in a long sweeping curve,
the Aleutian Islands stretch, in a continuous chain, almost to tlle shores of Kamchatka
thus incasing the sea. Its waters are notoriously much more shallow than those of th~
North Pacific Ocean, and from the peculiar physical formation of the Aleutian Islands~
and the fact that volcanic action is frequent among them, there seems to be much reason
for accepting the geologic theory that they are the tops of submerged mountains, and
that the bottom of Bering Sea is a submarin~ plateau. Far to the westward, near the
extremity of this cordon of islands, between the island of Attu and Copper Island, of the
Kormandorski group, all essentially parts of the Aleutian chain, is the main outlet into
the Pacific Ocean. Between these two islands passes the 193° of longitude west from
Greenwich, laid down in the treaty as the westernmost boundary of the dominions of
the United States. To the north of Bering Strait, far removed from the highways of
traffic, and beyond the confines of civilization, closed to commerce, stretch in eternal
solitude the frozen wastes of the Arctic Ocean. Remove the Aleutian chain and Bering
Sea becomes a part of the Pacific main. As it h;, it is an inland water, cut off from the
main ocean, and essentially land-locked.
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It will not be denied that at the time the United States acquired the Territory of
Alaska by the treaty, of 1867 the waters of the Bering Sea washed only the shores of
Russian territory. The territory on the Asiatic side she had possessed "since the memory of man runneth not to the contrary." Her title to the other portions of these shores
and her dominion over the waters of the Bering Sea are based on discovery and settlement, possession and supremacy. The right of a nation to acquire new territory by
discovery and possession bas been so universally recognized by the law of nations that a.
citation of authorities is scarcely necessary. Upon this subject the most eminent as
well as the most conservative of authorities says:
"All mankind have an equal right to things that have not yet fallen into the hands
of any one; and those things belong to the person who first takes possession of them.
When, therefore, a nation finds a country, uninbabitep. and without an owner, it may
lawfully take possession of it; and atter it bas sufficiently made, known its will in this
rnspect, it can not be deprived of it by another nation. "
"Thus navigators going on voyages of discovery, furnished with a commission from
their sovereign, rueeting islands on other lands in a desert state, have taken possession
of them in the name of their nation; and this title has been usually respected, provided
it was soon followed by real possession.
" When a nation takes possession of a country to which no prior owner can laY: claim
it is considered as acquiring the empire or sovereignty of it. At the same time with the
domain.
"The space over which a nation extends its government becomes the seat of its jurisdiction, and is called its territor_v." (Vattel, page 98.)
Such being the law, we are led to inquire upon what discoveries, possession, and occupation Russia's 'right to the dominion in North America is based.
HISTORICAL SKETCH,

1725-1867.

In 1725, under the commission of that wondrous combination of iron and energy, Peter
the Great, an expedition was organized, crossed the contiu ent from St. Petersburg to
Kamchatka, where a vessel was constructed, and in July, 1728, sailed for explorations
to the north and east. That vessel was the Gabriel. Her master was Vitus Bering, a
name destined to historical immortality. On the expedition Bering crossed the waters
of the sea of Kamchatka, discovered and named the jsland of St. Lawrence, mid way between which and the Asiatic mainland our boundary line is laid down by the treaty,
and after passing through the straits which hear his name, returned to St, Petersburg.
In 1733 a second expedition was organized under the amipices of the government a~d
the commission of Queen Anne: and with Bering raised to the rank of admira~ at its
head, repeated the long and dreary journey across Siberia, and iu June, 1741, sailed for
new discoveries.
In July of that year Bering sighted the American continent, some authorities claim
at 58° north latitude, others at 50°. The latter is probably correct, as it rests on ,the
authority of Stellar: who accompanied the expedition; and Bering undoubtedly_ sa1le_d
as far south along the American coast as the forty-fifth parallel, in accordance ,v1th his
instructions.
But, what is more pertinent to this inquiry, be discovered several of the Aleut~an
Islands, and the Komandorski group or couplet. On the larger of this couplet, which
bears his name, the hardy ua,v igator, after shipwreck, died, December, 19, 1741. But
-the spirit of Hussian discovery survived him, and from the starting point he be~an
trader!-1, hunters, and adventurers made t~eir way from island to island until the whole
Aleutian chain, and with it the mainland, was discovered.
In 1743, 1745, 1747, and 1749 a Cossack sergeantnamedBossofmade four con ecufo·e
V?yages from the mainland of Kamchatka to the Bering and Copper Islands in ve el of
bis own con t:tuction. In 1745 a ailor named Nevidchiboff, who bad en·ed under
Bering, crossed the channel which connects the orth Pacific Ocean with the Bering
Sea and di. co:er~d the islands of Attoo and Agatoo, the former of which now marks
the we ·tern hm1t of our land dominion. In 1744· a small Russian merchant Ye el
reached the island of Atka anrl some of the smaller islands surrounding it. Ten ears
later G~otoff, in a. hip belonging to an Obkosk merchant advanced a far as the ~land
of u~1mak ~ncl sub. eguently cli covered Ounalaska and the whole of that group of !he
,!lleut1an chatn known as the Fox Islands. He made a map of his explorations, which
u1clucl
igb1t i. la1;1ds east of unalaska.
In 1?60 a Ru. ian merC'hant, Arlreian Tolstyk, landed on the island of Adak explor ~ it and · ome of'. the surronncling islands and made report of his di coveries to the
Ru 1nn rown. This group was named after him, the'' .A.dreian Islands."
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The next year a ship belonging to a Russian merchant named Bechevin, ~ade the
coast of the Aliaska Peninsula, and in the autumn of 1762 Gloto:ff, who d1sco_ver(}d
Ounalaska and the Fox group, reached the island of Kadiak. · In 1768 ~wo captams of
the imperial navy, Krenitzen and Levashoff, sailed from Kamschatka m t.wo govern..
ment vessels, and the former passed the succeeding winter at Kodiak, and the lat.ter at
Ounalaska.
·
.
Thus during twenty-five years succeeding ~he death_of Beri_ng the spiri~ of discovery
had planted the ~ussii:i.n ensign along the entire Aleutian ?ham, from Ber~g Island to
the mainland of the North American continent. Possess1011 and occupat10n followed
the footsteps of discovery, and settlements and trading-l)OSts were established at the
more favorable points along the line. Expeditions, stimulated by the large remuneration of the fur traffic, were constantly :fitteu out at the ports along the shores of ~he
sea of Okotsk and the mouth of the Amoor River, for voyages of trade and explorat10n
in the new country.
Elliott, in his report on the seal islands, published W:ith the Tenth _Cens~s of t!le
United States, estimates that no fewer than twenty-five different compames, with quite
a fleet of small vessels, were thus employed as early as 1772.
Under the auspices of one of these companies Shelikoff, a merchant of Rylsk, founded
the first permanent settlement on the island of Kodiak in 178 L From this point exploring expeditions were sent out, one of which crossed the strait between Kodiak and the
mainland which bears Shelikoff's name, and explored the coast of the mainland as far as
Cook's Inlet, upon the shores of which, in 1786, a settlement was established.
Another pushed along the coast to Prince William Sound and Cape St. Elias, the latter
of which was located by Bering in 1741. In 1788 another of Sheliko:ff's ships visited
Prince William Sound, discovered Takutat Bay, and made a thorough exploration of
Cook's Inlet. In the mean time, in 1786, Gehrman Pribylov, a Muscovite ship's mate,
sailed from Ounalaska in a small sloop called the St. George, discovered the islands which
bear his name, located in the heart of the Bering sea, and now far-famed as the only
seal rookeries in the known world. In 1790 the Shelikoff company placed at the head
of all enterprises in the new country that restless spirit whose energies clinched Russia's
dominion to her possessions in North America,-Alexander Baranoff.
Arriving at Kadiak he changed the headquarters of the company to the harbor of Saint
Paul, where the village of that na-me now stands, and the nex:t year one of his skippers
passed around the extremity of the Aliaska Peninsula, and along its northwestern coast
to Bristol Bay, discovering Kvichak River and the Lake Llamna, and cross.ed the portage
to the mouth of Cook'R Inlet, thus finding the safest and quickest mea,ns of communication between Shelikoff Strait and the Bering Sea. In 1794 Barano:ff established a shipyard at .Resurrection Bay on Prince William Sound. About this time the first missionaries of the Greek Church arrived, and missions were established at Kadiak, Ounalaska,
and Spruce Islands. The next year Barano:ff extended his operations and trading-posts
to Yakutat Bay.
Following this was the consolidation of all Russian interests in North America, giving
rise to the Rus?ian -American Company, which was chartered the year that Barano:ff
founded Sitka-1799. The possessions and supremacy Russia gained under this corporation have been so widely acknowledged and universally understood as to scarcely need
comment. Under this company, chartered by the Crown, patronized by nobility, sustained by the sinews of consolidated capital, and led by the tireless energy of Barano:ff,
new explorations and settlements inevitably followed. As early as 1806, aside from
trading posts and settlements along the Aleutian Islands, we :find the Russian-American
Compao_y had established fourteen fortified stations from Kadiak to the Alexander ,
Archipelago, now known as southeastern Alaska, one at Three Saints Harbor, ori.e on
St. Paul's Island, one on the Island of Kadiak, one off Afognak Island, one at the entrance of Cook:s Inlet, three ou the coast of the inlet, two on Prince William Sound, one
at Cape St. Elias, two on Yakutat Bay, one at New Archangel on the Bay of Sitka.
After the death of Baranoff, in 1819, his successor in charge of the affairs of the company, Lieutenant Yanovsky, made extensive explorations of the coast and mainland
above the Aliaska Peninsula. One expedition explored and made a preliminary survey
of the coast from Bristol Bay as far as the mouth of the Kuskoquim. River, discovering and
locating that stream and also the island of Nunivak on the parallel 60° in Bering Sea.
Another passed beyond the mouth of the Yukon to Norton's Sound, and a third entered
the Nushagak River, just above Bristol Bay. pushed into the interior, anil. crossed the
mountains and tundras into the valley of the Kuskoquim. Following these in 1824 and
1826 were the explorations and surveys of Ethloin and Luedke farther north on t-he coast
of the mainland. In 1854 that eminent divine of the Greek church, Bishop Veniaminoff, visited the coast between Bristol Bay and the Kuskoquim, establishing missions,
~hapels, and churches.
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puring this ~ime in 1815 Lieutenant Kotzebue, under the patronage of Count Rum1antzof, had discovered and surrounded Kotzebue Sound and the A.retie coast of A.meric~ ~s far as Cape Lisbur!1~· L~eutenant Tebenkof, of the navy, in 1835, established
missions an? redoubts at SamtMichael's, on Norton Sound, and in 1838an expeditionfi.ttedout by him located Point Barrow. Meanwhile expeditions had penetrated into the interior. Glazunof ascended the Yukon as far as Nulato, and made the first portage between that river and the Kuskoquim in 1836, while Malakoff reached the same point
from the redoubt established by Veniaminoff on the Nushegak, by way of that river
and the Koskoquim. They were followed by Lieutenant Zago~kin, of the Imperial navy,
who in 1842-'43, with :fiveassistants, made extensive explorations ofbasins of the Yukon
and Kuskoquim, a voluminous journal of which is now in print. This brings us to the
close of the first century of Rus~ian discovery and occupation in North America.
It is needless to follow further, as the twenty-fl ve years intervening between 1842
and the date of the treaty to the Untted States are but a continuation and repetition of
Russian occupation and supremacy of this Territory. That possession was never changed
or broken until it passed to the United States under the treaty of 1867. The archives
of Russia will further show that the Imperial Government itself not only fostered these
discoveries, but from the earliest period has asserted and exercised dominion over her
North American possessions. The discoveries of Bering in 1728-'41 were under royal
commission. In 1766 Tolstyk, after his discovery of the Adrean group of the Aleutian
Chain, was granted special privileges in the new possessions by an edict of Catherine II.
The expedition of Kreutzen, of the Imperial navy, to Ounimak Island in 1768 was
under commission of the same sovereign.
Upon the report of the committee of commerce and the recommendation of- the governor-general of Siberia in 1788, Shelikof was granted a credit from the public treasury
of 200,000 rubles to carry forward his enterprises in North America. By a uk:18~ of
Catherine II in 1793 m\ssions of the Greek Church were established in the new domm10n,
and a colony was also founded at Kadiak under royal edict.
The charter of the Russian-American Company, issued in 1799, declares Russia's ~ominion in the following language: '' By the right of discovery in past times by R1;1ss1an
navigators of the north western part of America, beginning from 55° of north latitude,
and the chain of islands extending from Kamchatka to America and southward ro
Japan, graci.ously permit the company to have the use of a 11 hunting grounds and ~tablishments now existing on the northwestern coast of America from the above-me1;1t10ned
55° to Bering Strait, and on the same, and on the Aleutian and Kurile Islands, situated
in the northeastern ocean.''
In conclusion the charter enjoins: "A.11 military and civil authorities in the abovementioned localities not only not to prevent the company from enj~ying to th_e fulle t
extent the privileges granted, but in case of need to protect them with a 1l th~ir po'Yer
from loss or injury, and render them, upon application of the company, all aid, assistance, and protection. ''
.
.
This assertion of dominion by Russia was reiterated in 1820, when by an impenal
ukase Alexander I granted the second charter to the Russian-American Company, _renewing its privileges for twenty years, and was again asserted in 1844 by the granting
of the third charter, which not only increased the privileges of the compan:y, but also
provided a system of colonial government for the Russian-American colomes for the
twenty succeeding years.
RUSSI.AN ORDIN.ANCE OF 1821.

All these assertions of jurisdiction and dominion passed unchallenged, but in 1821 t~e
Imperial Government had issued an ordinance regulating traffic in its Asiatic and Amencan pos..ci~ssions; and reserved exclusively to the subjects of the Russian E?J,pire "the
tran:'3-ctions _of commerce, the pursuit of whaling and :fishing, or any other mdu 'try on
the is~and , m the harbors and inlets, and in general along the northwestern coa:;~ of
America. from Bering trait to the 51st parallel of north latitude, and in t~e A.leu~ian
I lands and along the coast of Siberia and on the Kurile Islands from Bermg tr:u to
the southeastern promontory. of the island of Urup, viz: as far south as latitude 45° and
50° north.''
Thi ordinance called forth the protests of the United Rtates and Great Britain, and
protracted di.-cu ions followed. A critical examination of the diplomatic corr~ pon ence hetween the Unite<l, tates and Great •1'3ritain on one side and Ru ·ia n the tber
will di. close that the points in di~pute in the controvery were the a:.-ertion of Ru~ ·
to exclu ivejurisdiction over the Pacific Ocean 1 the ass rtiou of dominion over the
of ~Torth America. from the 55th parallel south to the 51st. ( ee Mr. A.dams s* note to
th Ru ian mini ter, larch, 1 22.)

*American minister to Russia.
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Following these discussions came the treaty of 1~25 between ~uss~a ~nd_ G!eat Britain.
By these treaties Russia receded fro~ her assert10~ of exclusive JUrI~d1ct10n over ~he
· Pacific Ocean, and abandoned her claim to possessions on the coast of North America
•
south of 54° 40 1•
The following are the articles of the treaty between the United States and Russia germane to the questions involved in the case:
"ARTICLE

I.

"It is agreed that, in any part of the Great Ocean, commonly calle_d the Pacific Ocean,
or South Sea, the respective citizens or s1;1~ject~ of _the big~ cont~actmg J?Owers shall be
neither disturbed nor restrained, either m nav1gat10n or m fishrng, or m t~e power of
resorting to the coasts, upon points whic? may not already h~v~ heen occup1~_d! ior the
purpose of trading with the natives, savmg always the restnct10ns and conditions determined by the following articles.
"ARTICLE

II.

"With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing exercised upon
the Great Ocean by the citizens and subjects of the high contr~cting powers from becoming the pretext of an illicit trade, it is agreed that the citizens of the United States
shall not resort to any point where there is a Russian establishment without the permission of the governor or commander. And that, reciprocally, the subjects of Russia
shall not resort, without permission, to any establishment of the United States upon
the northwest coast.
"ARTICLE

III.

"It is moreover agreed that hereafter there shall not be formed by citfaens of the
United States, or under authority of the said States, any establishment upon the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent to the north of 54° 40 1 north latitude; and in that same manner there shall be none formed by Russian subjects or ~der
the authority of Russia south of the same parallel.
''ARTICLE

IV.

"It is nevertheless understood that during a term of ten years, counting from the signature of the present convent.ion, the ships of both powers, or which belong to their respective citizens or subjects, respectively, may reciprocally frequent, without any binderance whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors, and creeks upon the coast mentioned in
the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the natives of the
country." (Wharton's International Law, vol. 1, sec. 32, page 112.)
.
The treaty between Russia and Great Britain contains substantially the same provisions.
Neither in the treaties nor in the correspondence is any reference made to Russia's
claim of dominion over the Bering Sea. If in the diplomatic correspondence leading up
to the treaty any challenge as to the jurisdiction of Bering Sea bad been made, why was
it not settled by the treaties? Did the high contracting powers to these treaties enter
into a discussion lasting nearly two years as to one matter and make adjustment by treaty
as to other matters ?
The convention between Russia and Great Britain, aside from disposing of the quest!on. of Russia's asserted sovereignty over the Pacific Ocean, and fixing the southern
hm1t of her possession on the western coast of North America, also established the dividing line of their respective North American possessions from 54° 40 1 north to the frozen
ocean, which boundary line is incorporated verbatim into the treaty of cession of 1867,
from ~ussia to the United States. (Treaty 1867, Art. 1.)
If differences existed as to the dominion of the Bering Sea, why were they not settled, as that mani.festly would be a part of the oQject of holding the convention? It
~n not be successfully maintained that by such terms as the '' Great Ocean,'' the '' Pacific Ocean," or the "South Sea," the high contracting powers referred to the Bering
Sea .
. Aside from this, it is stipulated in both treaties that the ships, citizens, and subjects of
either power may reciprocally frequent the interior seas, gulfs, harbors, ~reeks of the
other on the North American coast for a period of ten years. The only interior sea on
the North American coast was the BerinU' Sea held by Russia. If that was a part of
t~e '' Pacific Ocean,'' or the '' Great Oce~n, '' ~r the '' South Sea,'' or belonged to the
high seas under the law of nations, why the term "interior sea," and why should the
United States and Great Britain accept a ten-years limit of the right of_ naviga~i~n and
fishing and trading on an interior sea, if they had the unconditional right to frequent
those waters under the law of nations?
/
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This section ofthe treaty really concedes Russia's dominfon over Bering Sea.
Chancellor Kent alludes to this subject as the "claim of Russia to sovereignty o,er the
Paci.fie Ocean" north of the 51° oflatitude. (Kent vol.ltpage 28.)
A summary _of results following the discussions and conventions as to the royal ordinance of 1821 IS the abandonment by Russia of her claim to sovereignty over the Pacific
Ocean, .a surren'der' of her claim to the North American coast south of 54° 40', a settlement .by liussia and Great Britain as to the boundary line of their possessions in North
America, agreements as to settlements upon each other's territory and navigation of eacll
other's waters, but no surrender of Russia's jurisdiction over the Bering Sea

II.
THE POWER OF CONGRESS OVER BERING SEA.

Upon this branch of the subject there seems to be little room for discussion. The power
of a nation to control its own dominions is one of the inherent elements of sovereignty.
''When a nation takes posession of certain parts of the sea, it takes posession of the empire over them, as well as of the domain, and on the same principle which we advanced
m treating of the land. These parts of the sea are within the jurisdiction of the nation
and a. part of its territory. The sovereign commands them; he makes the laws, and may
punish those who violate them; in a word, he has the same rights there as on the land,
and, in general, every right which the laws of the state allow him." (Vattel's Law of
Nations, page 130.)
By the treaty of 1867 '' the cession of territory and dominion therein made is declared
to be free and unencumbered by any reservations, privileges, franchises, grants, or possessions, ·* * * and conveys all the rights, franchises, and privileges now belonging
to Ru.s sia in the said territory or dominion, and the appurtenances thereto." (Treaty,
Art. VI.)
The Constitution of the United States declares that "all treaties made under the
authority of the United States shall be the supreme law of the land." (Const. U. S.,
Art. VI.)
The same instmmen t vests in tl.e Congress the '' power to make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the territory or other -r;ropert.Yi belonging to the United States."
(Const. U. S., Art. VI, sec. 3.)
Manifestly the acts of Congress contained in chapter 3, title 23, Revised Statutes. of the
United States, '' relating to the unorganized territory of Alaska,'' and under wh1ch the
information is brought, are embraced within these constitutional provisions.
CONCLUSION.

The foregoing record may convey but a meager idea of the indomitable energy a_?d perseverance displayed by the Russian people in acquiring empire in North America, beginning with discoveries of Bering in 1728 and extending for more than a century and
a quarter, wherein they braved the perils of land and sea, overcame a savage native population, faced ice and snow, storm and shipwreck, to tound and maintain empire ?n ~h~e
rugged shores. Enough has been said to disclose the basis of Russia's right to JUn _d1~tion over Bering's Sea under the law of nations, viz: original possession of the A 1atic
coast, followed by discovery and po session of the Aleutian chain and shores of Alas_ka
north not only to Bering's Strait but to Point Barrow and the frozen ocean, thus rnclosing within its territory, as within the embrace of a mighty giant, the island and
waters of Bering Sea; and with this the assertion and exercise of dominion over land
and sea.
This dominion. as to all North America and the waters of the sea within the lines laid
down by the treaty of 1867, passed by that treaty to the United States, and the Bering
Sea is now a Russo-American water.
Such i our understanding of the law. Such is the record.
Upon them the United States are prepared to abide the judgments of the courts and
the opinion of the civilized world.

OPINION.
Upon_the pl~dings and the issue joined the court gave the following opinion:
The libel of rnformation in the ca e of he schooner Dolphin is similar to the informatio.n fi1 d again t th~ other schooners named, and alleges that on the 12th day ?f July.
1
, the commanding officer of the United States revenue-cutter Ruh e1zed the
achooner Dolphin in that portion of the Bering Sea which was ceded to the United
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States by Russia in the treaty of March, 1867. That said. scho~ner w:as yiolating section 1956 of the Revised Statutes, in relation to the protection ot seal life m the waters
of Alaska. To the libel .of information the Queen's counsel of British Columbia filed
a demurrer, alleging that the district court of Alaska had no jurisdiction over the s1:1-bject-matter of the action, for the reason that the scho?ner -was mo:e than 1 m:1n~e
league from the shore when seized, and that the act of Congress o.t July 27,_ 1868, IS
unconstitutional, in that it restricts free navigation of the Bering Sea for Seahng purposes. A stipulation siO'ned bytheQueen's counsel, Mr. M. W. P. Drake, upon the part
of the British owners; atd Mr. A. K. Delaney upon the part of the United States, was
filed, in which it was agreed and conceded that the masters of the vessels named were
taking fur seals in that portion of Bering Sea which is claimed by the United States
under the treaty with Russia of March, 1867.
The issue as presented involves an examination of a most pertinent and critical question of international law. It will be necessary to ascertain, first, the right of the Imperial Government of Russia to the Bering Sea anterior to the treaty of March, 1867,
and for information upon this subject I am largely indebted to Mr. N. L. Jeffries for a
collection and citation of authorities and historical events, and for the want of books at
my command upon this question, I am compelled to rely for historical facts upon his
carefully prepared brief'. From this elaborate brief I glean the following facts:
The Sea of Kamchatka, or Bering Sea, is a large estuary of the North Pacific Ocean, or
bay, and from the date of its discovery until the cession of Alaska to the United States
was bordered on all sides by the territory of Russia, except the straits at the north leading to the frozen ocean, and the outlet in the southwest into 'the North Pacific.
In the early part of the eighteenth century, Peter the Great, of Russia, directed the
fitting out of an e;:ploring expedition to determine whether the continents of Asia and
America joined or were separated by the sea; also to discover if there were not an American Russia, as there was already an Asiatic and European Russia
The expedition was commanded by Captain Bering, who set out from St. Petersburg,
accompanied by officers, seamen, and ship- builders, on the 5th of February, 1725, and
after a perilous journey through Northern Siberia he reached Kamchatka, whence he
sailed on the 20th July, 1728, in a vessel named the Ga.briel, which bad been built at
Kamchatka in accordance with instructions drawn up by the Emperor.
The first land discovered was the island of St. Lawrence, which he named in honor of
the saint on whose day it was discovered. He continued northward until he reached
what be supposed was the northeastern extremity of Asia, and was satisfied that the two
continents were separated by the sea.
Returning to St. Petersburg, after passing through the sea and straits which bear his
name, with the fixed opinion that there was a large body ,, f land to the eastward, he
aroused the spirit of discovery and induced his government to continue the explorations.
He was created an admiral and placed in command of a new expedition. The senate,
the admiralty, and the academy of science all united in aiding and encouraging the
enterprise.
This expedition, like the former, made the long and dreary journey across Northern
Asia and the Sea of Okhotsk to Kamchatka.
On the 4th of June, 1741, two well-appointed ships, the St. Paul and St. Peter, sailed
in quest of new discoveries.
.
On the 18th of July Bering first saw the continent of America in latitude 50° 28'.
(See Muller's Voyages from Asia to America; Steller's Diary, p. 190.)
According to his instructions, after reaching the American coast he was to steer southward to the 45th parallel, and then return to the north, crossing back to Asia at Bering
Strait. (Bancroft's History of Alaska, p. 54.)
During this expedition Bering sailed as far south as 45° north latitude and after
making many discoveries bis ship was finally wrecked near the island which bears bis
name, and on which be di.ed on the 8th of December, 1741.
The enterprising spirit of Russfan merchants and traders, even in Siberia, was awakened by the accounts given of the industries that might be created, and the innumerable
•fur-bearing animals which inhabited the waters and islands in and adjacent to what is
now ~nown as Berin_g Sea. Owing to a conflict of interests, disorder, and a wanton destruct10n of seal life m the waters and on the islands of the new discoveries, an imperial
ukas~ was issued bearing date of December 27, 1799, by which the right of fishing,
hunting, and trading wasconferred upon what was designated the "Russian American
Company." In the ukase of that date Russia asserted a distinct claim, by right of discovery, to the western part of America, beginning from the 55th degree of north latitude,
and of the cbai.n of islands extending from Kamchatka to the north to America and
southward to Japan. Authority was also given to the companyto have exclusive use of
all hunting grounds and establishments then existing on the northeastern (western) coast
of America, frorh the 55th degree of north latitude to Bering Straits, and also on the
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Al~utian, Kurile, and other islands situated on the northeastern ocean and to make
new discoveries not oniy north of the 55th degree of north latitude, but farther to the
south, and to occupy the new lands discovered as Russian possessions. It will be
observed from the foregoing that Russia claimed the exclusive right and dominion of the
Sea of Kamchatka, now known as Bering Sea, by right of discovery, and for the further
reason that the sea was bounded by Russia's Asiatic coast on the west, to Bering Straits
on the north, and on the American continent as far east asBritish possessions, and south
54° 40 1 north latitude, and was essentially land-locked by Russian territory.
Now, in relation to this question of title acquired by discovery, our own court of last
resort has held in the case of Johnson v. McIntosh (8 Wheat., 572), Marshall, C. J.,
delivering the opinion, that
'' On the discovery of this immense continent the great nations of Europe were eager
to appropriate to themselves so much ofitas they could acquire. * '* -x- But as they
were all in pursuit of nearly the same obj~ct, it was necessary, in order to avoid conflicting settlements and subsequent war with each other, to estabHsh a principle which
all should acknowledge as the law by which the right of acquisition which they all
asserted should be regulated as between themselves. This principle was, thatdiscovery
gave title to the Government by whose subjects or-by whose authority it was maJe,
against all other European Governments, which title might be consummated by po ession. The exclusion of all other Europeans necessarily ga,e to the nation making the
discovery 1the sole right of acquiring the soil from the natives and establishing settlements
upon it. I twas a right with which no European could interfere. It was a right ~hicb
all asserted for themselves, and to the assertion of which by others all assented."
**
(See Wharton's Digest International Law, vol. 1, sec. 2.)
Chancellor Kent says: "All that can reasonably be asserted is> that the dominion of
the sovereign of the shore over the contiguous sea extends as far as is requisite for his
safety and for some lawful end." (1 Kent's Commentaries, 28.)
Vattel says: ''A nation may appropriate to herself those things of which the free 3:nd
common use would be pejudicial or dangerous to her. This is a second rea on for which
Governments extend their dominion over the sea along their coasts, as far as they are
able to protect their rights." (See Vattel's Law of Nations, 127.) . .
Supplementing the principle enunciated by C. J. Marshall (supra) ~1th ~be rule as
stated by Kent and Vattel, can there 1onger exist a doubt as to Russia's title to the
Bering Sea and the extended group of the Aleutian Islands?
The Queen's counsel Jays much stress in his argument upon the fact th.at both the
United States and Great Britain treated with Russia (the United Stat~ m 1824 an_d
Great Britain in 1825) in relation to the free use of the waters of the Benng Sea; and it
is claimed that by these treaties the sea was thrown open as the common property of
mankind. But an examination of these treaties and the objects in view by the three
great powers fail to warrant the conclusion reached in the argument. 'l'he principal
parts of the treaty between the United States and Russia, the treaty between Great
Britain and Russia being similar, are thus set forth by Professor Wharton (see 1st, International Law Digest, .sec. 32):
"1<

'' ARTICLE

1.

'' It is agreed that, in any part of the great ocean commonly called the Pacific Ocean or
South Sea, the respective citizens or subj ects of the high contracting powers hall be
neither disturberl nor restrained, either in navigation or in.fishing, or in thep?we ofresorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already have been occu~1~d, for the
purpo. e of trading with the natives, saving al ways the restrictions and conditions determined by the following articles:
'' ARTICLE

2.

"With a view of preventing t he rights of navigation and of fishing exercised upon !he
great oc an by the citizen and subj ects of the high contracting powers from becorumg
the pretext for an illicit trade, it is agreed tha t t he citizens of the United States _ba_ll not
resort to any point where there is a Hussian ec,tahlishment without the perm1 ·ion of
the gov_eruor or commander; and that, reciprocally, t he suQjects of Ru ia ball not resort, without permi ion, to any establishm ent of the United States upon the north ·
co t.
"ARTICLE 3.
''. It is ?1oreovera•rreed that, hereafter, there 1,hall not be formed by the citizeru of the
mte<l
t ·, or under ~he authority of the said tat , any e tabli bment npon t e
nortb"•e. t coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to the north of 54" 40'
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of north latitude· and that, in the same manner, there shall be none founded by Russian subjects, or ~nder the authority of Russia, south of the same parallel.
"ARTICLE

4.

"It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term of ten years, ?oun_ting from t~e
signature of the present convention, the sh_ips of both po~ers, o~ which belon_g to their
citizens or subjects, respectively, may reciprocally frequent, without any_ hrnd~mnce
whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors, and cree~s, up?n the coas_t mentioned m the
preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and tradmg with the natives of the country.
ARTICLE 5.

"All spirituous liquors, fire-arms, other arms, powder, ~nd munitions of w_ar of eyery
kind, are always excepted from this same commerc~ permitted _by the p~eced_1~g art,1cle,
neither to sell nor suffer them to be sold to the. natives by their respective citizens and
subjects, nor by any person who may be under their authority. It is l~kewise stipulated that this restriction shall never afford a pretext, nor be advanced many case, to
authorize either search or detention of the vessels, seizure of the merchandise, or, in
:fine, any measures of constraint whatever towards the merchant or the crews .who may
carry on this commerce; the high contracting powers reciprocally reserving to themselves to determine upon the penalties to be incurred, l:J,nd to inflict the punishments in
case of the contravention of this article by their respective citizens or subjects."
"Nations, like individuals, have the righti of contracts, and their treaties are subiect
to the same rnle of interpretation and of morality which govern in municipal law."
(1st Bouvier Law Dictionary, 741.)
"Estoppel " in law is a term the etymology of which implies the preclusion of a person from asserting a fact by previous conduct inconsistent therewith, on his own part
or on the part of those under whom he claims. It is in law a prohibition which denies
a man the right of alleging or denying a fact ,in which he has with full knowledge long
acquiesced. (Stephen's Plead., 239; see Vattelon the Law of Nations, sec. 286 and sec.
294.) Applying this rule, the conclusion can not be escaped that in consequence of the
acquiescence of Great Britain in the claim, jurisdiction and dominion of Russia to what
is now known as Bering Sea since the expiration of the treaty of Russia and Great
Britain in 1825, which was to exist for ten years, Great Britain and her dominion gov-ernment, of which British Columbia is a part, areestopped from any claim of right or
privilege of taking fur bearing animals in Befing Sea east of the line mentioned as our
western boundary in the treaty, and which is recognized as the line dividing the continents of Asia and North America.
The western boundary line of the United States as agreed upon by the United States
-and Russia in the treaty of March, 1867, is as follows:
The western limit within which the territories and dominion conveyed are contained
passes through a point in Bering's Straits on the parallel of 65° 30 1 north latitude at
its intersection by the meridian which passes mid way between the islands of Krusenstem
-0r Ignalookand the islands of Ratmauoff or Noonarbook, and proceeds due north without
limitation into the same frozen ocean. The same western limit, beginning at the same
initial point, proceeds thence in a course nearly southwest, through Bering's Straits and
Bering's Sea, so as to pass mid way between the north west point of the island of St. Lawrence and the southeast point of Cape Chukotski, to the meridian of one hundred and
seventy-two west longitude; thence, from the intersection of that meridian, in a southwesterly direction, so as to pass midway between the island of Attou and the Copper
Island of the Kormaudorski couplet or group in the North Pacific Ocean, to the meridian of 193° west longitude, so as to include in the territory conveyed the whole of the
.Aleutian Islands east of that meridian. (See Public Treaties, p. 672.)
The courts have the same right and power when called upon to interpret a public
treaty to derive aid from contemporaneous interpretation, and by ascertaining the intention of those whose duty it is nnder the Constitution to make treaties, as they have
in the ipterpretation of any other law. • What then was the object in purchasing Alaska?
Manifestly to extend our northwest boundary line so as to include the whole group of
the Aleutian Islands.
Senator Sumner, who was chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs in the Senate of the United States at the time of the Alaskan purchase, and after the boundary
line had been agreed upon, defined it as follows:
"Starting from the frozen ocean, the western boundary descends Bering Straits midway between the two islands of Krusenstern and Ratmanoffto the parallel of 65° 30',
just below where the continents of America and Asia approach each other the. neare~t;
.and from this point proceeds in a course nearly southwest through Bering Straits, mid-
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way betw:een the island of. St. Lawrence and Cape Chukotski to the meridian of 172°
west long1tud.e, and thence ma southwesterly direction, traversing Bering , ea midway
between the island of Attou on the east and Copper Island on the west to the meridian
of 1~3° west longitude, leaving the prolonged group of the Aleutian Islands in the po·
sessions now ~r3:n~ferre? to th~ United States, and making the western boundary of our
country the d1v1drng hne wh1ch separates Asia from America. In the Aleutian ranoe
besi~es i1;1numerable islets and rocks, there are not less than :fifty-five islands exceedblg
3 miles m leo_gth; ,the~e are seven exceeding 40 miles; with Ounimak, which is the
largest, exceedm~ 73.miles. In onr part of Bering Seathereare:fi.veconsiderableislands,
the largest of which 1s _S t. Lawrence, being more than 96 miles long." lSee Ex. Doc.
·No. 177, Fortieth Congress, second session, page 125.) Indicating most clearly what
was the understanding in the United States Senate at the time as to our western boundary.
Subdivision 2 of section 2 of the Constitution, in defining the pmyers of the President,
says:
'' He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make
-t reaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators present concur." * * *
Judge Story, in considering this clause of the Constitution, says:
"It will be observed from thi::, that the power to make treaties is by the Constitution
general, and of course it embraces all sorts of treaties, for peace or war, for commerce or
territory." -x- """ * (See Story on the Constitution, sec. 1508, and authorities there
cited.)
It is argued that this question belongs to the political department of the Government,
and that iii should be there adjusted, but this position is, I think, wholly untenable, at
least at this stage of the controversy.
The second clause of the sixth article of the Constitution declares that: "This Constitution and the laws of the United States, which shall be made in pursuance thereof,
and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme law of the land. And the judges in every State shall be bound
thereby, anything in the constitution and laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.''
Judge Story, in commenting on this section, forcibly says:
'' The propriety of this clause would seem to result from the very nature of the Constitution. If it was to establish a national government, that government ought, to the
extent of its power and rights, to be supreme. It would be a solecism to affirm t~a.t a.
national government should exist with certain powers, and yet that in the exercISe of
those powers it should not be supreme.
"In regard to treaties, there is equal reason why they should be held, when made to
be the supreme law of the land. It is to be considered that treaties constitute solemn
compacts of binding obligation among nations; and unless they are scrupulously obeyed
and enforced no foreign nation would consent to negotiate with us; or if it did, any .~ant
of strict fidelity on our part in the discharge of the treaty stipulations would be :vi 1~ed
by reprisals or war. It is, therefore, indispensable that they should have the obhgat~on
and force of a law, that they may be executed by the judicial power and be obeyed like
other laws." (See Story on the Constitution, sec. 1838.)
...
Congress recognized the right of the United States to the whole of the new acqmSition
by appropriating $7,200,000 to pay for the new territory, and on the 27th day of Jul)"'.,
1868, extended the laws of the United States relating to customs, commerce, and n~vigation over all the mainland, islands, and waters of the territory ceded to _the Umt~d
States by the Empel'Or of Russia (see Revised Statutes, sec. 1597), showrng un.mi..;takably the understanding of the Government at the time as to what bad been acquired,
and ~hat our boundary line was located at the 193d degree of west lon~~ude. ~be
longitude of a place is the arc of the equator intercepted between the men~ian PasSI1;lg
through that place and some assumed meridian to which all others are referred. Different nations have adopted different meridians. The English reckon from the Royal
Observatory at Greenwich, the French from the Imperial Observatory at Paris and .the
Germans from the observatory at Berlin or from the Island of Ferro. In the Umted
States we ~o!11etimes reckon longitude fro~1 Washington and sometimes from Greenm~h.
(See Loomis s Elemc~ts of Astrouomy.) But iu establishing the western bom~dary.l~ne
?f Alaska the_ reckomng of longitude was from Greenwich, which reaches the line dmdmg the contments of Asia and North America. (See Art. 1 of the treaty of March
1 )7.)

'~he purchru e of A~aska was unquestionably made with a view to the re~enues to be
~enve,1 from the takmg of fur seal in the wi ters of Bering ea, and ~ pecially on the
1 l~11d, of St. I aul aucl, t. George, hoth of which w~r<:, by act of Congre. of farch 3
1 ~D, made '' a. , p cial r · n?tion for Government pnrpo r . . '' (See 1 - 't, tute _. 2 )
Secre ary eward ·wa a skilled diplomat, a learned man in statecraft, and he endentl.
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foresaw the income to be derived by the Government from the seal industry on and adjacent to those islands. Hence in the negotiations he insisted upon, and Russia conceded, that our boundary line should be extended to the meridian named in the treaty.
The industry and consequent revenues would be hopeless without the residuary power
of the United States to protect and regulate the taking of far-bearing animals in that
part of our domain. The effort of the United States to seize and drive out the illicit,
piratical craft, craft that have been navigating those waters for years, indiscrimi:qately
slaughtering fur-bearing animals, the continuation of which can but result in the wanton
destruction of the rookeries, the most valuable in the world, is a legitimate exercise of
the powers of sovereignty under the law of nations with which no nation can lawfully
interfere. The question of the constitutionality of the act of Congress of July 27, 1868
(Revised Statutes, p. 343), scarcely deserves notice, since it has been sustained by this
court. (See United States v. Nelson, 29 Federal Reporter, p. 202; see same case affirmed by the United States circuit court for Oregon, Weekly Federal Reporter of April
19, p. 112; see also the Louisa Simpson, 2 Sawyer.)
The conclusion I have reached is that the demurrer must be overruled, and it is so
ordered; and that judgment of forfeiture to the United 8tates be entered against each
of ~he vessels separately, together with their tackle, apparel, furniture, and cargoes,
savi~g to the masters and mates their private property, such as nautical instruments and
the hke, and that a stay of proceedings for ninety days be granted, as per stipulation
filed.

